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ABSTRACT AND BENEFITS
Abstract:
The sewers in Seattle’s Broadview neighborhood, built in the 1950s, experience
significant inflow and infiltration. Intense wet weather events have resulted in sewer overflows
into private residences and the environment and previous work indicates that the majority of this
excess flow comes from infiltration. As a result, an infiltration reduction project was investigated
to reduce overflows. To reduce that infiltration and achieve maximum success, all components of
the sewer system – mainlines, maintenance holes, and private side sewers – have to be addressed.
Seattle Public Utilities determined through a business case that to reduce infiltration, flood
grouting was the most cost-effective, least-disruptive methodology.
Flood grouting involves applying two chemicals in separate steps to treat an entire
section of the sewer system between two maintenance holes, including the side sewers. The
segment is filled completely to the maintenance hole rim and utilizes hydrostatic pressure by the
chemical fluid to apply the grout to the system.
To determine the success of the project, flow meters were installed in the system to
document before and after conditions for modeling analysis. The effectiveness of this approach
at reducing infiltration compared to the cost, the challenges associated with working on private
property, and lessons learned are documented in this report.
Benefits:
 Demonstrates in detail how to conduct a flood grouting project.
 Presents actual lessons learned from completing a flood grouting project.
 Includes how to calculate the effectiveness of the project.
 Shares Seattle Public Utilities business case methodology for approving projects.
 Describes the public outreach campaign used to gain public acceptance.
Keywords: Flood grouting, infiltration, Sanipor, trenchless rehabilitation, sanitary sewers, flow
monitoring, modeling.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
ES.1 Introduction
The Broadview neighborhood in the northwest corner of the city of Seattle, Washington,
has experienced frequent wet weather sanitary sewer backups into private property and sanitary
sewer overflows (SSOs) into the public rights-of-way. Seattle Public Utilities (SPU) initiated
several sewer studies to determine the source of the wet weather flow and to identify solutions to
mitigate sewer surcharges leading to overflows. These studies indicated that infiltration into the
sanitary sewer system is the leading source of wet weather flows. Extensive flow monitoring and
hydraulic modeling has attributed almost 80% of the peak flow during large storm events to
infiltration.
Many engineering studies have determined that for an infiltration reduction project to
have optimal success, rehabilitation must address all sewer infrastructure components: the
maintenance holes (MHs), mainlines, and side sewers up to the building connection. In Seattle,
the property owners own the entire length of the side sewer, from the building to the connection
point with the mainline and SPU historically has never conducted work on private property.
However, to achieve the goal of reducing sanitary sewer backups, the privately owned side
sewers needed to be included in a rehabilitation effort. SPU decided to conduct a pilot project to
learn about new and innovative infiltration reduction methods, validate its business case
evaluation process, and assess the viability of working on private property. SPU selected flood
grouting as the method of rehabilitating the system. Flood grouting is the process of internally
flooding an entire segment of sewer (MH to MH) and the side sewers all at once with a two-part
chemical process that leaches out to the surrounding soil through pipe defects to seal the pipe
from infiltration.
A smaller sewershed basin within the Broadview neighborhood was selected as the
location in which to conduct the pilot project. This basin drained to one of the areas that had
experienced the highest number of backup claims. The 30-acre pilot area consisted of 88 parcels
and 27 MH-to-MH sections with 28 MHs ranging from 4-17’ deep. There are 5,880’ of 6”- and
8”-diameter concrete mainline pipes and roughly 9,725’ of 4”-, 6”-, and 8”-diameter side sewers,
mainly consisting of concrete pipe with some polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe.

ES.2 Business Case
SPU requires that large projects greater than $1 million in project value go through a
business case evaluation process to identify a preferred alternative and to validate the need for
the project. A selection process identified four leading alternatives for the infiltration reduction
project: flood grouting, joint grouting, pipe bursting, and cast-in-place pipe (CIPP) lining. The
much higher cost and disruptive nature of open cut pipe replacement eliminated it from more
detailed analysis. Cost estimates for each of the methods were developed and these costs were
then compared to the benefits of completing the project. Some of the benefits include reduced
claims, reduced storage costs at a regional wet weather treatment facility, reduced conveyance
and treatment costs, and installing cleanouts on side sewers and inspecting privately held sewer
assets. The business case process identified flood grouting as having the greatest benefit cost
ratio of all the options and it was therefore selected as the preferred alternative for the infiltration
reduction project.
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ES.3 Community
C
Engagemeent
For the pilot project
p
to maaximize infiltration reduuction, it wass important tto include thhe
maximum
m length of side
s sewers possible.
p
To achieve thaat objective, SPU had to get permissiion
to enter private
p
propeerty and to work
w
on the privately
p
ow
wned side sew
wers. SPU coonducted ann
extensivee education campaign.
c
This
T included
d holding sevveral commuunity meetinngs, mailing
informatiional flyers, developing a website, and
a followingg up with tellephone calls, and an onnsite
meeting with
w the con
ntractor to sh
how the expeected equipm
ment to be ussed during thhe constructiion
process. This work reesulted in a 95%
9
signup rate from thhe affected reesidents. Thee remaining 5%
of the houses had a cleanout
c
instaalled on the side sewers within SPU
U’s right-of-w
way and the
portion of
o the sewer within
w
the riight-of-way was rehabiliitated.

ES.4 Project
P
Results
The
T flood gro
outing took place
p
in late summer/earrly fall 2011.. All of the M
MHs and
mainlines were sealed; however, only 30% of
o the total siide sewer lenngth could bbe accessed ffor
sealing due
d to severaal reasons, in
ncluding mulltiple side seewer branchees on each house,
landscaping, elevatio
on differencees, and homeeowner apprroval of the ccleanout locaation.
mately 56% of the entiree sewer basin
n was sealedd. Based on m
measured exxfiltration rattes of
Approxim
the flood
d grouting ch
hemicals, thee sections thaat were sealeed had a 99%
% improvem
ment in their
exfiltratio
on rates. Thee average tottal constructtion cost perr foot of sew
wer sealed waas $77 for thhis
pilot projject.
SPU maintain
ns a network
k of flow metters and rainn gauges in tthe Broadvieew area that was
augmenteed with addiitional flow meters
m
to cap
pture beforee and after innformation. T
The recordedd
depth, veelocity, and flow
f
rate waas used to callibrate two ssewer modells, one for beefore the prooject
and one for
f after the project. Lon
ng-term simu
ulations that were conduucted reveal tthat the project
reduced the
t peak hou
ur flow rate coming
c
out of
o the pilot bbasin by 41%
% and reduceed the storm
m
1
event vollumes by 66% .
The
T business case benefitts were recom
mputed folloowing completion of thee project. The
total projject costs cam
me in 16% higher
h
than estimated
e
($11,478,000 veersus $1,2755,000). Becaause
the side sewers
s
were not sealed to the extent as originallyy anticipatedd, the reductiion of peak
flows weere not as hig
gh as expecteed although the total vollume reduced exceeded estimates. T
The
total valu
ue of the ben
nefits was co
oncluded to be
b $1,595,0000 versus thee estimated $$1,842,000.
Despite this,
t
the beneefits still excceeded costs by a ratio oof 1.08. The aactual constrruction cost was
$1,033,400, resulting
g in a constru
uction beneffit cost ratio of 1.54. SPU
U intends to continue thee use
s
infiltraation has beeen determineed to contribbute
of this technology in select locatiions where sewer
ntly to wet weather
w
flow
w issues.
significan

1

Based on a 10-year recurrrence interval stoorm.
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CHAPTER 1.0

INTRODUCTION
Existing sewage systems are prone to increasing amounts of infiltration due to aging and
deteriorating pipes. This can cause flows to increase tenfold or more during periods of rain, when
the antecedent groundwater conditions are high, increasing treatment costs and reducing pipe
capacity, possibly leading to surcharging and backups.
Optimizing system capacity by reducing infiltration and/or inflow is one of the standards
that the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) has required of wastewater utilities
in Consent Orders and Capacity, Management, Operations, and Maintenance (CMOM)
guidelines. Significant research has been done on techniques for reducing infiltration, including
Water Environment Research Foundation (WERF)’s reports on Methods for Cost-Effective
Rehabilitation of Private Lateral Sewers (Sterling et al., 2006), and Reducing Peak RainfallDerived Infiltration/Inflow Rates – Case Studies and Protocol (Merrill et al., 2003). These
studies indicate that in order to achieve significant reduction in infiltration, private side sewers as
well as mainlines must be addressed – introducing additional complexities in terms of legal
issues as well as public acceptance for any proposed project.
Cost-effectiveness is another important consideration. The following questions need to be
answered: Does the benefit justify the cost including any associated risk of the project? How
does infiltration reduction compare to other options to optimize capacity such as inflow
reduction, enhanced maintenance, or upsizing pipe?
Seattle Public Utilities (SPU) recently completed a pilot project to reduce infiltration in a
separated sewer system using a process called flood grouting. This process simultaneously seals
large portions of a system, including maintenance holes (MHs), sewer mains, and side sewers to
reduce infiltration into sanitary sewers. There were three main objectives for the pilot:
1. Evaluate cost-effective infiltration reduction
2. Assess the scalability of using a flood grouting approach for infiltration control
3. Evaluate the need for and concerns related to private property sewer rehabilitation
The majority of the homes and sanitary sewers in the Broadview neighborhood, located
in northwest Seattle, were built in the early 1950s. Over time the concrete pipes and MHs have
deteriorated and the joints have separated, allowing excessive amounts of infiltration into the
sewer system. The neighborhood has a history of basement backups during wet weather events,
especially along 12th Avenue NW.
Previous engineering studies (Herrera, 2009 and 2010) conducted in this area determined
that a significant quantity of infiltration enters the sanitary sewer system during wet weather
events. Infiltration and inflow (I/I) added to base flows exceeds the capacity of the system,
causing the wastewater to back up and overflow into basements or overtop MHs. Through
hydraulic modeling, it has been determined that if infiltration is broadly reduced throughout 12th
Avenue NW, backups due to wet weather can be reduced if not totally eliminated.
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To
T address in
nfiltration, SP
PU evaluated
d several tecchnologies aand proposedd doing a pilot
project fo
or 12th Aven
nue NW. Priior to obtainiing approvall to proceed with this pillot project, S
SPU
required that a “busin
ness case” bee prepared to
o compare thhe total life-cycle cost of the proposed
option to
o other altern
natives, whicch included joint groutinng, pipe burstting, cast-in--place pipe
(CIPP) liining, and replacement with
w new upssized pipe. O
Of the alternaatives evaluaated, flood
grouting (Sanipor) was
w shown to have the hig
ghest net preesent value ((NPV). Floood grouting is the
o internally flooding an entire segm
ment of sewerr (MH to MH
H) and the siide sewers aall at
process of
once with
h a two-part chemical prrocess that leeaches out too the surrounnding soil thhrough pipe
defects to
o seal the pip
pe from infilltration. At the
t time of thhis project, tthis technoloogy had beenn
used in Europe
E
fairly
y extensively
y, but has had
d only limiteed use in thee United Stattes.
This
T report su
ummarizes th
he results off application of the floodd grouting technology ussing
monitorin
ng done prio
or to, during,, and after co
ompletion off the applicaation. It meassures the am
mount
of flow reduction and
d compares that
t to the to
otal project ccosts as trackked through SPU’s cost
accountin
ng system. In
n addition, th
he potential is assessed ffor the use oof this technoology to reduuce
the risk for
f future bacckups in the Broadview neighborhoood as well ass its applicabbility in otheer
locationss.
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CHAPTER 2.0

PROJECT DESIGN
This chapter describes the design of the flood grouting pilot project, including the
location, technology used, flow and rainfall monitoring, model design, and the Quality
Assurance Project Plan (QAPP).

2.1

Location of the Project

The flood grouting pilot project was conducted in a residential area consisting of singlefamily homes in the Broadview neighborhood in the northwest part of the city of Seattle,
Washington, shown in Figure 2-1.

2.1.1 Description of Project Area
The majority of homes and infrastructure in this area were constructed in the early 1950s,
when the area was part of the Greenwood Sanitation District. In 1954, the area was incorporated
into the city of Seattle. The sewer system was constructed mainly with concrete pipe and
concrete block MHs. Surface water drainage infrastructure was constructed with a ditch-andculvert system. Over time, the concrete sewers and MHs have degraded (cracks, open joints, and
mortar loss), allowing an excessive amount of infiltration to enter the sewer system. In addition,
as the area has developed over the last 60 years the amount of impervious area has increased.
This increase has surpassed the capacity of the ditch and culvert drainage system, causing
localized standing water and flooding issues during large rain events.

2.1.2 Background: Why This Location Was Chosen
The Broadview neighborhood has experienced multiple flooding events and sewer
backups over the years resulting from wet weather events. Localized pipe replacement projects
have relieved localized surcharging at hydraulic restrictions but have not addressed larger
conveyance limitations within the pipe network. Flow monitoring data and hydraulic modeling
indicated that the system is very sensitive to the added wet weather I/I that results from large
storm events. Storm-related infiltration is extremely variable and significantly increases the peak
rate of flow beyond the capacity of the downstream conveyance system. This results in
surcharging of customer connections to the sanitary sewer mainline. This is especially true of the
mainline serving the lower 12th Avenue NW basin, as shown in Figure 2-2. The pilot area was
chosen because it is within an area that showed signs of high infiltration, is a discrete area where
the whole system could be rehabilitated, is large enough to accurately measure flows, and has a
good location for flow metering.
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Figure 2-1. Project Locatioon Map.
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Fig
gure 2-2. Map of
o Broadview Seewer Basins.
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The
T 30-acre pilot
p
area as shown in Figure 2-3 connsisted of 888 parcels andd 27 MH-to-MH
sections with
w 28 MH
Hs ranging fro
om 4-17’ deep. There arre 5,880’ of 66”- and 8”-ddiameter conncrete
mainline pipes and ro
oughly 9,725
5’ of 4”-, 6”-, and 8”-diaameter side ssewers, mainnly consistinng of
concrete pipe with so
ome newer polyvinyl
p
chlloride (PVC)) pipe.

Figuree 2-3. Pilot Basi n.
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Hydraulic modeling (calibrated at a downstream flow meter prior to installation of the
upper basin pilot project flow meter) was used to determine the three components of wet weather
flow: base dry weather flow, inflow, and infiltration. As shown in Figure 2-4, peak wet weather
infiltration was determined to be almost 80% of the total peak flow after inflow ceases.

Date
Figure 2-4. Inflow versus Infiltration Along 12th Avenue NW.

In addition to infiltration being the largest contributor of flows during large storms in this
basin, this area has an overwhelmed storm drainage system during large storm events. Inflow
sources could not easily be disconnected and relocated without causing or exacerbating surface
water flooding. Modeling also showed that removing inflow sources alone would not
significantly reduce the hydraulic grade line to reduce the occurrences of basement backups and
sanitary sewer overflows (SSOs).
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2.2

Technology
T
y Used

The
T technolog
gy selected to
t reduce inffiltration in tthe pilot basin is a methood called floood
grouting..

2.2.1 Description
D
n of Flood Grouting
G
Flood groutin
ng is the proccess of intern
nally floodinng an entire sewer segment (MH to M
MH)
and the side sewers all
a at once with a two-paart liquid groout process thhat leaches oout to the
surround
ding soil thro
ough pipe defects to seal the pipe froom infiltratioon. The two ccomponents
react with
h each otherr to form a geel and bind the
t surroundding soil to ccreate a wateertight seal. T
The
gel comp
pletes its cheemical reaction and hardeens over a period of twoo to three dayys, but is
watertigh
ht almost imm
mediately. As
A can be seeen in Figure 2-5, the cheemicals leachh out 6-12” ffrom
the pipe, where the chemicals intteract with th
he surroundiing soil resullting in a sanndstone-likee
matrix. The
T grouting materials an
nd technical expertise foor this projecct were proviided by Saniipor,
headquarrtered in Vieenna, Austriaa. The chemiicals used inn the system are silicate-bbased and arre
non-toxicc to the surro
ounding soill and ground
dwater, as haas been confiirmed by sevveral Germann
and otherr European authorities
a
an
nd institution
ns (WRc cerrtificate PT/3325/0811).

Bell and spigot
sewer pipe

Maintenance hole

Exposed
Sanipor

Figure 2-5. Sanipor Demonstration:
D
Sandstone-likee Matrix Where Sanipor Has Innteracted with S
Surrounding Sooil.

Following flu
ushing of thee segment an
nd installatioon of the pluggs in all sidee sewers andd
MHs, thee sewer segm
ment is filled
d to the top of
o the upstreaam MH withh the first of the two grouuting
liquids, called
c
S1 by Sanipor, a sodium
s
silicaate liquid, wiith a viscouss, syrup-like consistencyy.
The liquiid level is monitored from
m the upstreeam MH rim
m every five m
minutes to ddocument thee
exfiltratio
on rate. Shou
uld the liquid level drop more than 112-18”, addiitional liquidd is added to
bring thee elevation baack to the rim
m surface. This
T is done tto provide an
and maintain the greatestt
head on the
t system to
o provide thee maximum exfiltration potential off the liquid innto the
surround
ding soil. S1 is allowed su
ufficient tim
me, ranging ffrom 30-45 m
minutes, to eexfiltrate intoo the
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surround
ding soil and is then imm
mediately pum
mped out of the sewer syystem back iinto a tankerr
truck for reuse in the next pipe seegment. Thee entire segm
ment is then jjetted to rem
move any S1
chemicall from the interiors of thee pipes and MHs.
M
The prrocess is reppeated with tthe second
grouting liquid, calleed S2 by San
nipor, a siliciic acid solutiion, with a nnon-viscous, watery
consisten
ncy. Becausee S2 behavess similarly to
o water, the rrate at whichh it exfiltratees the system
m can
be used as
a an “after” exfiltration rate to docu
ument the im
mmediate effe
fectiveness of the groutinng
process. Depending on
o leakage raates, the S1//S2 process ccan be repeaated several ttimes on eacch
segment to ensure thaat the system
m is properly
y treated. A ttypical MH--to-MH reachh, including all
connected side sewerrs, can be co
ompleted in about
a
8-10 hhours. Figuree 2-6 depictss the steps off the
flood gro
outing processs.

Figuree 2-6. Flood Gro
outing Process . (Sterling, 20066)

The
T significan
nt advantagee of flood grrouting is thaat it simultanneously treatts all three
componeents of the seewer system (MHs, main
nlines, and siide sewers). It seals all ppotential leakks in
the system
m from infilltration, inclu
uding those that are not visible durinng inspectionns.
For additionaal information on flood grouting
g
(Sannipor), see:
 WERF report: Methods for Cost-E
Effective Reehabilitationn of Private L
Lateral Seweers,
02-CTS-5
5, 2006
 EPA repo
ort: State of Technology
T
for Rehabiliitation of Waastewater Coollection
Systems, EPA/600/R--10/078, 201
10
 Material Safety
S
Data Sheets in Ap
ppendix A

2.2.2 Other
O
Technologies Considered
Prior to selectting flood grrouting as th
he method too reduce infilltration in thhe pilot projeect
basin add
ditional techn
nologies were considereed. These inccluded:





Open-tren
nch replacem
ment
CIPP
Pipe burstting
Joint grou
uting

A business caase was com
mpleted to narrrow the aboove alternativves down too the one withh the
greatest benefit/cost
b
ratio.
r
Chapteer 3.0 discussses the impllementation of the businness case.
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2.3

Flow
F
and Raainfall Monitoring

This
T section describes
d
flo
ow and rainfa
fall monitorinng, includingg location annd installatioon of
flow metters and rain gauges.

2.3.1 Location
L
an
nd Installattion of Flow
w Meters
Flow meters were
w installeed throughou
ut the Broaddview sewer basin to assiist in buildinng a
d hydraulic model.
m
Addiitional flow meters
m
weree added to thhis network tto assist in
calibrated
developin
ng a more fo
ocused modeel for the pilo
ot project arrea. The flow
w meters recoorded
observatiions of depth
h and velocitty in the sew
wer pipes eveery five minuutes. An inddependent floow
metering
g company was
w responsib
ble for the op
peration of tthe flow metters and dataa processing.. A
typical fllow meter in
nstallation is shown in Fiigures 2-7 annd 2-8.

Fiigure 2-7. Flow Meter Data Log
gger.
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Figure 2-8. Flow Meter Senssing Instrumentts.

As
A shown in Figure
F
2-9, the
t flow metters were insstalled at thee outlet of the pilot projeect
basin and
d further dow
wnstream at the outlet off the 12th Avvenue NW bbasin. There were also m
meters
installed at the outlett, and furtherr downstream
m, of the conntrol basin (ddescribed inn Section 2.4.2).

Figure
F
2-9. Map
p of Flow Meter Locations.
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Flow monitorring occurred
d before and
d after the floood groutingg pilot projecct. The
installatio
on dates of the
t flow metters are show
wn in Table 22-1.
Table 2-1. Flow
F
Meter Loc ations.
Installatiion Date
Flow Meter ID Cross Streeets
218-145
12th Ave NW
W & NW Blakelyy Ct 2/24/2011
224-103
6th Ave NW
W & NW 122th S
St
2/24/2011
11th Ave NW
W & NW 130th S
St
6/2/2011
218-225
6th Ave NW
W & NW 122th S
St
12/3/20100
224-042
12th Ave NW
W & NW 119th S
St
2/1/2010
224-071

2.3.2 Location
L
an
nd Installattion of Rain
n Gauges
SPU currently
y maintains a network of rain
r gauges tthroughout thhe city. Rain gauges 01 annd 07
were used
d for this proj
oject. The loccations of the rain gauges are shown inn Figure 2-100. Rain gaugees are
tipping bu
ucket-style. The
T rainfall information
i
used
u for this pproject was aat logged at oone-minute
intervals. Typical insttallations of the
t rain gauges are shownn in Figures 22-11 and 2-122.

Figure 2-10. Raain Gauge Locaation Map.
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ure 2-11. Rain Gauge
G
07 Tippin
ng Bucket.
Figu

2.4.

Figure 2-122. Rain Gauge 007 Data Loggerr.

Model
M
Desig
gn

The
T two meth
hods that weere employed
d to assess efffectiveness of I/I reducttion are
described
d below.

2.4.1 Continuous
C
s Simulation
The
T WERF project reportt Reducing Peak
P
Rainfalll-Derived Innfiltration/Innflow Rates:
Case Studies and Pro
otocol (Merrrill et al., 200
03) presents several metthods for devveloping
predictiv
ve equations to describe I/I
I (e.g., hyd
drologic moddeling). Of thhose methodds presented in
the reporrt, Method 5,, statistical comparison
c
of
o continuouus simulationn models, waas implemennted
for this analysis.
a
Thiss method waas considered
d the most suuitable for ddetermining II/I flow removal
success because
b
it prrovides the best
b represen
ntation of I/I for a varietyy of flow andd rainfall.
The
T method utilizes
u
long--term (contin
nuous) simuulations of tw
wo models – one calibratted to
before an
nd one calibrrated to afterr rehabilitation conditionns – to devellop I/I flow ooccurrence ((Log
Pearson Type
T
III [LP
P3]) frequenccy distributio
ons. Comparrison of the frequency distributions, for
specific return
r
interv
vals, is used to
t measure I/I
I removal eeffectivenesss. More details regardingg this
analysis method
m
are found
f
in the WERF repo
ort (Merrill eet al., 2003).
SPU provided
d a hydrolog
gic and hydraaulic model,, developed bby others, foor use in thiss
project. The
T model was
w developeed using the EPA Storm Water Manaagement Moodel (SWMM
M5)
platform and had beeen calibrated
d using availaable flow moonitoring daata (from 20110-2012).
The
T model em
mploys threee types of sub
bcatchmentss for simulattion of hydroology: pervioous,
disconnected impervious, and connected imp
pervious. Coonnected imppervious is roouted directlly to
the sanitaary sewer rep
presenting direct
d
inflow to the system
m. The simuulated runofff from the
disconnected impervious subcatcchment is rou
uted to the ppervious subccatchment. S
Simulated
surface ru
unoff from the
t pervious subcatchmeent is routed to the storm
m system whiile subsurfacce
flow is ro
outed to a SW
WMM aquiffer, which sim
mulates infilltration to thhe sewer systtem using thhe
SWMM groundwaterr model. A second
s
aquiffer was adde d during moodel calibratiion to better
uration recesssions after storm
s
eventss and long-teerm groundw
water basefloow
simulate extended-du
infiltratio
on, which waas difficult to
o represent with
w one aquuifer alone.
The
T applicatio
on of the meethod for dettermining I/II flow removval consistedd of first
calibratin
ng the modell to pre-rehaabilitation flo
ow monitorinng data. Theen the pre-rehhabilitation
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model waas simulated
d for the postt-rehabilitatiion time periiod to see if there was a measurable
change, which
w
there was
w in this case.
c
Therefo
ore, a new m
model was deeveloped forr the postrehabilitaation time peeriod and callibrated to th
he flow monnitoring data.. Both calibrrated modelss
were sim
mulated for th
he 34 years of
o available rainfall,
r
the results (bothh peak flow and volume))
were fit to
t LP3 distriibutions, and
d comparison
n of I/I peakss and volum
mes was comppleted to asssess
effectiven
ness of the rehabilitation
r
n. This proceess is shownn in Figure 2-13.

Figure 2-133. Modeling App
proach for Esti mating I/I Reduuction.
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2.4.2 Control Basin
In addition to the continuous simulation approach described above, the flow data
collected before and after the rehabilitation (at 218-145) were compared to flow data in similar
periods at the nearby flow meter (218-103) as a control basin. In this comparison, peak flows
occurring in response to rainfall are identified in the record at both meters and the estimated dry
weather flow is subtracted from the measured peak flows. The resulting estimate of peak I/I flow
in the rehabilitated basin is plotted against the estimated I/I in the control basin. Any difference
in the slope of a regression line drawn through the before and after rehabilitation plots is an
indication of a change in the I/I rate in the basin. The same analysis is conducted for I/I volumes
in each identified event. The steps in this control basin analysis are as follows:
1. Collect flow and rainfall data from rehabilitated and control basins.
2. Estimate the dry weather flow hydrograph at each meter during both the pre- and postrehabilitation monitoring periods.
3. Subtract the estimated dry weather flow hydrograph from the measured flows during rain
events.
4. Compute the peak I/I (maximum difference of measured flow and dry weather hydrograph)
for each event.
5. Compute the volume of I/I during each rain event (accumulated difference of measured flow
and dry weather hydrograph). Rain events are assumed to end when a 24-hour period without
rain has occurred.
6. Plot the peak I/I rates from the rehabilitated basin against the values from the control basin
for each of the pre- and post-rehabilitation periods. Develop lines of best fit to these sets of
data. The reduction in peak I/I is then indicated by the difference in the slopes of the best-fit
lines. The same procedure is used to estimate reduction in I/I volume using the estimated
volume data from each period. Ordinarily, the intercept of the best-fit lines should be set
to zero.

2.5

Quality Assurance Project Plan

A QAPP was developed for this project. The QAPP outlines the procedures used for
determining infiltration reduction, selecting flow metering locations, and validating the data
recorded from the flow meters.
Flow meter 218-225, as shown in Figure 2-9, was added later in the project to assist in
dividing up the flows from the two mainlines that combine and flow to flow meter 218-145 from
NW 130th Street and NW 132nd Street. After the meter was installed, the initial data were
quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC)-reviewed per the developed QAPP for this project.
The data were deemed to be insufficient because flow in the pipe was too low to accurately
measure. This flow meter was removed and the data were not used for analysis of this project.
Flow meter 224-042 was the intended control basin. The flow meter data were found to
be unreliable when reviewing the quality of the data prior to utilization per the QAPP. The data
quality at flow meter 224-103 was found to be of higher quality. Therefore, this flow meter was
utilized as the control basin flow meter.
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CHAPTER 3.0

BUSINESS CASE DEVELOPMENT
This chapter explains the development of the business case used to evaluate the flood
grouting pilot project.

3.1

How SPU Develops and Applies Business Cases

All major capital projects at SPU, including the flood grouting pilot, go through an
assessment process at several stages in their development. This process, which was formalized in
2011, is termed the “Stage Gate Process.” The process starts with a problem assessment,
including an early analysis of available options to address the problem. This is “Stage Gate 1.”
The costs and benefits of the most viable options are compared in a quantitative economic
analysis and if the net benefits are positive, taking into account the “triple bottom line,” the
project is presented to SPU senior management to get approval for funding to proceed to design
for the “preferred option.” This is “Stage Gate 2.” Triple bottom line takes into account
environmental and social aspects of a project in conjunction with the actual fiscal costs. These
first two stage gates, which form the investigation and analysis work, are done in one branch of
SPU. As the project moves to design, a more detailed Project Management Plan (PMP) is
developed under a different branch responsible for design and construction. The PMP includes a
detailed schedule and a detailed cost estimate, including a register of risks associated with the
project with a cost contingency. The final product of this “Stage Gate 3” is the completed design
and bid package ready for advertisement. Additional stage gates follow the project through to
commissioning.

3.2

Quantification of Benefits and Costs for Flood Grouting

Prior to approval of the pilot, the proposal was assessed in a business case that compared
the cost and benefits of alternatives in order to maximize the net benefit not only to the utility
(SPU), but to the community at large. Many different construction methods can be used to
reduce infiltration in sanitary sewer pipes. Each method has its own advantages and
disadvantages that have to be carefully evaluated in relation to the project site to determine the
most appropriate construction method. For the Broadview project, viable alternatives include
flood grouting, joint grouting, pipe bursting, and CIPP lining. Open-trench replacement of
private side sewers was eliminated from consideration in the Broadview neighborhood due to the
cost and the disruptive nature of the construction method. A more detailed description of other
potential infiltration control methods is presented below.

3.2.1 Description of Alternative Methods
This section describes the flood grouting, joint grouting, pipe bursting, and CIPP lining
methods of pipe rehabilitation.
3.2.1.1 Flood Grouting (Sanipor)
Flood grouting is the process of internally flooding an entire reach of sewer (MH to MH)
and the side sewers all at once with a two-part chemical process that leaches out to the
surrounding soil through pipe defects to seal the pipe from infiltration. The two chemicals react
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with each
h other to forrm a gel and
d bind the su
urrounding sooil to create a watertightt seal. The
significan
nt advantagee of flood grouting is thaat it simultanneously treatts all three coomponents oof the
sewer system (MHs, mainlines, and
a side sew
wers). It sealss all possiblee leaks in thee system from
m
infiltratio
on, including
g those that are
a not visible during insspections. O
Once the chem
micals react with
each otheer, they also provide a ro
oot inhibitor to assist in kkeeping rootts out of the sewers (Sterrling,
2010). Th
he longevity
y of the seal on
o flood gro
outed sewerss is not well uunderstood aat this time. One
of the earrliest applicaations of San
nipor in the U.S.
U was in F
Florida in thhe early 19900s. The seweer
was re-in
nspected 10 years
y
later. The
T previoussly identifiedd leaks that w
were sealed were not leaaking
in the new
w inspection
n. However, new leaks had
h developeed in the systtem. In theorry, the inorgganic
soil/grou
ut matrix form
med from flo
ood grouting
g has an indeefinite servicce life.
A disadvantag
ge of flood grouting
g
is th
hat it does not provide fu
full structurall rehabilitatiion.
The prod
duct helps to stabilize thee pipe, but itt does not rennew the servvice life of thhe assets likee
some of the
t other alteernatives do.
3.2.1.2 Joint Grouting (Test and Seal)
Jo
oint grouting
g (Figure 3-1
1) is the proccess of injecting grout innto each joinnt in the mainnline
and side sewers. The process inv
volves movin
ng a packingg machine to a joint and iinflating a
bladder on
o both sidess of the jointt to seal off the
t joint. Th e sealed areaa is then testted with air
pressure to determinee if the joint leaks or nott. If the jointt fails the tesst, then groutt is injected into
om potential infiltration.
the joint to seal it fro
The
T main adv
vantage of jo
oint grouting
g is that this m
method has a minimal ddisturbance too the
neighborrhood and by
ypassing is not
n required. Aside from cleanout insstallations, if required, nno
excavatio
ons are requiired. Laterall connectionss have been tested and sealed as far as 30’ from the
mainline pipe with no
o cleanout or
o abovegrou
und access reequired. Typpically, the w
work being
m 8” up to 7’ up
performeed across thee United Stattes has an efffective sealiing distance varying from
in the lateral. Pressurre grouting distances
d
thaat are longer than 7’ into the lateral ffrom the maiinline
normally
y require pre--cleaning an
nd inspection
n, which addds to the job ccosts (Anctil, 2012).
A disadvantag
ge is that, lik
ke flood grou
uting, joint ggrouting is nnot a structurral repair
method. The productt helps stabillize the pipe and surrounnding soil, buut it does noot renew the
wn in Figuree 3-1, the lonnger the packking tube is, the more
service liife of the asssets. As show
difficult the
t installatiion becomess; the grout (gel) may sett too quicklyy and may noot effectivelyy
seal the joint (Sterlin
ng, 2006). Reecent advancces along wi th knowledggeable appliccators can
modify set times to minimize
m
this. Also, join
nt grouting m
mainly seals oopen joints; it is not effeective
for long lateral
l
crack
ks along the pipe,
p
nor can
n the same e quipment bee used to seaal MHs at thee
same tim
me.
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Packing tuube
Grouting siide sewer
from clean out

Groutting side sewerr
from m
mainline

Groutin
ng mainline

Groutt

Figure 3-1.
3 Joint Groutiing.
(Loogiball, 2012)

3.2.1.3 Pipe
P
Burstin
ng
Pipe bursting (Figure 3-2) is the process of pullinng a new pipe into the exxisting host ppipe.
To comp
plete the instaallation proccess two acceess pits havee to be dug: one on the receiving endd and
one on th
he insertion end.
e A pullin
ng system lo
ocated at the receiving (ppulling) pit ppulls the new
w
pipe, usu
ually high-deensity polyetthylene (HDP
PE) pipe, thrrough the hoost pipe, breaaking it aparrt and
pushing it
i out to the surrounding soil. Pipe bu
ursting is noot done to redduce I/I in M
MHs so anothher
technolog
gy then has to
t be chosen
n to correct leaking MHss.

Figure 3-2.
3 Pipe Bursting.
(Sterling, 2006)

The
T main adv
vantage to piipe bursting is that it com
mpletely replaces the sew
wer pipes wiith a
new jointtless pipe. The
T pipe that is being rep
placed does nnot require ccleaning or dde-rooting prrior
to rehabilitation like both groutin
ng methods and
a CIPP linning require. The process does not
t be stored, mixed, and handled. Laastly, the diaameter of thee side
require any chemicalls that need to
sewers caan be upsizeed one pipe diameter;
d
e.g
g., a 4” diam
meter side sew
wer can be reeplaced withh a 6”
diameter side sewer to
t increase itts hydraulic capacity if nneeded.
The
T main disaadvantage to
o pipe burstin
ng is that tw
wo access pitts (typically 44’ by 4’) havve to
be excavated for sidee sewer rehab
bilitation. Usually
U
one ppit is dug on private propperty adjacennt to
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the build
ding and a second pit is lo
ocated in thee roadway addjacent to thhe mainline ppipe for side
sewer rep
placement. Consequently
C
y, access to private
p
propperty can be aan issue. Whhen the new pipe
is pulled into the exissting pipe, so
ome soil disp
placement m
may occur, putting nearbby utilities annd
paved surfaces at risk
k of being daamaged.
3.2.1.4 Cured-In-Pla
C
ace Pipe
CIPP
C
lining a pipe (Figurre 3-3) is the process of iinserting a reesin-impregnnated felt linning
tube into the host pip
pe, expanding the liner, and
a curing thhe resin to caast a new pippe within thee
existing pipe.
p
Severaal different reesins and tub
be materials are availablle on the marrket, but the
same gen
neral method
dology appliees to all prod
ducts.
A typical MH
H-to-MH reaach can be CIIPP-lined in one workinng day. In a large projectt like
the Broad
dview pilot project,
p
two or three sidee sewers cann be lined in a typical woorking day. C
CIPP
lining do
oes not seal MHs
M from in
nfiltration. Another
A
methhod must be used to seal MHs.
An
A advantagee of CIPP lin
ning is that itt provides a structurally sound, jointtless asset. E
Even
though th
he liners takee up volumee in the host pipe,
p
the sm
moother wallss generally m
maintain the
hydraulicc capacity off the pipes. Because
B
the only excavaation needed is a cleanouut, deep pipees can
be rehabiilitated moree easily than with other techniques
t
thhat require eexcavations.
A disadvantag
ge of lining pipes is thatt the liner folllows the aliignment of thhe host pipe,
meaning that a sag in
n the host pip
pe will remaain in the lineed pipe. If thhere are seveere offset joiints
ng cannot bee completed.. It is possib le for roots tto grow into the annular
or many fittings, linin
ner and the host
h pipe thaat could dam
mage the linerr. If hydrophhilic end sealls are
space bettween the lin
not used,, groundwateer can migraate along the annular spaace and re-ennter the seweer system.

Figure 3-3. CIPP Lininng.
(Perm
ma-Liner, 2012)
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3.2.1.5 Alternatives Summary
Table 3-1 summarizes the positive and negative attributes of each of the four viable
rehabilitation methods for infiltration reduction in the Broadview area.
Table 3-1. Positive and Negative Attributes of Alternatives.
Item
Construction time for an average Broadview MH-to-MH reach*
Seals side sewers
Seals mainlines
Seals MHs
Seals cracks and pipe wall porosity
Requires excavation beyond cleanouts
Restores structurally integrity
* Eight side sewers and 300 feet mainline pipe.
^ Additional time required for MH rehabilitation.
+ Additional time required for mainline and MH rehabilitation

Flood
Grouting
8 hours
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No

Joint
Grouting
3 days^
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No

Pipe
Bursting
4 days+
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

CIPP
Lining
3 days^
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes

Positive attribute.
Negative attribute.

3.2.1.6 Relative Effectiveness
Some alternatives are more effective at reducing infiltration. Because of its limitations in
addressing pipe cracks and pipe wall porosity, joint grouting will be less effective in reducing
infiltration in Broadview. A review of SPU sewers constructed in the same time frame as the side
sewers indicated pipe cracking and porous surfaces; therefore, the effectiveness of joint grouting
compared to the other alternatives will be less.

3.2.2 Benefits
There are both indirect non-monetary benefits and direct monetary benefits from
completing this infiltration reduction project. These benefits are summarized below.
3.2.2.1 Direct Monetized Benefits
The direct monetary benefits include reduced flooding and backup costs, avoided or
reduced cost of improvements within the Carkeek Park combined sewer overflow (CSO)
contributory area, reduced daily conveyance and treatment costs as described below, and
installation of cleanouts and inspection of the private side sewers.
Backup Avoidance As stated earlier, 20 documented backups have been associated with the
infiltration along 12th Avenue NW in Broadview from 1996 to 2010. Distributing the flow from
the bottom of 12th Avenue NW throughout its basin on a per foot basis, the NW 130th and
132nd Street basins can be assumed to be responsible for 4.5 of those backups. An earlier
business case calculated the cost of a backup to average $40,000. However, more recent analysis
has shown much higher costs ranging up to $100,000. This increase reflects changing property
values as well as legal costs. Taking those higher costs into account, assuming that future
backups continue to occur at the rate of past backups, a design life of 20 years, and a discount
rate of 3%, the present value (PV) of anticipated backup avoidance is $490,000.
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King Cou
unty CSO Mitigation
M
12
2th Avenue NW
N flows too the Carkeeek Park CSO
O treatment
facility. This
T CSO faacility must meet
m the oveerflow controol requiremeents of King County’s
National Pollutant Discharge Elim
mination Sy
ystem (NPDE
ES) permit. K
King Countyy has noted tthat
water quaality standarrds may not be
b achievablle at increaseed flows witth the currennt treatment
technolog
gy in place at
a Carkeek, and
a that the plant
p
runs att its operatinng limits withh the currentt wet
2
weather flows
f
. Any flow that is reduced from
m 12th Avennue NW is fflow that doees not have tto be
handled by
b the CSO facility. A volume
v
reducction of abouut 200,000 ggallons is exppected follow
wing
an infiltraation reductiion program
m on NW 130
0th/132nd Sttreets, basedd on preliminnary modelinng
results fo
or a storm ev
vent that may
y cause overrflow issues. Assuming a cost of $6/gallon storedd
(based on
n costs develloped for SP
PU’s Long-T
Term Controll Plan Alternnatives Evalluation Repoort),
there is a benefit of $1.2
$ million in avoided storage
s
consttruction costts.
Reduced
d Treatment Costs The av
verage daily
y flow rate frrom NW 1300th/132nd Sttreets is expeected
to be redu
uced by 10,0
000 gallons per
p day (gpd
d) based on tthe preliminaary modelinng. Assumingg an
average conveyance
c
and treatmen
nt cost of $1
1.50/1,000 gaallons (basedd on typical industry-wide
treatmentt costs) the 20-year
2
PV of
o avoided conveyance aand treatmennt costs is abbout $42,0000 at a
3% disco
ount rate. It was
w assumed
d this benefitt would be rrealized imm
mediately.
Cleanoutts None of th
he homes wiithin the projject area hadd outside cleeanouts. Installing a cleaanout
to the hom
mes providees a valuablee resource to the homeow
wner to aid inn future insppections andd
possible further rehab
bilitation meethods. The value
v
of insppection of thhe homeownners’ side sew
wer
also has a value. Thee estimated price
p
for instaallation of thhe cleanout w
was $1,000 a piece and tthe
estimate for the inspeection was $250
$
per sidee sewer. Thiss results in a total benefiit for the 88
homeown
ners of $110
0,000. It wass assumed this benefit woould be realiized immediiately.
3.2.2.2 Non-Monetiz
N
zed Benefitss
Non-monetiz
N
ed benefits include
i
increeasing the seervice life off the sewer aassets, technoology
transfer, and building
g agency relaationships.
Increaseed Service Lif
ife Infiltratio
on and operaation and maaintenance (O
O&M) activiities such as
cleaning can stress a conveyancee system and
d reduce servvice life. Infiiltration can sluice the
surround
ding soil into the pipe, un
ndermining the
t support tthe soil provvides. This caan lead to saags
and severrely offset jo
oints. High-p
pressure jettiing to clean the accumullated sedimeents in pipes can
exacerbaate the sluicin
ng action and can remov
ve deteriorateed sections oof pipe. Redducing
infiltratio
on, and thus maintenancee, can increaase the servicce life of a cconveyance ssystem.
Technolo
ogy Transfer SPU realizzes costs associated withh analyzing, adopting, annd implemennting
a new tecchnology. Co
osts associatted with anallyzing and aadopting a neew technologgy are generrally
onetime costs.
c
If SPU
U adopts floo
od grouting through a piilot study, a pportion of thhe costs
associateed with analy
yzing and ad
dopting the teechnology w
would be borrne by the pilot study.
Agency Relationships
R
s Other agenccies such as the
t EPA and King Countyy will recognnize SPU’s effforts
to reduce infiltration. Reducing
R
inffiltration willl contribute too a reductionn in CSO evennts, which caan
create an environmentt of collaboraation and imp
prove agencyy relationshipps and interacctions.

King Counnty Puget Sound Beaches CSO Control
C
Projectss: North Beach B
Basin Presentatioon to Broadview
w Sewer Task
Force, July 29, 2010, Meetinng Summary.
2
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3.2.3 Costs
The cost estimates for infiltration rehabilitation on NW 130th/132nd Streets for the
various rehabilitation techniques are presented below. Flood grouting is the only rehabilitation
method that rehabilitates MHs along with pipe. Therefore, a separate cost item is included for the
other three evaluated methods to complete an epoxy coating in all of the MHs (cost is per
vertical foot [vf] of MH). Defects located on side sewers will not have to be corrected prior to
pipe bursting, so it is anticipated that fewer repairs will be needed for a pipe bursting job. Costs
for joint grouting, CIPP lining, and pipe bursting were developed from the WERF report titled
Methods for Cost-Effective Rehabilitation of Private Lateral Sewers, 02-CTS-5, 2006.
Flood Grouting The cost estimate to complete a flood grouting project is presented in Table 3-2.
Item
Grouting chemicals (S1 and S2)
Sanipor representatives
Pre-inspection CCTV
Cleanout installation
Defect repair
Cleaning mainline and side sewer
Flood grouting process*
Post CCTV

Table 3-2. Sanipor Cost Estimate.
Quantity
Unit Unit Cost
1
each $240,000
25
days $2,300
5,900' of mainline and 10,600' of side sewer lf
$3.00
88
each $1,000
Estimated 8 spot repairs
each $8,100
5,900' of mainline and 10,600' of side sewer lf
$1.50
25
days $2,925
5,900' of mainline and 10,600' of side sewer lf
$1.50
Construction subtotal
Tax (9.80%)
Construction total
PM, design engineering, admin
Project subtotal
Project contingent (20%)
Total estimated project costs

Total Cost
$240,000
$57,500
$49,581
$88,000
$64,800
$24,791
$75,000
$24,791
$624,462
$61,197
$685,659
$377,113
$1,062,772
$212,554
$1,275,000

* Includes plugging, exfiltration tests, bypass pumping, pumping in and out S1, flushing system, pumping in and out S2,
flushing system, repeat if necessary.

Joint Grouting The cost estimate to complete a joint grouting project is presented in Table 3-3.
Table 3-3. Joint Grouting Cost Estimate.
Item
Quantity
Unit Unit Cost
Pre-inspection CCTV
5,900' of mainline and 10,600' of side sewer lf
$3.00
Cleanout installation
88
each $1,000
Defect repair
Estimated 8 spot repairs
each $8,100
Cleaning mainline and side sewer 5,900' of mainline and 10,600' of side sewer lf
$1.50
Joint grouting mainlines
5,900
lf
$20.00
Joint grouting side sewers
7,920
lf
$25.00
MH rehabilitation
260
vf
$300.00
Post CCTV
5,900' of mainline and 10,600' of side sewer lf
$1.50
Construction subtotal
Tax (9.80%)
Construction total
PM, design engineering, admin
Project subtotal
Project contingent (20%)
Total estimated project costs
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Total Cost
$49,581
$88,000
$64,800
$24,791
$118,000
$198,000
$78,000
$24,791
$645,962
$63,304
$709,266
$390,096
$1,099,363
$219,873
$1,320,000
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Pipe Burrsting The co
ost estimate to completee a pipe burstting project is presentedd in Table 3-44.
Item
Pre-inspection
P
CCTV
C
Cleanout
C
installaation
Defect
D
Repair
Side
S sewer pipe bursting
Mainline
M
pipe bursting
MH
M rehabilitationn
Post
P CCTV

Table 3-4. Pipee Bursting Costt Estimate
Unit Unit Cost
Quantity
5,900' of mainline annd 10,600' of sid e sewer lf
$3.00
88
eachh $500
mated 4 spot reppairs
eachh $15,000
Estim
10,600
lf
$100
5,900
lf
$80.00
260
vf
$300.00
5,900' of mainline annd 10,600' of sid e sewer lf
$1.50
Construcction subtotal
Tax (9.80%)
Consttruction total
PM
M, design engineeering, admin
Projject subtotal
Project conttingent (20%)
Tootal estimated pproject costs

Total Cost
$49,581
$44,000
$60,000
$1,060,000
$472,000
$78,000
$24,791
$1,788,372
$175,260
$1,963,632
$1,079,998
$3,043,629
$608,726
$3,650,000

CIPP Lin
ning The cost estimate to
t complete a CIPP lininng project is ppresented inn Table 3-5.
Item
Pre-inspection CCTV
Cleanout installlation
Defect repair
PP
Side sewer CIP
Mainline CIPP
MH rehabilitatioon
Post CCTV

Table 3-5. CIP
PP Lining Cost E
Estimate.
Unit Unit Cost
Quanttity
5,900' of mainline and 10,600' of side sewer lf
$3.00
88
each $1,000
Estimaated 8 spot repairs
each $8,100
10,6000
lf
$100
5,900
lf
$80.00
260
vf
$300.00
5,900' of mainline and 10,600' of side sewer lf
$1.50
Construction subtotal
TTax (9.80%)
Construuction total
PM, design engineeering, admin
Projeect subtotal
Project continngent (20%)
Totaal estimated prooject costs

TTotal Cost
$49,581
$88,000
$64,800
$1,060,000
$472,000
$78,000
$24,791
$1,837,172
$180,043
$2,017,214
$1,109,468
$3,126,682
$625,336
$3,750,000

3.2.3.1 Cost
C Comparison
The
T total projject capital costs
c
of the four
f
rehabilittation alternnatives are prresented beloow.





Flood groutin
ng (Sanipor): $1,275,000
0
Jo
oint grouting
g: $1,320,00
00
Pipe bursting: $3,650,000
0
CIPP
C
lining: $3,750,000
$

3.2.3.2 Salvage Valu
ue
Pipe bursting and CIPP liining essentiially replace the pipes annd renew thee service lifee of
the pipess, expected to
o be 100 yeaars. Both typ
pes of groutinng are expeccted to have a service liffe of
at least 20 years. Asssuming a lineear depreciation rate, pippes renewedd by burstingg and lining w
will
pes would hhave to be repplaced if theey were grouuted.
still havee 80% of their value left when the pip
To accou
unt for the reemaining serrvice life by bursting
b
or llining, the “ssalvage valuue” (present vvalue
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at 3% discount rate of the remaining useful life of the asset) is subtracted from the costs of the
rehabilitation methods
3.2.3.3 Net Present Value
Table 3-6 shows the net present value of the options.

Method

Reduced
Backups

Flood grouting
Joint grouting
Pipe bursting
CIPP lining

$490,000
$490,000
$490,000
$490,000

Table 3-6. Net Present Value.
CSO
Total
Avoided Cleanouts and
Storage
Benefit
Treatment Inspection
Reduction
$1,200,000 $42,000
$110,000
$1,842,000
$1,200,000 $42,000
$110,000
$1,842,000
$1,200,000 $42,000
$110,000
$1,842,000
$1,200,000 $42,000
$110,000
$1,842,000

Initial
Cost

Salvage
Value

$1,275,000
$0
$1,320,000
$0
$3,650,000 $1,617,000
$3,750,000 $1,661,000

Net
Present
Value
$567,000
$522,000
-$191,000
-$247,000

Table 3-6 shows that flood grouting has the highest NPV of the options. It was
recommended to implement the I/I reduction program using $1.1 million of capital improvement
program (CIP) funding in the spending plan for 2011. Additional money was budgeted for 2012
to cover monitoring and the final report on the process. Flood grouting was utilized to determine
its viability for future SPU infiltration reduction programs.

3.3

How SPU Develops and Tracks a Project Management Plan

Once the business case has been approved, the project moves to Stage Gate 3 through the
development of the Project Management Plan. Elements from the business case are further
refined through an Initial Scope Statement that provides an overview of the project, how it
came about, and why it is necessary. The Scope section of the Initial Scope Statement helps
define the project boundaries, and what will have to happen for it to be successful and accepted
by the customer. It describes the work that will occur as part of the project and the deliverables
that will be produced. These deliverables include a risk registry, cost plan, 30% design, and an
O&M manual. A high-level diagram of the project organizational structure is included showing
roles and lines of internal communication as well as who is involved in the governance. A
milestone table with the key milestones for the project and the expected completion dates based
on the known information is also included.
The Initial Scope Statement is further refined and detailed as a Work Breakdown
Structure (WBS). The WBS, developed with the project team, groups project elements to
organize and define the total scope of the project. It lists all the phases and work packages
required to undertake the project with an expected duration, cost, and resource requirement.
These are linked to the appropriate accounting codes to enable the project manager to track both
budget and actuals.
One component of the WBS is the Risk Plan. The objective of project risk management
is to decrease the probability and impact of risk events to a project’s scope, schedule, cost, and
quality. Creating a Risk Plan includes four main activities: risk identification, analysis, assigning
a risk manager, and developing a response strategy. The first step in creating a Risk Plan is to
identify and document all the potential risk events. The risk identification process is conducted
with at least the project manager and key subject matter experts from the project team.
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The
T two prim
mary compon
nents of risk analysis are the impact tto the projecct, measuredd
relative to scope, sch
hedule, cost, and quality;; and probabbility of the rrisk. The imppact is rated from
very low to very high
h (>20% increase to costt, project quaality is such as to be unuusable). Sim
milarly
the probaability of thee event occurrring is rank
ked from veryy low to very
ry high (>75%
% chance off
occurring
g). The risk priority
p
is baased on the product
p
of thhe Impact annd Probabilitty ratings. Thhis
product is
i called the risk score. For
F high-prio
ority risks a rresponse straategy is deveeloped by thhe
project teeam to reducce or account for that risk
k and over thhe project liffe those riskks are trackedd and
eliminateed if the risk
k is resolved or removed.. Standard riisk strategiess include acccept, mitigatte,
avoid, traansfer, and/o
or provide a contingency
y reserve.
Once
O
the scop
pe is fully deeveloped, thee Project Scchedule is crreated in Miicrosoft Project.
The Phasses and Work
k Packages are
a placed in
nto the correect sequence;; durations aare estimatedd and
importan
nt Milestoness are added. Some work packages m
may need to bbe broken doown into smaaller
activitiess.
Similarly, a Cost
C Plan do
ocuments thee financial reesources reqquired duringg each phasee of
the project and the ex
xpected rate of spending
g. The cost o f labor, otheer resources, consultant
contractss, constructio
on contracts,, and reservees are estimaated to the leevel of detaill appropriatee for
the project phase. Th
he primary deeliverable is the Cost Pllan Spreadssheet, whichh is used to
develop, monitor, and control thee plan. A Co
ost Plan incluudes the following compponents:
 Base
B
Cost: The
T sum of liife-to-date acctual, plus cuurrent projecction of anticcipated projeect
co
osts in today
y’s dollars, not
n including
g reserves.
 Reserves:
R
Th
he combinatiion of contin
ngency reserv
rve and manaagement reseerve.
 Total
T
Cost: Base
B
Cost pllus Reserves, in today’s dollars.
 Total
T
Cost Projection: The
T project team’s
t
best eestimate of w
what the projject will cost.
This
T is the am
mount that is approved by
y managemeent and becoomes the Govvernance
Approved
A
Am
mount. This figure is equ
ual to the Tootal Cost adjuusted to takee into accounnt
an
nticipated in
nflation.
All
A of these components
c
– the scope, the work brreakdown, thhe risks, scheedule, and coost
estimatess – together comprise
c
thee PMP. Thiss more detailled documennt with any rrevised budgget
estimate is approved by a management team before the pproject goes into final deesign. It is
tracked in
n the Enterp
prise Project Managemen
nt System, w
which providdes everyone with an up--todate statu
us of the projject includin
ng key milesstones, risks,, schedule, aand expendituures.
A diagram off some of thee major comp
ponents of S
SPU’s PMP iis shown in Figure 3-4.
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7 key steps to develop and use a Project Management
Plan

Planning

1. Develop the initial scope statement
2. Form a project team
Project Management
Plan

Initiation

3. Create a scope plan
4. Create a risk plan
5. Create a schedule
6. Create a cost plan

Execution

7. Monitor & Control

Close-out

Figure 3-4. Seven Steps for a Project Management Plan with SPU.

3.4

The Project Management Plan for the Flood Grouting Pilot Project

A PMP was developed for the flood grouting pilot, basically following the process
described above. Given the nature of the project, some of the steps were simplified. For example,
the work was done using a service contract rather than going through a public works bid process.
This method was chosen because there were not multiple providers of flood grouting materials.
Therefore, the work could not be publicly bid. Most of the work was done by a contractor, and
the project manager also served as the onsite construction manager. This approach helped to
make the project execution more efficient, saving time and money. But at the start, management
viewed this new approach as a potential risk to include in the Risk Register. If it was determined
that the project was required to bid the work as a public works project, that would add delay and
cost, making it difficult to complete the work in one season, due to the increased effort of
producing a public works project per SPU standards and methods.
Another significant risk was the inclusion of side sewers in the pilot. In Seattle, the
property owner is responsible for the side sewer, up to the connection to the mainline. SPU has
not traditionally done work on private side sewers. There was the question of whether public
funds could be expended on what would essentially result in an improvement to private property.
There was also the issue of obtaining the acceptance and approval of the homeowners affected
by the pilot project.
The issue of use of public funds was addressed through an opinion issued by the
Washington Attorney General’s office that stated that sewer districts have statutory authority to
use public funds to repair or replace side sewers located on private property if doing so will
increase sewer capacity by reducing I/I (McKenna, 2009). This opinion has been the basis for
funding I/I projects that include side sewers for several municipalities in Washington State.
Finally, an additional risk was related to the lack of experience with the flood grouting
technology in the Northwest. Flood grouting has been used a number of times in Europe,
especially in Germany, and has gone through a rigorous licensing process, but its application to
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sewers was
w limited to
o some smalller applicatiions in Floridda and the M
Midwest. In ffact, this piloot
was the largest
l
appliccation of San
nipor to datee in the Uniteed States.
Each
E
of thesee risks, as weell as others, were rankedd and a conttingency wass included inn the
PMP. Th
he budget forr the project was refined and increased, including contingenccies to accouunt
for the peerceived risk
ks. The detaiiled budget and
a schedulee formed thee PMP for thhe project. Coopies
of the Scope Statemeent, Schedulee, and Risk Register
R
doccuments are included in A
Appendix B
B.
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CHAPTER 4.0

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
As previously noted, one of the perceived risks was public acceptance of the project. In
order to seal side sewers, cleanouts had to be installed on each side sewer, close to each house,
which required a signed right-of-entry from the homeowner. Seattle had not previously done
projects that addressed privately owned side sewers. In reviewing projects that require voluntary
participation to be successful, both within Seattle and elsewhere, it was apparent that the
participants may have to feel that the benefits outweigh any risks before they agree. Success of a
project may often depend on both addressing community concerns and effectively implementing
a variety of outreach strategies. Methods to achieve these goals are described below.

4.1

Addressing Community Concerns

Public acceptance of a project like the flood grouting pilot project may depend on how
well the utility addresses residents’ concerns, including both making the benefits clear and
assuaging any fears.
How Does This Project Benefit Me? It is generally understood that people work to maximize the
personal value of their decisions. Although people may participate in a program because “it is the
right thing to do,” or because of community benefits, more people might sign on if it benefits
them personally. SPU conducted some focus groups that clearly demonstrated this perspective.
Utilities can provide these benefits to individuals because it saves the system money. In the case
of the flood grouting pilot, homeowners had the benefit of having their side sewer inspected,
cleaned, and if necessary, repaired at no cost to them. More and more homeowners are becoming
aware of the potential personal cost for this service, and many municipalities are beginning to
require this to be done before a home is sold.
What Is the Risk to Me? Customers may weigh the risk of the project before they agree to
participate. This considers both the risk of the project itself, as well as the level of trust they have
in the agency sponsoring the project. It is easier to destroy trust than to build it, a dynamic
known as the “trust asymmetry principle.” As an example, SPU is conducting another pilot
project that will pay for the installation of a backflow preventer for houses that have experienced
backups in the past and are at risk for future backups. A number of customers were reluctant to
agree to the installation both because they fear that the devices may fail, and because they do not
trust SPU. This lack of trust was based on feeling that they were not treated fairly in the past or
because they do not trust government in general. SPU attempted to address such fears through
information and some of the techniques described in Section 4.2. While the customer may have
legitimate fears, these need to be taken into account and estimated participation rates adjusted
accordingly.
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4.2

Strategies
S
to
o Building Communitty Acceptannce and Paarticipation

Numerous
N
ap
pproaches can
n be applied
d to reach ouut to a comm
munity and buuild support for a
project liike the flood
d grouting pillot project. Some
S
of thesse approachees are descriibed below.
The Neig
ghborhood Approach
A
It is possible that
t the best spokesman for the projeect is a neighhbor
of the customer or ho
omeowner beeing asked to
o participatee. Neighborhhood activistts, the
community council, or
o the neighb
borhood blo
og can be verry effective aallies in gettting others too also
sign on. Following
F
many
m
years of
o repeated seewer issues iin the Broaddview neighbborhood,
community memberss banded tog
gether to form
m the Broadvview Task F
Force. The gooal of the tassk
force is to work direcctly with SPU
U to solve th
he sewage annd drainage issues in Broadview. Eaarly
on in the conceptual phase of thiss pilot projecct, SPU pressented the floood groutingg option to thhe
task forcee with the go
oal of gaugin
ng its interesst and to heaar what the T
Task Force thhought the
community at large might
m
think of
o this type of
o project. T
The task forcee was very interested in the
project an
nd urged SP
PU to proceed
d. It becamee an advocatee for SPU inn the commuunity to help
obtain the required public accepttance and mo
ove the projeect forward. In addition,, SPU had thhe
support of
o some of th
he early adop
pters on one block of thee pilot area, who then tallked to theirr
neighborrs to encouraage them to sign
s
up too.
Success Breeds
B
Succcess When people
p
can seee that a projject has worrked elsewheere, especiallly
close by, they may bee more willing to sign up
p in the futuure. King Couunty conduccted a pilot
project in
n 2003 and 2004
2
in whicch it replaced
d side sewerrs using pipee bursting. W
When the Couunty
later cond
ducted a sim
milar project in neighboriing Skyway,, the Countyy had a particcipation rate of
over 90%
%. However, the oppositee can also occcur, where oone negativee example caan adverselyy
affect oth
her projects.
Social Norming
N
Alth
hough peoplee may want to see a perssonal tangiblle benefit to participation,
they may
y also want to be seen pu
ublically as doing
d
somethhing good. O
One SPU proogram, the
RainWise Program, has
h appealed
d to this tend
dency by prooviding signss that participants can pllace
in their yards
y
showin
ng that they have
h
an SPU
U rain gardenn.
Tell Them
m, and Tell Them Again
n It can takee time for accceptance of a new progrram to sink in.
Commun
nication speccialists say people
p
need to
t be exposeed to informaation up to fi
five times beefore
they conssciously heaar it and are receptive
r
to it (Graham, 2000). This communicaation can takke
many forrms. SPU conducted threee public meeetings prior to initiatingg constructioon activities aand
one follo
owing constru
uction. The first public meeting
m
wass a compreheensive Broaddview
neighborrhood meetin
ng, where SP
PU provided
d updates on all of its reccent accompllishments in the
neighborrhood and itss future plans, including this pilot prroject. The next public m
meeting was hheld
specificaally for the reesidents with
hin the pilot project bounndary. SPU w
went in detaail through thhe
project outlining whaat was going
g to happen – the initial cclosed-circuiit television (CCTV)
inspectio
on, cleanout installation,
i
the actual grrouting proccess, and then project cleeanup. The thhird
public meeting was held
h at the prroject site. The
T contractoor brought C
CCTV truckss, vactor truccks,
and the actual
a
workers who woulld be workin
ng in the areaa. This allow
wed the residdents to see uupclose who would be doing
d
work in their neig
ghborhood annd the size oof the requireed constructiion
equipmen
nt (Figure 4--1). The last public meetting, held folllowing com
mpletion of thhe project, w
was
presented
d to the entirre Broadview
w neighborho
ood. These ffirst two andd last meetinngs were heldd in
large meeeting spaces (church and
d community
y center) in tthe Broadvieew neighborrhood.
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Figure 4-1. Onssite Communityy Meeting.

Access Agreements
A
To
T completee work on private properrty, SPU wass required too obtain acceess
agreemen
nts with each
h property ow
wner in the pilot
p
basin. T
The access aagreement alllowed SPU to
enter priv
vate property
y, inspect thee side sewerr, install cleaanouts, and rrepair the sidde sewer if
required. This legal document,
d
prrovided in Appendix
A
C, was developped by SPU in assistancee
with its legal departm
ment. Prior to
o initiating any
a type of ffield work inn the pilot baasin, SPU waaited
until it reeceived overr 75% of the access agreeements. For this project to be a success SPU neeeded
the suppo
ort of the com
mmunity and
d it needed to
t maximizee the sealing potential off the project bby
sealing th
he greatest possible
p
leng
gth of privatee side sewer.. The public meetings w
were followedd by
a letter seent to the ho
omeowners in
n the pilot arrea requestinng their partiicipation in tthe project bby
signing th
he right-of-eentry agreem
ment. A follo
ow-up phonee call was maade to those who did nott
respond, then a door hanger, and
d finally a reg
gistered letteer. This com
mbination of ooutreach
techniquees garnered a participatio
on rate of 95
5%. For propperties that w
would not prrovide an acccess
agreemen
nt, the intern
nal inspection
ns were limiited to the poortion of thee side sewer within SPU’’s
right-of-w
way and the cleanouts were
w installed
d at the property line. It w
was determiined that a 755%
signup was
w a break-eeven point fo
or obtaining the desired iinfiltration rreduction. Onnce SPU
received the desired level
l
of partticipation, fieeld work com
mmenced in conjunctionn with additional
o
additiional access agreements..
work to obtain
Using So
ocial Media Per the Expeerian Markeeting Servicees 2011 report The 2011 Social Mediia
Consumeer Trend and
d Benchmarkk Report, oveer 91% of thhe online poppulation now
w use social
media su
uch as Facebo
ook and Twiitter. The use of social m
media in govvernment outtreach efforts has
grown raapidly over th
he last three years, and public
p
utilitiees are also tuurning to soccial media. N
New
mobile ap
pp programss such as Yo
ourGOV help
p public utiliities officialss more efficiiently
communicate with th
he public on a range of isssues. It can be a cheapeer form of coommunicatioon,
and a waay to reach more
m
people at
a a time. Ho
owever, no ssocial mediaa was used foor this pilot
project.
Evaluatee Your Audieence Part off the answer to the abovee question deepends on w
who you are ttrying
to reach. In the Broad
dview area, for example, the neighboorhood popuulation tendss to be older,,
long-term
m residents. Some neighb
borhood actiivists do nott even use e--mail, much less social
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media. An
A American
n Water Works Associatiion Researchh Foundationn3 (AwwaRF
F) study (Moobley
et al., 200
05) found th
hat household
ds with senio
ors were moore likely to rread informaation that waas
mailed to
o them along
g with their water
w
bill. On the other hhand, many rrely on thesee media, as w
well
as neighb
borhood blog
gs.
E-mailin
ng and LIST
TSERVs E-go
overnment enables
e
publiic officials tto communiccate with citiizens
without the
t logisticall complicatio
ons and delaays associateed with comm
munity meettings and norrmal
mail serv
vices. The pu
ublic can ben
nefit from on
nline interacctive featuress that facilitaate
communication betw
ween citizenss and their go
overnment. L
LISTSERVss are relativeely easy to
establish and allow agencies
a
to quickly
q
distriibute inform
mation to a lar
arge audiencee. Recent artticles
note that the trend ov
ver the last 10 years is th
hat of decreaasing phone ccalls to utilitties in favor of emails. Th
he Public Wo
orks Directo
or of Golden, Colorado, rrecently obsserved that over the last ffive
years pho
one calls to his
h departmeent had decliined by rougghly 80%, cooinciding witth an
“exponen
ntial increasee” in e-mailss (McLaughllin, 2011). F
For Broadvieew, SPU estaablished a
LISTSER
RV as a meaans of getting
g information
n out about tthe various pprojects in thhe area in a
timely faashion.
Websitess Website up
pdates provid
de an efficien
nt way to coonvey inform
mation to a laarge numberr of
people. However,
H
as with e-mailiings and LIS
STSERVs, w
website updaates require aan Internet
connectio
on and techn
nological sav
vvy. Websitee updates, inn addition to Twitter feedds and other
Internet-b
based outreaach methods, are increasingly part off the Open G
Government and Web 2.00
movemen
nts. SPU reccently establiished a webssite for the B
Broadview pprojects. In addition, a
neighborrhood blog, broadviewse
b
eattle.org, po
osted informaation and uppdates about SPU’s proggram
in the com
mmunity.
When Vo
oluntary Parrticipation Does
D
Not Wo
ork SPU hass been very rreluctant to rrequire
participattion in progrrams even when
w
it has th
he legal authhority to do sso, preferringg to encouraage
voluntary
y participatio
on wheneverr possible. For example, under the S
Seattle Municcipal Code
Section 21.16.180,
2
SPU can requ
uire property
y owners to rrepair their sside sewer iff it is causingg
damage to
t the City’s infrastructu
ure or endang
gering the puublic health,, but this authhority is appplied
sparingly
y. However, for the flood
d grouting piilot, for thosse few propeerties whose owners did not
agree to participate,
p
the
t cleanoutss were placeed in the righht-of-way to seal off thosse side seweers
prior to applying
a
the grout.
As
A reduction in I/I becom
mes a federal and state reequirement, iit is likely thhat participattion
by the pu
ublic will mo
ove from volluntary to mandatory. Thhat has alreaady happenedd in many otther
municipaalities such as
a Hartford, Connecticut
C
t (Pendleton and Griffithhs, 2012). Neevertheless,
good, succcessful com
mmunication
n with the pub
blic will conntinue to be eessential forr such prograams
to work.

3

Currently called
c
Water Ressearch Foundatiion.
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CHA
APTER 5.00

DESCRIPPTION OF
O THE CONST
TRUCTIION PRO
OCESS
This
T chapter describes
d
thee constructio
on phase of tthe flood groouting pilot pproject.

5.1

Contracting
C
g and the Usse of Sanip
por

The
T work for this pilot prroject was do
one through a service coontract and ddid not requirre a
public wo
orks bid process. SPU was
w able to diirectly utilizze a contractoor from an aapproved listt of
contracto
ors to compleete the flood
d grouting prroject. The aapproved listt was queriedd to narrow tthe
list down
n to contracto
ors that had the required
d equipment, size, and exxpertise to bee able to
successfu
ully complette the projectt. Bravo Env
vironmental NW Inc. (B
Bravo) was seelected as thhe
preferred
d contractor. It had the most
m appropriiate experiennce and the rrequired equuipment. Braavo
also had existing CCTV inspectio
on and seweer cleaning contracts withh SPU that w
were augmennted
to includ
de these requ
uired servicess for the floo
od grouting w
work.
Sanipor requires a license agreement to
t be able to use its produuct. SPU andd Brown andd
Caldwell introduced Bravo
B
and Sanipor to eacch other for tthe two partiies to negotiaate and develop a
temporarry project-speecific licensee agreement. The cost forr this licensee was passedd on to SPU.
Sanipor ordered
o
the chemicals
c
fro
om EKA Cheemicals, Inc.. The S1 (maanufactured iin Moses Lakke,
Washingtton, Spokanee, Washingto
on, and Portlland, Oregonn) came in lar
arge tanker trrucks (Figuree 5-1)
and the S2
S (manufacttured in Greeen Bay, Wiscconsin) camee in 270-galllon tote bins (Figure 5-2)).

Figure 5-1. S1 Tanker Deliverry.
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Figure 55-2. S2 Tote Binns.

Constructio
C
on: Pre-Floo
od Grouting
g Activitiess

The
T implementation phasse of the projject began inn July 2011 w
with the inittial cleaning and
CCTV in
nspection of the mainlinees. The main
nline sewers were generaally found too be in fair shhape.
No large collapses, ro
oot balls, or other signifi
ficant defectss were locateed. Significaant signs of
on (staining, encrustation
n, and drippeers) were ideentified. Thee CCTV insppection founnd
infiltratio
three pipes that transitioned mid--reach from 6-8” in diam
meter with thhe smaller-diiameter pipe
inserted into
i
the largeer-diameter pipe. On tho
ose same linees, the upstrream MH waas actually a
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lamp hole (cleanout on
o the mainlline). The lam
mp holes didd not providde the access needed for tthe
inspectio
on, cleaning, or grouting and the tran
nsitions prevented camerras from reacching the ends of
the lines.. SPU installled pre-cast MHs
M at these locations tto bring them
m up to standdards under its
O&M bu
udget and thee associated costs are not included inn this projectt.
Once
O
SPU recceived a sign
nificant num
mber of right--of-entry forrms from homeowners,
inspectio
on and installlation of the cleanouts began. Most oof the homess were inspeected using ssidelaunch caameras from
m the main seewer line. Th
he inspectionn not only deetermined thhe condition of
the lines,, but also waas used to asssist in locating potential cleanout insstallations. A sonde wass
attached to the camerra head to id
dentify the lo
ocation and ddepth of the camera headd on the surfface.
The majo
ority of the houses
h
had multiple
m
side sewers brannching off too various loccations of thee
house. Th
he cleanout was
w position
ned downstreeam a few feeet from the most downsstream brancch.
This also
o included sid
de sewers th
hat served mu
ultiple housees. This scennario is show
wn in Figure 5-3.

Figure 5-3.
5 Depiction of
o Multiple Sidee Sewer Branchhes.
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Several of thee houses cou
uld not be insspected from
m the mainlinne for severaal reasons. A
At
these hou
uses, push caameras (Figu
ure 5-4) weree used throuugh existing inside cleannouts or by
removing
g toilets and inserting thee camera thrrough that oppening. The inspection oof the side seewers
revealed that the geographic info
ormation systtem (GIS) m
mapping of thhe side seweers in this areea
was incorrect at seveeral locationss. Project-specific mappiing was upddated to refleect the correcct
location of
o the side sewers and alll cleanouts were
w surveyyed to recordd their locatioon. The sidee
sewers were
w found to
o be in a sim
milar conditio
on as the maiinlines.

Figure 5-4. Side Sewer Inspectiion Camera.

w installedd at the locaations identiffied by the
Following insspection, thee cleanouts were
i
In
n some instaances, landsccaping and hhomeowner aapproval moodified the
internal inspection.
previouslly identified
d locations. Due
D to the multiple
m
brancches (as show
wn in Figuree 5-3),
landscaping, elevatio
on differencees, and homeeowner apprrovals, approoximately onnly 30% (aboout
3,000’) of
o the total siide sewer len
ngth could be
b sealed. Thhe cleanouts were installed by the Vaac-ATee meth
hod, as show
wn in Figuress 5-5 and 5-6
6. This minim
mally invasiive process uutilizes vacuuum
excavatio
on to exposee the side sew
wer to determ
mine where a new riser ppipe can be aattached.

Fiigure 5-5. Excavvating for Vac-A
A-Tee.
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Generally
G
this operation went
w smooth
hly, except inn a few places where thee locations fr
from
the intern
nal inspectio
on were off by
b a few feett. In these cirrcumstancess the excavatted hole endded
up being larger than it otherwise would have been.

5.3

Constructio
C
on: Flood Grouting
G

The
T flood gro
outing operattions began on August 110, 2011, andd were comppleted on
October 5, 2011. Gro
outing operattions were done
d
under thhe onsite guiidance and ddirection of
Sanipor representativ
r
ves. Prior to any sewer sh
hutdowns, reesidents receeived notice four days annd
again onee day beforee the operatio
on that they could not usse water duriing the groutting process,
generally
y from 9 a.m
m. to 6 p.m. Copies
C
of thee advanced sshutdown nootices are inccluded in
Appendix
x D. The flood grouting process beg
gan with a prre-cleaning oof the MHs, mainlines, aand
side seweers. Next, plugs were insstalled in upstream and ddownstream MHs in the mainline pippe
and side sewers throu
ugh the newlly installed cleanouts.
c
Logiball Pushh-Type plugss, Type A, w
were
used to plug
p
the side sewers throu
ugh the cleaanouts. The pplugs were innserted on thhe house sidde of
the clean
nout, leaving the cleanou
ut unobstructted to allow air to escapee while the ssystem is
flooded. Figures 5-7 through 5-10 depict the process of pplugging thee side sewerss.
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Fiigure 5-7. Side Sewer Plugs.

Figure 5-8.. Deflated Plug Prior to Insertion.

Fiigure 5-9. Folding Plug in Halff.

Figure 5-100. Inserting Pluug into Side Sew
wer.

Once
O
all the plugs
p
were in
nstalled, S1 was discharg
rged into the upstream M
MH and allow
wed
to fill thee entire systeem until the liquid
l
level reached
r
the upstream M
MH rim. The liquid level was
measured
d every five minutes to monitor
m
its exfiltration raate. If the liqquid droppedd excessivelyy, the
level wass topped off to maintain the maximu
um possible hhydrostatic ppressure on tthe system. A
After
a period of 30-45 min
nutes, S1 waas extracted out of the M
MH back intoo the vactor ttruck. The
system was
w then rinsed to remove as much S1 from the innside of the pipes as posssible to keeep S1
and S2 frrom reacting
g inside the pipe,
p
potentiaally causing a blockage. All of the pplugs were
reinserted
d and the pro
ocess was reepeated with S2. During the groutingg process a ccontractor
constantlly monitors the
t pressuress of the plug
gs to immediiately identiffy any issuess should theyy
arise. The filling and
d measuring process
p
of th
he two chem
micals are shoown in Figurres 5-11 andd
5-12.

Fiigure 5-11. Fillin
ng and Measuring S1.
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S2.
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In
n several instances, the first
f
application of S2 didd not achievve the desiredd exfiltrationn
rate. In th
hese cases th
he whole pro
ocess was rep
peated until the segmentt achieved thhe desired seealing
goals. Th
he sealing go
oal, provided
d by Saniporr based on Euuropean acceptance of nnew concretee
pipeliness, was set at an
a allowed exfiltration
e
rate
r of 0.74 ggallons per 1100 square fe
feet of wet innner
surface in
n 30 minutess. The exfiltrration depths were recorrded and are stored in grraphs as show
wn in
Figure 5--14 and App
pendix E. A typical
t
setup
p is shown inn Figure 5-144, where thee upstream M
MH
was treatted separatelly from the mainline
m
to minimize
m
cheemical loss aand to assistt in achievingg the
greatest sealing
s
poten
ntial. The maajority of thee MHs weree made from concrete bloocks and were
very leak
ky, as shown
n in Figure 5--13.

Figure 5-13. Leaky Co
oncrete Block M
Maintenance Hoole.
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gure 5-14. Flood
d Grouting Seaaling Results.
Fig
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Only
O
four to five
f segmentts required actual
a
bypasss pumping dduring the grrouting
operation
ns. Typically
y the upstreaam pipe could store any rreceived flow
ws or a flow
w-through pluug
could be used to tran
nsport sewage through an
n MH withouut contaminaating the groout. When byypass
pumping
g was requireed, a small trrash pump was
w used to ppump accumu
mulated sewagge via a 3”diameter discharge hose
h
running along the sttreet to the nnext downstrream MH (Fiigure 5-15).

Figure 5-15. Bypass
B
Pumpinng Setup.

At
A the end off the flood grrouting work
k, a significaant amount oof the flood ggrouting
chemicall was left oveer. Of the 18
8,000 gallons of S1 orde red 9,600 gaallons remainned, and of tthe
9,000 galllons of S2 ordered
o
5,200 gallons rem
mained. Theere were prim
marily three reasons for this.
The volu
ume ordered was estimated on sealing the full lenngth of the sside sewers, bbut only 30%
% of
the side sewer
s
length
h was sealed.. Second, thee infrastructuure sealed ussing less cheemical than
anticipateed. Lastly, Sanipor
S
inclu
uded a safety
y factor in itss order becauuse the chem
micals have aan
8-10 weeek lead time to be shippeed from the manufacture
m
er, EKA Cheemicals, Inc. Sanipor didd not
want to shut
s
the projeect down forr that time period shouldd the chemiccals be used uup prior to
completion. SPU utillized the rem
maining chem
micals by seaaling just MH
Hs in other ssections of thhe
Broadvieew sewer bassin. Sealing MHs is a sim
mpler processs than whenn the mainlinnes and side
sewers arre included. No public notification
n
or
o bypass pum
mping is reqquired and itt can be
completeed in all weaather conditio
ons.
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5.4

Constructio
C
on Equipmeent

The
T large-scaale and speciial equipmen
nt required fo
for the flood grouting proocess is show
wn in
Table 5-1
1.
Equipmen
nt
S1 truck (Figuree 5-16)

S2 truck (Figuree 5-17)

Sewer plugs

Table 5-1. Sp
pecial Equipmeent List.
D
Details
2008 Vactor 2115 cenntrifugal compreessor combinatioon sewer cleanerr (fan unit)
15-cuubic-yard debris barrel
2,5000 gallons of liquidd storage (S1)
5-axlee 68,500-pound gross vehicle weeight (GVW)
0 to 8,000
8
cubic feet per
p minute (cfm)): operating rangge 2,500 to 4,500 cfm
2007 Volvo VHD swaap loader
4,2000-gallon Predatorr vacuum body ((roll off)
550 cfm
c Fruitland rotaary vane vacuum
m pump
7-axlee 78,500-pound GVW (single), 1105,500-pound G
GVW (tandem)
Ten 4"
4 Logiball pneum
matic side sewerr plugs
Ten 6"
6 Logiball pneum
matic side sewerr plugs
Four 6"
6 to 12" pneumatic blocking pluugs
Four 6"
6 to 12" pneumatic flow-throughh (3") plugs
Four 8"
8 to 12" pneumatic flow-throughh (4") plugs

Figure 5-16. S1 Truck.
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Figuree 5-17. S2 Truckk.

Use
U of Remaaining Grouting Liquiids

The
T remainin
ng grouting liiquids were used to seal 52 additionnal MHs elseewhere in thee
Broadvieew sewershed. Because the
t chemicalls had been uused previouusly and conntaminated w
with
water and
d sewage, th
he shelf life became
b
limitted compareed to virgin m
material. To determine iff
sealing ju
ust the MHs does lead to
o infiltration reduction, tthe majority of the MHs along a brannch
of sewer draining to flow meter 224-103
2
wass sealed, as sshown in Figgure 5-18. A
At the time off the
HS
MH sealiing, this areaa was not inttended to be part of the ccontrol basinn. Of the 22 MHs, 18 MH
were sealled. The MH
Hs that were not sealed were
w either nnot located or located in an easementt
where thee trucks could not access. The modeeling results determiningg infiltration reduction arre
discussed
d in Section 6.2.
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Figurre 5-18. Mainten
nance Hole Seaaling Locations.
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CHAPTER 6.0

PROJECT RESULTS
This chapter describes the results of the flood grouting pilot project.

6.1

Construction Results

One of the benefits of flood grouting is that it provides immediate results on the postexfiltration rate of the system. The exfiltration rate of the S2 chemical, which has a non-viscous,
water-like consistency, can be used to determine the immediate post-flood grouting leakage rate.
The leakage rates are determined by measuring the drawdown of the liquid from a reference
point (usually MH rim) in five-minute intervals and estimating the volume from the MH
diameter. The post-exfiltration rate percent improvement for each of the 27 sewer segments
ranged from 93-100% improvements, with an average improvement of 99%. Table 6-1, Flood
Grouting Sealing Rates, is compiled from the information provided in Appendix E.
Table 6-1. Flood Grouting Sealing Rates.
Upstream MH
Downstream MH
Before Rate* After Rate*
218-108
218-107
1.5
0.1
218-104
218-103
5
0
218-103
218-101
5
0
218-078
218-077
10
0
218-112
218-111
15
0
218-105
218-104
15
0
218-097
218-098
60
0
218-100
218-225
95
0
218-111
218-110
170
0
218-070
218-096
40
2
218-109
218-106
50
1
218-220
218-100
100
2
218-075
218-074
25
0
218-102
218-101
30
0
218-101
218-100
15
1
218-106
218-103
15
1
218-110
218-109
180
0
218-107
218-106
160
0.3
218-073
218-072
5
0
218-071
218-072
2
0
218-210
218-102
80
0
218-077
218-075
5
0
218-096
218-097
20
0
218-225
218-098
10
0
218-072
218-070
20
0
218-076
218-075
5
0
218-074
218-073
2
0
Total
1,141
7.4

Reduction
93%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
95%
98%
98%
100%
100%
93%
93%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
99%

* Gallons per 5 minutes calculated by Sanipor.
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6.2

Monitoring/M
M
Modeling Results
R

Results
R
from flow monito
oring, hydrollogic modeliing, and the flood groutiing effectiveeness
assessmeent are discussed below.

6.2.1 Flow
F
Monittoring
The
T project fllow monitorring period in
ncludes two rainfall evennts with 12- and 24-hourr
total deptths ranked in
n the highestt 25 for the RG
R 07 rainfaall record froom January 1978 to Marrch
2012. Th
hese events occurred
o
in early
e
March and late Novvember 20111. These twoo events occuurred
before an
nd after the flood
f
groutin
ng was comp
pleted, respeectively. Prioor to the begiinning of thee
project, a 12-hour, 50
0-year storm
m occurred in
n December 2010.
Comparison
C
of
o the flow meter
m
data frrom the two monitoring locations (218-145 and 2224071) for the
t two rainfall events described
d
abo
ove providess visual eviddence of the flood groutinng
effect. Sp
pecifically, as
a shown in Figure
F
6-1, review
r
of thee pre-project meter data shows
agreemen
nt between th
he pilot projject location (218-145) aand downstreeam, includiing areas whhere
flood gro
outing did no
ot occur, at th
he outlet of the
t 12th Aveenue NW baasin (224-0771). The exteended
recession
n after peak flows
f
at both
h locations in
ndicates the presence off considerablle infiltrationn in
the system
m with a sim
milar responsse to rainfalll in both the upstream annd downstreaam sections of
the system
m.
The
T Novembeer 2011 rainfall event, which
w
occurrred after floood grouting, produces
visually different
d
meter data sign
natures at thee two monitooring locatioons. In particcular, the 12tth
Avenue NW
N basin ou
utlet location
n (224-071) has an extennded recessioon after the ppeak flow
(similar to
t the pre-prroject data) as
a shown in Figure
F
6-2. H
However, thhe pilot projeect location ((218145) dataa shows a sh
harp recession after the peak
p
flow. Thhis reduced rrecession for the pilot
project meter
m
during post-projectt monitoring
g is evidence of flood groouting effecttiveness in
reducing infiltration.
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Figure 6-1. Flow Monitoring Data Before Flood Grouting (Pre-Project) at Two Locations.
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Figure 6-2. Flow Monitoring Data After Flood Grouting (Post-Project) at Two Locations.
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Flow at Upstream Meter 218‐145 (mgd)

Figure 6-3 presents a scattter plot of flow
fl at the prroject meter site (218-1445) against thhe
downstreeam meter (2
224-071) forr the recessio
ons in the tw
wo events disscussed abovve. A dramattic
differencce is evident,, further documenting a change
c
in I/II after the prroject.
0
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ber 2011 eventt recession, Posst‐Project

Figure 6-3. Scatter Plots of
o Flow at Meteer 218-145 Agai nst 224-071 Floow for Recessioons of
h 2011 and Noveember 2011 Eveents. The Relattionship is Obvviously Changedd.
March

6.2.2

Hydrologic
H
c Modeling
g

The
T two meth
hods employ
yed to assess effectivenesss of I/I reduuction are deescribed in ddetail
in Section 2.4. The reesults from each
e
method
d are presented below.
C
of Continu
uous Simulattion Model Results
6.2.2.1 Comparison
The
T two continuous hydro
ologic and hydraulic
h
moodels developped to predict I/I before and
after rehaabilitation were
w calibrateed to the flow
w monitoringg data at 2188-145 and 2224-071, as
described
d in Section 2.4.1. A satiisfactory fit between
b
obsserved and simulated floows was achiieved
for both monitoring
m
periods,
p
as sh
hown in Fig
gures 6-4, 6-55, and 6-6. T
The flow vollume goodneessof-fit for the pre-projject (March 2011
2
throug
gh Septemberr 2011) and post-projectt (October 20011
through April
A
2012) models was 1.16 and 1.1
12, respectivvely.
The
T model sim
mulates flow
w higher than
n observed dduring the reecession of thhe Novembeer
2011 (aftter rehabilitaation) event (Figure
(
6-6). The modell was calibraated to simullate groundw
water
necessary
y to match th
he long recessions after storm eventss typical in tthe mid to laate wet seasoon.
Howeverr, when the model
m
match
hed these eveents, the earlly wet seasoon events (sim
milar to
Novembeer 2011) had
d additional I/I
I simulated
d in the recesssion. This m
may result inn a lower
estimate of I/I reducttion when co
omparing pree- and post-rrehabilitationn models beccause the moodel
simulatess more infiltrration than is
i observed for
f the pre-reehabilitationn condition.
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The calibrated I/I models differ principally in the value of the long-term response to
rainfall, suggesting the reduction occurred mostly for the long-term infiltration sources rather
than the faster-responding sources. This is consistent with the fact that much of the faster-acting
upper side sewers (which are the portion of the side sewer located closest to the house) could not
be addressed and inflow sources were not removed. The long-term reduction of infiltration was
represented in the model by lowering the coefficient (A1) controlling groundwater contributing
to the sanitary pipes. This does not reduce the volume of groundwater simulated by the model,
but it reduces the amount of groundwater entering the pipes, which is consistent with the
rehabilitation employed.
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Figure 6-4. Pre-Project Model Calibration for March 2011 Rainfall Event.
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Project Model Calibration
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Figu
ure 6-5. Post-Prroject Model Caalibration for Noovember 2011 R
Rainfall Event.

To compare the pre- and post-rehabilitation condition flows statistically, both models
were used to simulate long-term flow conditions with the full SPU rain gauge record. First, the
simulated annual peak hourly I/I were fit to an LP3 distribution and pre- and post-project values
for similar recurrence intervals were compared. The results of this are shown in Figure 6-7. This
comparison indicates a reduction of peak hourly flow I/I of approximately 41% for recurrence
intervals of 10 years and greater. This relatively low reduction again reflects the fact that the
project did not address directly connected runoff from impervious sources like rooftops and
sump pumps, nor was it able to seal the fast-acting upper side sewers.
Figure 6-8 shows the recurrence interval statistics for the peak annual 24-hour I/I flow.
A reduction by the project of about 32% is indicated for the 10-year recurrence interval.
A similar analysis and comparison was completed for simulated total I/I event volume.
An event was defined by periods where I/I flow was greater than 0.13 million gallons per day
(mgd) and separated by a minimum period of 6 hours. An “event,” so defined, can last from
one to many days. The annual maximum event I/I volume frequency comparison is shown in
Figure 6-9.
As is evident visually, the reduction in event I/I volume for a given recurrence interval is
greater than the reduction in peak flow. Specifically, for recurrence intervals of 10 years and
greater, the reduction in maximum annual event I/I volume from pre-project to post-project has
an average of approximately 66%. While less important for conveyance analysis, the event
volume reduction is important to assess the impact of the project on downstream wastewater
treatment costs. Table 6-2 summarizes the above and other statistics.
Recurrence Interval (Year)
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Figure 6-7. Peak Hour I/I Flow Frequency for Pre- and Post-Project Simulation Results (1978-2012).
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Figure 6-8. Peaak Day I/I Flow Frequency for Pre- and Post-P
Project Simulattion Results (19978-2012).
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Figure 6-9. Evvent I/I Volume Frequency
F
for PreP and Post-P
Project Simulattion Results (19978-2012).
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Table 6-2. Summary of I/I Reduction.
Statistic
Before Project After Project Percent Reduction
Peak hour I/I (mgd)
0.49
0.28
41%
Peak 24-hr I/I (mgd)
0.25
0.17
32%
Maximum event vol. (mg)
0.76
0.25
66%
Annual average I/I (mgd)
0.03
0.01
68%
Dry weather flow (mgd)
0.03
0.025
15%
a Values for once-in-10-year recurrence except for annual and dry weather flow.
a

6.2.2.2 Control Basin
The results of comparing peak flows at meter 218-145 with those at 224-103 for the
monitoring period are shown in Figure 6-10. The comparison indicates the flood grouting
achieved removal of peak I/I flow. More specifically, the lower slope of the best fit line for postproject data (compared to the pre-project best fit line) signifies a lower I/I peak flow rate.
Therefore, the control basin analysis supports the continuous simulation model finding.
Figure 6-10 does not include the pre-rehabilitation flow for the March 13, 2011, event
because the 224-103 meter had several missing data points during this event. This was the largest
peak flow value for the 218-145 meter.

218‐145 Peak I/I Flow (mgd)

0.5
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0.3
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1.2

1.5
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Figure 6-10. Scatter Plots of Peak I/I Flow Measured at Meter 224-103 Compared to Peak
I/I Flow Measured at Meter 218-145 for Pre- and Post-Rehabilitation Periods (March 2011 to April 2012).
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The
T event vollumes at eacch meter werre also comppared for the monitoring period, as
shown in
n Figure 6-11
1. Similar to the peak flo
ow comparisson above, thhe different sslopes of thee preand post--project bestt fit lines ind
dicate the flood grouting achieved a ssignificant reemoval of I//I
volume. This conclussion supportts the long-teerm, continuuous simulatiion results.

218‐145 I/I Volume (MG)

1.20
y = 0.46955x

1.00
0.80
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0.40
0.20

y = 0.281xx

0.00
0
0.00

0
0.50

1.00
1.50
224‐‐103 I/I Volume (MG)
Pre‐Reh
hab

2.00

2.50

Post‐‐Rehab

Figure 6-11.. Scatter Plots of
o Event I/I Volu
ume Measured at Meter 224-1003 Compared too Event
I/I Volume
V
Measureed at Meter 2188-145 for Pre- an
nd Post-Rehab ilitation Periodss (March 2011 tto April 2012).

As
A discussed in Section 6.2.3,
6
the MH
H sealing aloong half of thhe contributory area to fflow
meter 224-103 did no
ot change thee flow patterrns at flow m
meter 224-1003.
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6.2.3 Maintenance Hole Sealing
The City used remaining chemical at the conclusion of the flood grouting project to seal
only MHs in the control basin along 4th Avenue NW. The effect, if any, of reducing I/I as a
result of the MH grouting was of interest. The flow monitoring data at the meter downstream of
the sealing, 224-103, was used for comparing the pre-rehabilitation (before January 2012) and
post-rehabilitation I/I.
The peak flow monitoring data were compared to antecedent rainfall (12 hours) for select
events, which resulted in identification of a relationship between I/I and antecedent rainfall for
both pre- and post-rehabilitation monitoring periods. The relationship, measured by the slope of
the best fit line for the data for pre- and post-rehabilitation, did not differ significantly. This
similarity suggests that the MH-only rehabilitation did not have a significant effect on I/I
reduction. The comparison is shown in Figure 6-12.

224‐103 Peak I/I flow (cfs)
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Figure 6-12. Scatter Plot of Event I/I Peak Flow Measured at Meter 224-103 Compared to Rainfall 12 Hours Preceding
Event Measured at SPU RG 07 for Pre- and Post-Maintenance Hole Only Rehabilitation (December 2010 to March 2012).

In addition to the comparison above, observed baseflow was compared for the pre- and
post-rehabilitation periods. Flood grouting the MHs, if effective in reducing I/I, would reduce the
base, long-term infiltration observed as baseflow in the monitoring data. However, comparison
of baseflow for August 2011 (pre-rehabilitation) and August 2012 (post-rehabilitation) show no
significant difference in baseflow. This supports the conclusion, along with the previous
analysis, that there is no significant reduction of I/I as a result of flood grouting MHs.
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6.3

Costs
C

SPU was very
y conscientio
ous about traacking all asssociated cossts with this project. This
included preparation of the busin
ness case, flo
ow monitorinng, public reelations, and preliminaryy
engineeriing. The money spent prrior to constrruction was about $110,0000. In addition to the
contracto
or’s construcction cost (Taable 6-3), SP
PU spent an additional $$210,000 on constructionn
support, flow monito
oring, and co
onsultants. An
A additionall $125,000 w
was spent bettween SPU aand
outside consultants
c
on
o project clo
oseout and evaluation.
e
T
Therefore, the total estim
mated money
spent on this project from initiatiion through evaluation
e
aand closeout is as follows:





Preliminary selection
s
and
d engineering
g ..............$1110,000
Construction
C
....................................................$1,2243,000
Project closeo
out and evalu
uation ...................... $1125,000
Total
T
................................................................$1,4478,000

The
T original project
p
cost estimate for this pilot prroject was $11,275,000. T
The actual coosts
ended up
p $203,000 (16%) over th
he original estimate.
e
Thee higher costt was princippally due to
higher ch
hemical costs than anticiipated, the prroject constrruction workk taking ninee days longerr to
completee than anticip
pated, and co
onducting 3D
D mapping oof the installled cleanoutss and MHs nnot
included in the origin
nal estimate.
Table 6-3. Total Co
ontractor Consttruction Costs.
Item
Total C
Cost
Pre-inspeection/cleaning
$477,950
C/O instaallation
$1099,536
$2100,564
Flood groouting work by coontractor
$244,650
Post-workk cleanup and CCTV
C
Equipmennt, bypass pumpping, mobilizationn, etc.
$388,500
$3355,029
Sanipor chemicals
c
Sanipor laabor and mobilizzation
$101,410
Suubtotal
$8677,639
PM, overhead,
o
continggency
$766,116
Total
$9433,755
Washington state
s
sales tax ( 9.5%)
$899,657
Tottal constructionn cost $1,0333,412

6.3.1 Comparativ
C
ve Costs
One
O of the ch
hallenges of developing
d
a unit cost of flood grouuting is that it is applied tto all
of the sew
wer system components
c
at once. Traaditionally, sside sewers, mainlines, aand MHs all have
separate unit costs fo
or rehabilitation, becausee different m
methods are aapplied to eaach. Althouggh
ost split among sewer system compo
onents is not possible, sevveral optionns are availabble
such a co
for doing
g so. These options
o
inclu
ude allocation
n by treated system costt value, lineaar distance oof
system co
omponent, in
nternal surfaace area of sy
ystem compponent, and ppotentially others.
For this comp
parison, this flood groutiing project w
will be assesssed on a lineear distance
basis. Th
he unit price from this prroject will bee the sum off the side sew
wers (2,900 llinear feet [lff]),
mainlines (5,880 lf), and the verttical footage of the MHss (260 lf) thaat was actually sealed divvided
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by the construction costs. The total length of the sewer assets sealed was 9,040 lf. This resulted
in a total project cost of $164/lf and a construction unit cost of $114/lf.
A significant volume of chemical was left over after the completion of the grouting. This
remaining volume had a value of about $224,000. If the leftover chemical value is subtracted
from the construction cost, the construction cost is reduced to $810,000, resulting in a unit
construction cost of $90/lf.
Because this was the first time that the contractor has worked with flood grouting
chemicals, additional resources were allocated for having Sanipor officials to be present to
supervise, train, and conduct the grouting. This was an additional $111,000 after taxes. The
contractor is now versed in the flood grouting process, and would no longer need this additional
cost for future projects. Reducing the chemical used cost of $810,000 by $111,000 equals
$699,000, which reduces the construction unit cost to $77/lf.
The business case developed cost estimates for the alternative infiltration control
technologies of joint grouting, CIPP lining, and pipe bursting. The estimated construction unit
cost estimates and the actual flood grouting unit cost are as follows:





Joint grouting: $50/lf
Flood grouting: $77/lf
CIPP lining: $120/lf
Pipe bursting: $120/lf

The sewers within the project area have a fair number of cracks and other defects that
would not have been sealed by joint grouting. While joint grouting is less expensive then flood
grouting, it is believed that this method would not have sealed the sewers as well as flood
grouting, due to the limitations described earlier.
There are several alternative ways to develop unit costs for flood grouting. In addition to
a length of pipe sealed, one can use surface area of the assets treated, the cubic volume of the
assets treated, or the number of houses within the project boundary. The other unit costs are
listed in Table 6-4.
Table 6-4. Unit Construction Costs.
Measurement
Units
Cost
Unit Cost
Length (ft)
9,040 $699,000
$77
Inner surface area (ft2) 20,570 $699,000
$34
13,755 $699,000
$51
Volume (ft3)
No. of houses
88 $699,000
$7,943

6.3.1.1 Cost of Installing the Cleanouts
The contractor charged $1,300 to install each cleanout via LMK’s Vac-A-Tee method.
Cleanouts could have been installed less expensively using excavation methods, but such
methods result in greater disruption to landscaping. Because of SPU’s commitment to cause as
little disturbance to the community as possible, the extra cost for this less intrusive method was
accepted. If a community already has outside cleanouts installed and in good condition, this
considerable cost would not be necessary, further increasing the cost-effectiveness of flood
grouting.
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6.4

Updates
U
to Business
B
Case
C
Inputss

The
T business case used to
o validate thee financial efficacy of thhis project w
was very
dependen
nt upon both
h the cost and
d the benefitt inputs. Thee benefits andd costs inputts were
reevaluatted after con
nstruction costs were kno
own, and thee updated buusiness case iis discussed
below.
Monetary
M
am
mounts were given
g
to threee benefits frrom completting this projject: reducedd
claims, offset
o
CSO sttorage volum
me, and redu
uced daily coonveyance annd treatmentt costs. The
average daily
d
infiltraation was sho
own to be red
duced signifficantly moree than anticiipated. The
original estimate
e
wass that the daiily infiltratio
on would be reduced by about 10,000 gpd; howeever,
the actuaal reduction is
i 27,400 gpd. The NPV of this amouunt (3%, 20 years) is $113,000 versuus
$42,000 as originally
y estimated.
The
T reduced peak
p
flow frrom a large storm
s
event tthat may havve to be mannaged at Kinng
County’ss CSO facilitty was determ
mined to be 150,000 galllons versus the estimateed 200,000
gallons. This
T results in a lower beenefit of $90
00,000 versuus the estimaated $1.2 milllion.
The
T before an
nd after mod
deled hydrau
ulic grade linnes were com
mpared to eacch other andd to
surveyed
d basement elevations off nearby housses. It was ddetermined thhat over a loong-term
simulatio
on of 34 yearrs’ worth of rainfall dataa, there may have been 110 fewer basement backuups
(claims) following co
ompletion off this pilot prroject. The N
NPV of this amount (3%
%, 20 years,
$100,000
0/claim) is $4
450,000 versus the estim
mated $490,0000.
The
T cost for each
e
cleanou
ut ended up being
b
$1,3044 versus the estimated $1,000 for eacch
installatio
on. The insp
pection cost of
o $250 per each side seewer remaineed the same. Because som
me
side seweers were shaared, only 85
5 cleanout an
nd inspectionns had to takke place. Thee updated beenefit
for the ho
omeowners of
o this work
k is $132,000
0. Table 6-5 shows the up
updated NPV
V of the pilott
project.

Original
Updated

Reduced
Backups
$490,000
$450,000

Table 6-5. Updated Net Present Valuee: Flood Groutinng.
CSO Storage
Avoided
Initial
Cleanouts andd
Total
S
Salvage Net Present
Inspection
V
Reduction
Treatment
Cost
Benefit
Value
Vaalue
$1,200,000
$42,000
$110,000
$1,842,000 $1,275,000
$0
$5677,000
$900,000
$113,000
$132,000
$1,595,000 $1,478,000
$0
$1177,000

The
T monetizeed benefits frrom completiing this pilott project are higher than tthe cost of
completin
ng the projecct. While thee benefits aree not as high as originallyy estimated, tthis project iis
thought to be a success. If the proj
oject was com
mpleted now
w, knowing w
what the projeect team now
w
knows, th
he costs wou
uld be about $300,000
$
lesss, moving thhe NPV evenn higher. Som
me of the
improved
d cost efficiencies includee having a beetter understtanding of thhe volume off chemicals too
order and
d the knowledge of how to
t conduct th
he actual groouting paid foor as part of tthe pilot.
Additional
A
no
on-monetized
d benefits hav
ve also beenn realized. W
Where the floood grouting w
was
completeed, the soils have
h
been so
olidified, stab
bilizing the ppipe, and reduucing the sussceptibility tto
sluice in soils, causin
ng sags and breaks
b
in the pipe. SPU hhas learned vaaluable lessoons on dealinng
with priv
vate property and how to move forwarrd with futurre work on pprivate propeerty. The projject
team now
w has firsthan
nd experiencce with flood
d grouting. Thhe informatiion and know
w-how gained
from thiss project can be utilized on
o future projjects. In addi
dition, the situuation with bbeing able too
capture only
o a smalleer percentagee of the side sewers
s
can bbe used to prooperly estim
mate the outcoome
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from com
mpleting a future project. Further, in areas
a
of extreemely compllex side sewers and hillyy
areas, kno
owing the lim
mitations of flood groutin
ng may swayy the team too use anotherr rehabilitatioon
method in
n such circum
mstances.
Updated
U
NPV
Vs for the altternative reh
habilitation m
methods cannnot be calculated becausse it
is not kno
own what reemoval rates those metho
ods would haave accompllished and thheir costs coould
have been significanttly different than estimatted.

6.5

Challenges
C
and Lessons Learned
d

The
T following
g section desscribes lesso
ons learned ffrom the floood grouting ppilot projectt,
including
g constructio
on challenges and side seewer lessonss learned.

6.5.1 Constructio
C
on Challeng
ges
As
A with any new
n technolo
ogy, challenges and unannticipated coonditions weere encounteered.
First and
d foremost was the topog
graphy of thee project sitee. The hilly ssite has considerable
elevation
n differencess between up
pstream and downstream
d
m MHs and thhe high and low sides off the
street. Th
he worst-case MH-to-MH
H reach had a 30-foot diifference in rrim elevationns, and that
occurred over a horizzontal distan
nce of 250’. To
T maximize the applicaation of the ggrout, riser
pipes were installed on
o low-side cleanouts to
o help manippulate the hydraulic gradde, as shown in
Figure 6--13.

Liquid level

Figure 6-13.
6
Riser Pipees.

Since the com
mpletion of th
he pilot projject, an altern
rnative methood used to pplug the side
sewers du
uring the gro
outing has beeen identifieed. This methhod is believved to providde additionaal
protection to the houses, provide an early waarning methood to alert coontractors in the event off
grout byp
passing the plugs,
p
and make
m
it easierr to manipulaate the hydraaulic grade lline. Previouusly,
one inflatable plug was
w inserted in
i the house side of the sside sewer fr
from the cleaanout. There was
no way to
o detect if grrout was leak
king past thee plug and fllooding a hoouse. A side sewer flowthrough inflatable
i
plu
ug with a fleexible hose to
o the surfacee can be used on the sew
wer side of thhe
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cleanout (a vent is required to rellieve air presssure as the system is fillled with groout). As backkup
to this in case of flow
w-through pllug failure, th
he traditionaal inflatable pplug can be used on the
house sid
de of the cleaanout. In add
dition to two
o plugs, the iinvert of the cleanout is left open forr
visual veerification off any leaks frrom the prim
mary flow-thhrough plug.
Another
A
challlenge was thaat at three locations the cchemicals leaaked out from
m cracks in tthe
pavemen
nt on the dow
wnhill side off pipe segmen
nts (Figures 6-14 and 6-115). In these instances, thhe
chemical elevation was
w immediattely brought down and thhe applicationn continued iin lifts (repeating
the sealin
ng process, in
ncreasing thee elevation of
o the liquid iin the MH inn 2-3-foot inccrements) to
slowly seeal the higherr pipes. Wheen S1 is allow
wed to dry onn the surfacee, it solidifiess with a glasslike consistency. Imm
mediate and thorough
t
spilll response iss a necessityy. Bravo had a street sweeeper
on site th
hat was used to clean up S1
S that migraated its way to the surfacce.

Figuree 6-14. S1 Leaking Through Paavement.

FFigure 6-15. S1 Projecting Thrrough Pavemennt.

Chemical
C
S1 has a speciffic gravity (S
SG) of 1.4. B
Because of thhis, the contrractor had too be
very careeful about ho
ow much cheemical it cou
uld put in thee tanker truccks before exxceeding weight
limits (th
he trucks wou
uld be overw
weight before the tanks w
were full). Inn addition too the loadingg
concerns, the contracctor had to seend the truck
k used for S11 to the shopp for repairs on the brakee
system tw
wice during construction
n due to the heavy
h
loads and parkingg on the steepp streets
(Schumaacher, 2011). Also becau
use of S1’s weight
w
and viiscosity, a veery powerfull pump is neeeded
to be ablee to quickly pump out th
he liquid from
m the sewer system. Thee grouting appplication neeeds
a very qu
uick transfer from S1 to S2 to properrly seal the ssystem and aavoid havingg the S1 eitheer
leach bacck into the pipes or migrrate too far away
a
in the ssoil before itt can react w
with the S2. T
The
contracto
or had to swiitch trucks th
hat originally
y contained each chemiccal because tthe pump onn the
original S1
S truck wass not powerfful enough to
o pump the hheavy liquidd. No such issues affect
working with the S2 product.

6.5.2 Side
S
Sewer Issues
One
O of the kn
nown and acccepted risks of this projeect was the ppotential to fflood a basem
ment
with either clean watter during a clean
c
water test
t or with oone of the tw
wo chemicalls. Unfortunaately,
this did occur
o
on thiss project. Eacch instance was
w unique aand the causse and a soluution were
identified
d for each caase.
The
T lessons leearned from
m this includee making surre that the sidde sewer pluug is properlly
inserted into
i
the side sewer. Wheen the side seewer is deepp (greater thaan 7’), it is cchallenging tto
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visually confirm from the surface that the plug is properly inserted and inflated, and that nothing
is interfering with the plug. On these deep side sewers it is beneficial to insert an inspection
camera down the cleanout to see the plug and verify that it is properly placed.
A second lesson learned is that in locations where hydrostatic pressures will be elevated,
greater than 20’, using a second side sewer plug may be required. This is especially true where
the side sewer is made of concrete pipe and has exposed aggregate. The exposed aggregate may
prevent the plug from properly sealing and allow some chemical or water past. The second plug
provides redundancy to help mitigate this possibility. It may be necessary to install a second
cleanout to place the second plug.
A third lesson is that both internal mapping and surface mapping must be verified and
corroborated. The two sources of information need to be overlaid onto each other and all
connections must be accounted for and distances matched to each other so that a side sewer
connection is not missed.
A final construction lesson learned on this project is that backflow preventers may not
properly work during grouting operations. The first chemical used (S1) has an SG of 1.4.
Normally closed rubber flappers used on some backflow preventers have an SG ranging from
1.33 to 1.36 (RectorSeal, 2012). Because the flappers are lighter than S1, the flapper floats and
does not prevent the fluid from passing the backflow valve.

6.6

Further Considerations

The following section describes some further considerations related to working on private
side sewers, groundwater, and contracting.

6.6.1 Dealing with Side Sewers
As previously mentioned, the property owners own and maintain the side sewers from the
house to the sewer main connection. It had been SPU’s policy not to touch the private side
sewers or do any work on private property. A growing body of industry literature supports the
position that for an infiltration reduction project to achieve maximum potential reduction, side
sewers have to be included in the rehabilitation effort (Merrill et al., 2003). With the goal of
reducing wet weather backups in the Broadview neighborhood, SPU decided that it is willing to
undertake work on private property. In consultation with its lawyer, SPU developed access
agreements to allow access to the private property and to work on the privately held assets (see
Appendix C).
From Section 6.1, it has been shown that where the sewer system was rehabilitated, on
average, 99% of the infiltration sources have been eliminated. However, as shown in the
modeling results, there still is an appreciable volume of infiltration of the system. The only
portion of the system that was not treated was the upper private side sewers. Within the
completed pilot project basin 1,750’ (18% of the total length) of side sewers lie within the rightof-way and an additional 1,150’ (12% of the total length) was sealed beyond the right-of-way.
This left 6,825’ (70% of the total length) untreated. The researchers believe that this shows how
important it is to deal with the side sewers. To achieve the maximum peak flow reduction, the
shallower, upper side sewers close to houses need to be addressed in conjunction with the rest of
the system. The time and money spent on public outreach is necessary to accomplish this.

Flood Grouting for Infiltration Reduction on Private Side Sewers
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6.6.2 Groundwat
G
ter Issues
When
W
conduccting an infilltration reduction projectt, changes too the grounddwater after tthe
sewer system is sealeed must be evaluated.
e
So
ome outcomees from sealling the seweers may be
increased
d “wet basem
ments,” increeased wet areeas or standiing water, seeeps (grounddwater cominng
out onto the surface) occurring where
w
they haave not befoore, or increaased flow in existing seeps. It
is challen
nging, time-cconsuming, and costly to
o attempt to model the ggroundwater changes andd
predict what
w may hap
ppen and wh
here.
A change in the
t groundw
water elevatio
on was accouunted for in tthis project’s Risk Regisster
as potenttially occurriing. Predictin
ng where thee changes w
would occur aand their maagnitude wass not
attempted
d. It was deccided that ch
hanges to how
w the grounddwater expreessed itself tthat warranteed
correction would be addressed
a
ass they occurrred. In somee projects thee risks may bbe too great for
this appro
oach. In thesse instances groundwateer control maay be requireed, or a soluttion other thhan
infiltratio
on reduction is required to
t provide seewer capacitty.

6.6.3 Contracting
C
g
The
T project teeam is curren
ntly aware of
o only two pproviders of the flood grouting chem
micals
and know
w-how in thee United Stattes. Neither of these twoo companies install their product andd they
have to teeam with or provide theiir product to
o a sewer serrvice construuction compaany. The lim
mited
source off providers can
c cause chaallenges wheen trying to competitively bid a floood grouting
project. For
F flood gro
outing to beccome more cost
c effectivee and widesppread, a stroong local
presence of the chem
mical provideers needs to develop
d
in thhe United Sttates. In addiition, more
constructtion compan
nies are need
ded that havee the equipm
ment, experiennce, and knoow-how to
successfu
ully implemeent a flood grouting
g
projject to increaase competittion and incrrease the abiility
to compeetitively bid a flood grou
uting project.

6.7

Conclusions
C
s
This
T project was
w successfful from seveeral perspecttives:
 The
T technolog
gy is successful in reduccing infiltratiion with relaatively little disruption too the
co
ommunity an
nd at a poten
ntially lowerr cost than otther technoloogies.
 Working
W
on private
p
side sewers
s
is botth necessaryy to attain maaximum infiiltration
reeduction and
d is achievab
ble with effecctive public outreach.
 Use
U of flexiblle contractin
ng options su
uch as use off a service coontract can iimprove projject
effficiency by reducing “soft costs”.

At
A the same time it is imp
portant to keeep in mind ssome of the challenges to implementting
flood gro
outing:
 At
A this time th
here are limiited options of vendors ssupplying thhe technology in the Unitted
States.
 Itt is importan
nt to use an experienced
e
contractor
c
w
who has all thhe needed eqquipment
in
ncluding app
propriate plu
ugs, CCTV cameras, andd pumps withh sufficient ppower.
 As
A much of th
he side seweer length as possible
p
needs to be sealled to maxim
mize infiltrattion
reeduction.
 The
T potential impact of controlling in
nfiltration onn groundwateer migrationn needs to bee
co
onsidered. Certain
C
soil ty
ypes or topo
ography suchh as steep sloope areas maay not be goood
caandidates for infiltration
n control.
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APPENDIX A

MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEETS
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(\HV
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1RWHVWR3K\VLFLDQ

1R,QIRUPDWLRQ

7KLV06'6LVQRWLQWHQGHGIRUXVHRXWVLGHRI1RUWK$PHULFD
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(ND&KHPLFDOV,QF
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9HUVLRQ
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)ODPPDEOH3URSHUWLHV
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([WLQJXLVKLQJ0HGLD
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3HUVRQDO3UHFDXWLRQV
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Scope Statement
C310011 – Broadview Infiltration Reduction Pilot
Purpose
The Scope Statement helps clearly communicate the scope to the reader of this document. Elements from
the Business Case are further refined in this document. Although the Specifier is the primary author of
the initial document the expectation is the Project Manager will be amajor contributor to the content. This
document is revised during the PMP development from input received from members of the team.

Project Information
Project Name
Activity Number
Executive Sponsor
Fund & Business Area
Specifier
Project Manager

Broadview Infiltration Reduction Pilot
C310011 (E309003 for some related O&M activities)
Trish Rhay
Gary Schimek
Martha Burke
Jim Johnson

1.1. Project History
The 12th Ave NW sewer basin (a dedicated sanitary sewer system) has been
determined to suffer from capacity limitations based on field observations, flow
monitoring data, and computer modeling. There have been numerous studies over
the years with the earliest dated 1979. There have been unregulated discharges and
sewer backups documented in December 1996, December 2007 and yet again in
December 2010. AMC approved Business Case on 3/2/11 for $1,275,000 to proceed
with this the pilot project.

1.2. Problem or Opportunity Statement
The entire 12th Ave NW sewer basin has been determined to suffer from capacity
limitations during extreme wet weather events. Recent additional modeling
performed subsequent to the 12/12/10 storm indicates groundwater infiltration as a
significant portion of the volume in the pipe during these events.
Water Environment Research Foundation (WERF) has offered a $112,000 grant to
SPU to pilot a innovative technology that seals the entire sewer system, including
maintenance holes, mainline and side sewers to reduce groundwater infiltration. The
technology is proprietary, Sanipor™, and is technically referred to as chemical
grouting or flood grouting.
The technology is not fully tested in the United States, this pilot would be the largest
treatment area to date in North America. However in limited cases where it has
been utilized in the U.S. it has been shown to be very effective, and the technology
is more widely used in Europe, where it was developed.
This pilot project will allow SPU to evaluate the practicality of the technology, its
costs, public acceptance and effectiveness as a tool in reducing groundwater
infiltration in sanitary and combined sewer systems where wet weather groundwater
infiltration taxes system capacity and creates problems such as overflows (CSO or
Broadview Infiltration Reduction Pilot
Last Revised: 5/19/2011
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SSO), unregulated discharges (such as at maintenance holes) or sewer back-ups into
structures.
The success of the project in increasing capacity by reducing flows in this particular
area will hinge largely on the relative amount of groundwater infiltration in the pipe,
as compared to the actual sanitary sewer flows and stormwater inflow through
connections to the sanitary sewer of such things as downspout connections, yard
drains, and perhaps even stormwater infrastructure. As noted above, recent
modeling has indicated that groundwater infiltration appears to be a significant
portion of the wet weather flow.

1.3. External Influences
There is an expectation from the community that SPU will be addressing capacity
problems in this sewer basin in the near future. This project has been contemplated
for some time, however the implementation schedule is now of higher concern as a
result of the December 12, 2010 storm event. During that event, the system was in
a surcharged condition, and resulted in upland discharges from maintenance holes,
as well as backups into select homes where the structure’s lower elevation
connections were below the hydraulic grade line of the surcharged sewer system.

2. Project Vision
2.1. Project Goals
Demonstrate that the Sanipor™ technology of sealing the sewer system from
groundwater infiltration provides a measurable reduction in wet-weather flows.

2.2. Project Objectives
Validate the technique, contracting method for implementation, public
acceptance/participation and the cost-effectiveness of the technology at reducing
groundwater infiltration into the sanitary sewer system where the technology is
implemented.

3. Scope
3.1. Product Scope
The product scope includes:
 Tv inspections of up to 16,000-ft of sewer lines
 Installation of up to 88 sidesewer cleanouts
 Spot repairs (for planning purposes, we’ve assumed 10 spot repairs)
 Flood grout of up to 11,000 ft of side sewers (approximately 88 side sewers)
 Flood grout of 5000-ft of mainline sewers
The project is located in the Broadview basin between NW 130th St and NW 132nd St,
and between 8th and 12th Avenues NW.

3.1.1.



Out-of-Scope Items, Product

Sewer “sealing” technologies other than Sanipor™
Sewer repairs too large for crews or JOC, if major repairs are required, the
project team will amend the PMP through a Change Management process.

Broadview Infiltration Reduction Pilot
Last Revised: 5/19/2011
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3.2. Project Scope
Deliverable
Monitoring
Public outreach program
Permission to Enter
Permits
Quality Assurance Project
Plan (QAPP) Development
and Pre and Post –project
modeling
Design
Construction oversight

Service contracts

Open Cut repairs
In-house construction by
crews
Water Environmental
Research Foundation
(WERF) grant
QAPP
Economic analysis

Interim Report
Final Report
Internal assessment of
pilot

3.2.1.


60% and 90% design for any spot repairs done by JOC
and or Crews
CMD will oversee work done by JOC contractor and
spot check work done by crews (JIM?).
Project Manager and Specifier will oversee flood
grouting
Approved service contracts for:
-tv inspection of private sidesewers
- installation of sewer cleanouts (per D. Stubblefield)
- flood grouting
Spot repairs (done by crews or under Job Order
Contracting - JOC)
In-house work includes:
-tv mainlines
- spot repairs
Contract signed by both SPU and WERF.
Approved both internally (SPU) & externally (WERF)
Economic analysis will be performed on project costs at
project completion to determine the economics of this
technology vs other more “traditional” technologies
such as joint grouting, pipe relining, pipe bursting, or
open cut replacement.
Status report at the end of 2011
Report to WERF on project results 2012
Internal determination by the project team on whether
the pilot is worth repeating.

Out-of-Scope Items, Project

Standard Public Works (PW) contracting method for implementation

Broadview Infiltration Reduction Pilot
Last Revised: 10/16/2012/19/2011
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Deliverable Description
Install and maintain monitors in order to analyze
before/after condition to evaluate effectiveness
(monitors are already in place). Evaluate data.
Obtain support of Broadview community and more
directly the affected homeowners.
Signed rights-of-entry from 60 – 88 home owners to
allow TV inspections, sewer clean out installation and
flood grouting of private sidesewers.
SEPA exemption, SDOT permits (over the counter
permits for side sewer work and staging)
WORK done by Brown & Caldwell
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Other technologies for implementation, such as traditional grouting, pipe
relining, pipe bursting or open trench replacement* of mains/laterals

* with certain exceptions where spot repairs are indicated by video inspections

3.3. Project Assumptions






Groundwater infiltration is a major contributor to wet-weather flows in the
sewer lines.
Over 75% of homeowners provide rights of entry. (If not, SPU will install the
sewer cleanouts at the edge of the right-of-way, and only a portion of the
sidesewer will be grouted.)
Sanipor is a technology that can be successfully implemented in the City by
regional contractors.
Flood grouting will result in a measurable decrease in wet-weather flows.
Community will accept and participate in the project at a meaningful level,
where success can be measured.

3.4. Relationship to Other Projects
If this pilot project is successful, this approach may be used on other sewer back up
areas in Seattle.

3.5. External Dependencies
The project is not dependent on any external projects.

3.6. Project Success Criteria
A comparison of flow monitoring data before and after the pilot will be used to assess
the success of the project. The data will be compared to determine the percent
removal of groundwater infiltration. This methodology has been used by others for
the same purpose. The flow monitoring will be implemented by USM. Flow monitors
are presently installed for monitoring of the baseline condition.
The flood grouting is expected to reduce flows in the sanitary sewer. The project
team does not expect that this effort alone will solve downstream sewer back ups.

4. Implementation Plan Summary
4.1. Contracting and Consulting Approach
This project has a non-standard contracting approach due to the pilot nature and
work on private property. The project will use consultants, internal design staff, inhouse crews, various service vendors and probably the Job Order Contractor (JOC).
Details are shown in section 3.2.
The flood grouting is considered “service work” and will be done via a blanket vendor
contract. SPU will work with FAS to select a contractor to conduct this service.

Broadview Infiltration Reduction Pilot
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The sewer clean out installation is also considered “service work” if it is done without
the use excavators. FAS is currently accepting bids for a new plumbing contract that
is broad enough to include this work.
Sanipor representatives, WERF experts, and King County staff will be brought in to
advise during the design and construction phases to insure a high quality
implementation of the process.

4.2. Deviations from Standards
This is not a traditional design-bid-build project. It will be implemented with a
combination of in-house work, vendor and JOC support.
This is a pilot project to try a new technique, so it there are no existing standards for
flood grouting.
The Project Manager will be responsible for all communications between the vendor,
the JOC contractor and the crews. An estimated 5 -10 spot repairs will be managed
by Jeff Williams and Young Kim as part of the Sewer Spot repair program.
SPU will pre-purchase the flood grouting chemicals because the purchase has a longlead time. SPU will sole source this purchase from Sanipor.

5. Communication Summary
5.1. Community and Political Influences
In the Broadview community, the project team will work with the Broadview Sewer
Task Force.
The project requires considerable outreach to approximately 85 homeowners. The
outreach will support rights-of-entry, inform residents of construction schedule and
impacts. The flood grouting will take place over several weeks in 26 or so
installations. During that process, individual homes will be “off the sewer” for an
estimated 8 hours.
This project also requires successful communication with private property owners to
obtain rights-of-entry and no sewer backups (which would be caused from
homeowners flushing during the 8-hour grout process).

5.2. Project Organization
Martha Burke, Specifier
Jim Johnson, Project Manager
Gary Schimek, Budget Area Manager
Trish Rhay, Director of Drainage and Wastewater
Wan-Yee Kuo, Senior Engineer
Jeff Williams, Pipes Asset Manager

5.3. Project Governance
AMC on 3/2/2011 for BC #2, approved.
PDOC approval of PMP pending completion.
Broadview Infiltration Reduction Pilot
Last Revised: 10/16/2012/19/2011
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It is unclear how this project will complete Stagegates 3 -5 for the grouting, given its
use of service contracts (rather than public works contracts) and combination of
contracting methods.

6. Budget and Schedule Summary
6.1. Schedule Estimate
See attached detailed schedule.
The project team anticipates that all construction will be completed in 2011, with
monitoring and reporting activities in 2012. Flood grouting is best done in dry
weather, and there is a risk that delays could push the flood grouting into 2012.

6.2. Cost Estimate
The project work is currently billed to E309003. In the near future, costs related
to work in this PMP will be billed to C310011. The life to date costs ($95,000) will
remain in E309009 (JIM or will they be transferred)
For details see attachments

6.3. Approved Budget
Current Approved Budget
Approved By:
Date Approved:

Appendix A.
Revision Date
3/16/11
3/29/11
5/10/11
5/12/11
5/18/11
5/19/11

1,100,000 (in 2011 Spending Plan)
AMC
3/2/11

Revision History
Version
First draft
Review
comments
Review
comments
Draft Final
Review Final
Review Final

Summary of Changes

Prepared By
Jim Johnson
Martha Burke

Final scope statement prep

Lori Taylor

Accept comments thru 5/11
Submitted to PDOC
Comments from C. Woelfel

Jim Johnson
Jim Johnson
Jim Johnson

Broadview Infiltration Reduction Pilot
Last Revised: 5/19/2011
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Develop & Monitoring of Website, PAN

35

Decision Point: Full Line Repairs vs. Flood Grouting (Sags)

Asset QA/QC by SPU Crews or contr. (spot sewer work)

Decision Point: Vendor vs. JOC vs PW Contract

61

62

Author:
Schedule_JOC_BIRP_final_2011/06/27.mpp

Decision Point: Condition Assess_Phys. Spot Repairs

Develop Project Site Base Map (or side sewer card)

57

60

PERC,Prelim. Engr Resource Composite

56

Asset QA/QC by Crews (review tapes during Videoing)

Survey & Mapping of Existing Conditions

55

59

CCTV Field Investigation

58

Prepare & Complete QAPP for Monitoring

52

Identify Existing Conditions

44

45

Decision Point: Resident Participation Level

Right of Entry Forms

43

37

Real Property Services

Informational Mailings

36

Community Meetings

31

Lessons Learned: Design Phase

23

Communications Support

Proj. Mgmt. Team Mtgs

16

25

Develop PMP , D, C, Close Out Ph

6

24

General Proj. Mgmt.,D Phase

5

Project Management

Design

3

4

Project Start

Broadview Infiltration Reduction Pilot

1

2

Task Name

ID

0 days

5 days

0 days

0 days

30 days

15 days

5 days

15 days

30 days

62 days

93 days

0 days

20 days

20 days

180 days

180 days

389 days

389 days

1 day

65 days

56 days

95 days

95 days

414 days

0 days

462 days

Duration

Fri 7/29/11

Mon 7/25/11

Fri 7/22/11

Fri 7/22/11

Fri 6/10/11

Mon 7/25/11

Mon 8/1/11

Fri 7/1/11

Thu 6/9/11

Fri 4/1/11

Fri 4/1/11

Wed 5/25/11

Thu 4/28/11

Thu 4/28/11

Thu 4/7/11

Thu 4/7/11

Wed 4/6/11

Wed 4/6/11

Thu 6/30/11

Wed 3/2/11

Wed 3/2/11

Wed 3/2/11

Wed 3/2/11

Wed 3/2/11

Wed 3/2/11

Wed 3/2/11

Start

Fri 7/29/11

Fri 7/29/11

Fri 7/22/11

Fri 7/22/11

Fri 7/22/11

Fri 8/12/11

Fri 8/5/11

Fri 7/22/11

Fri 7/22/11

Wed 6/29/11

Fri 8/12/11

Wed 5/25/11

Wed 5/25/11

Wed 5/25/11

Thu 12/22/11

Thu 12/22/11

Thu 10/18/12

Thu 10/18/12

Thu 6/30/11

Wed 6/1/11

Wed 5/18/11

Thu 7/14/11

Thu 7/14/11

Thu 10/18/12

Wed 3/2/11

Mon 12/31/12

Finish

PDOC Review

3/2

8/12

7/29

7/22

7/22

7/22

6/29

5/25

5/25

5/25

5/18

7/14

12/22

10/18

10/18

10/18

6/27/2011
1

1, 201 Qtr 2, 201 Qtr 3, 201 Qtr 4, 201 Qtr 1, 201 Qtr 2, 201 Qtr 3, 201 Qtr 4, 201 Qtr 1, 201
e MarApr a Jun Jul u e Oct o e Jan e MarApr a Jun Jul u e Oct o e Jan e Mar
12/31
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Design Compl_Contract Award,Milestone

75

Prep for Constr. Precon Mtg with JOC Contractor

SDOT St Use Permit (obtain by JOC & Crew)

Contractors (No Labor)

Original Contract Labor (CMD Inspection)

Change Order Labor (JOC Contract)

Substantial Completion Cleanout,Milestone

Substantial Completion JOC Contract,Milestone

Substantial Completion Grouting,Milestone

Testing & Commissioning

Develop & Resolve Punch List (JOC Contract)

Public Works Allocation

Physical Compl. (all work),Milestone

91

92

93

103

107

108

109

110

111

112

113

114

Author:
Schedule_JOC_BIRP_final_2011/06/27.mpp

Project_Close Out Complete,Milestone

137

SG #5: Approval to Close Project

133

Reserves

Close Out Activities

123

134

Project Management

116

Close Out

Communications Support

87

115

Project Management

77

Construction

Contractor Selection Process (Plumb Svc Contractor)

74

76

90% Design

67

Task Name

SEPA Review

ID

63

0 days

380 days

7 days

377 days

60 days

377 days

0 days

80 days

25 days

20 days

0 days

0 days

0 days

10 days

155 days

165 days

5 days

15 days

64 days

80 days

165 days

0 days

10 days

25 days

16 days

Duration

Mon 12/31/12

Wed 5/25/11

Tue 4/24/12

Thu 6/30/11

Wed 1/25/12

Thu 6/30/11

Tue 1/24/12

Tue 9/27/11

Wed 11/23/11

Tue 11/8/11

Tue 1/24/12

Tue 11/22/11

Fri 7/22/11

Tue 11/8/11

Fri 6/10/11

Wed 5/25/11

Tue 9/6/11

Tue 9/6/11

Tue 9/6/11

Mon 8/15/11

Wed 5/25/11

Fri 8/12/11

Thu 5/26/11

Mon 8/1/11

Wed 4/27/11

Start

Mon 12/31/12

Wed 11/28/12

Wed 5/2/12

Mon 12/31/12

Wed 4/18/12

Mon 12/31/12

Tue 1/24/12

Tue 1/24/12

Fri 12/30/11

Thu 12/8/11

Tue 1/24/12

Tue 11/22/11

Fri 7/22/11

Tue 11/22/11

Tue 1/24/12

Tue 1/24/12

Mon 9/12/11

Mon 9/26/11

Wed 12/7/11

Thu 12/8/11

Tue 1/24/12

Fri 8/12/11

Thu 6/9/11

Fri 9/2/11

Wed 5/18/11

Finish

PDOC Review

7/22

8/12

9/2

11/22

12/7

12/8

1/24

1/24

1/24

1/24

1/24

4/18

6/27/2011
2

12/31

11/28

12/31

12/31

1, 201 Qtr 2, 201 Qtr 3, 201 Qtr 4, 201 Qtr 1, 201 Qtr 2, 201 Qtr 3, 201 Qtr 4, 201 Qtr 1, 201
e MarApr a Jun Jul u e Oct o e Jan e MarApr a Jun Jul u e Oct o e Jan e Mar
5/18
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1
1
2
4

Very Low
Very Low
Low
High

Impact Rating

3 Moderate
Some side sewers must be CCTV'd from private property looking downstream resulting
in schedule and cost increases
2 Low

22

2 Low

4 High

3 Moderate

2 Low

2 Low

20 During construction, the City approved vendor is not able to successfully do the SaniPor
process
4 High

Early onset of wet season prohibits grouting in 2011
Some cleanouts are difficult to install (difficult access for heavy equipment resulting in
hand digging)

2 Low
2 Low

21

4 High

4 High
4 High

4 High

3 Moderate

2 Low

17 Some homeowner(s) will not sign (by the end of May) the Right of Entry form for a MH
MH reach
a MH MH reach takes longer than the expected 8 hours to complete & results in
18
customers without access to their facilities
19 SDOT does not respond promptly for street use/utility permits

16

15 There is a delay in obtaining the required noise variance permits

6

8

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium
Medium

8

Medium
8
8

Medium

Medium

8

8

9

Medium

9

3 Moderate

High

10

High

High

10

10

2 Low

5 Very High

High

High

High

12

12

12

Include decision point into schedule

See response for risk # 30

SPU Management applies pressure on FAS contracting. Create decision tree
on who decides contracting strategy
Get right of way forms back ASAP. Schedule CCTV ASAP to develop
problem list to give flexibility to schedule FOM crews. Solicit SPU
management support that this is a priority project. Plan B: delegate other
priorities to Jeff's contract options
SPU Management applies pressure on FAS contracting. Create decision tree
on who decides contracting strategy
Create communication plan and schedule. Clarify in house communication
approval process and expedite where possible.

Contingent
Response Develop steps/plan on how to respond
$41,735
If a second or 3rd application can not be completed within an 8 hour workday,
Accept
resched that section for another day and come back.
Figure out early to see if night or weekend work is required, work with
community to see if they are OK with it, then engage DPD.
Accept
Engage main sewer TV contractor services early, to identify these, work with
Mitigate
prop owners to get right of entry signed
Low so long as the extensive community outreach to ensure maximal
participation level limits the numbers of non participating props. There will be
Mitigate
some who choose not to participate, they get cleanout at right of way
If a second or 3rd application can not be completed within an 8 hour workday,
Accept
resched that section for another day and come back.
Mitigate
engage SDOT early in the process
ensure the contractor selected from the Sewer Svc Vendor list has proper
equipment and staff, engage Sanipor Tech Rep in assisting the contractor in
Accept
preparation for job
Add decision point to schedule. Grout in 2012. Communicate with community
Accept
on variables.
if location proves too expensive, move C.O. to ROW to avoid costs, time
Accept
implications of difficult site

Accept

Accept

Mitigate

Mitigate

Mitigate

Critical Mitigate

2 Low

3 Moderate
2 Low

5 Very High

3 Moderate

3 Moderate

15

3 Moderate

4 High

4 High

4 High

2 the project can go through Vendor (B Contract/Purchase Order with SPU Crews)
process rather than a JOC contract (side sewer contractor). POSITIVE RISK/DEDUCT. 5 Very High
a MH MH reach takes longer than the expected 8 hours to complete & results in
14
schedule delay
3 Moderate

11

Speed of decision by FAS on purchasing services eligibility delays the project
Lack of lead time for notifications to community (meetings, traffic Impacts, shut off of
utilities, etc.) resulting in community dissatisfaction and schedule delay
CCTV/community participation cannot access a minimum of at least 75% of the
12
necessary areas (resulting in cancellation of the project)
CCTV identifies more defects then flood grouting would address and would result in
13 flood grouting not being an appropriate rehab method (FOM crews not an option).
Resulting in project being cancelled.

If the spot repairs on mainline are done by FOM crews, FOM is not able to provide
crews within the requested timeframe. (FOM has only 1.5 rehab crews)

15

3 Moderate

Engage SPU Management to apply pressure on FAS contracting.

Engage SPU Management to apply pressure on FAS contracting.

$12,000

25%

25%

50%

Martha

Martha

Mike

Martha

Jeff

Jim

68,458.75 Jim

Jim

Jim

Jim

6,000.00 Martha

Martha

$

$

$

$

$

$

Jim

Martha

Dennis

Dennis
Jim

Jim

Jeff

Jim

Dennis

$ (10,433.75) Jim

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

open

open

open

open
open

open

open

open

open

open

open

open

open

open

open

open

open

open

open

open

open

open

Contingent Response (if applicable)
Monitor & Control
Probability of
Contingency
Assigned to Status
Risk
Reserve
Occurrence
$50,000
10%
$
5,000.00 Insert Name Open
$
$
$
Response
Plan Cost

Contingent Add decision point to Schedule. Set aside money and develop the steps/plan
Critical Response on how to respond. Grouting delayed till 2012
$273,835

Critical Mitigate

20

4 High

5 Very High

Critical Mitigate

20

4 High

5 Very High

Engage SPU Management to apply pressure on FAS contracting.

Critical Mitigate

4 High

5 Very High

20

What are you going to do about it?

20

Low
Medium
High
Critical

Response Plan

Risk Response

Critical Mitigate
Martha to chat with Sanipor to determine the criticality
Contingent Prep work this year, with grouting next year. Addtl costs are for delay costs
Critical Response only, no inflation of work task costs

25

1
5
10
16

Response
Score Priority
Strategy

4 High

7 The project must go through the Public Works process rather than a JOC contract (open
cut sewer repairs). Includes development of project manual & PERC plan, etc.
5 Very High
Poor Clarity in existing purchasing svcs contract (ie: Sewer Services) for Sanipor
8 resulting in unclear decisions, not having a decision in a timely manner, contracting
mechanism delays 2011 construction schedule
5 Very High

9

Very Low
Very High
Very High
High

5 Very High

1
5
5
4

Probability
Rating

Risk Analysis

5 Very High

Contract between City's contractor and Sanipor results in schedule delay (ie: unable to
negotiate terms btwn supplier and prime)
5 Very High

Decription

The SaniPor process is not completed before the 2011 wet season
New purchasing services contract (ie: cleanout installation contractor) or not having a
4 decision in a timely manner, resulting in contracting mechanism delaying 2011
construction
New purchasing services contract (ie: CCTV from Private Property) or not having a
5 decision in a timely manner, resulting in contracting mechanism delaying 2011
construction
Problems with existing purchasing services contract (ie: Sewer Services) resulting in
6 unclear decisions, not having a decision in a timely manner, contracting mechanism
delays 2011 construction schedule

3

1

1 Describe the risk
2
3
4

10

#

Risk Register: Broadview Infiltration Pilot
Risk Identification

Flood Grouting for Infiltration Reduction on Private Side Sewers
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Create damage to the system (ie: mainline, private property, etc.)

It is determined there must be a SEPA

CCTV does not provide the necessary information resulting in the flooding of a house
USM pipe Asset Mgmt must schedule resources to complete CCTV inspection condition
assessment (emergency elsewhere)
Community objects to project and delays the project
The community objects to the parking reductions during construction
The groundwater records assessment indicates that the SaniPor process will adversely
increase groundwater conditions
4 High

2 Low

2 Low
2 Low
2 Low

Low

Low

4

2 Low

Low

Low

Low
Low
Low

4

4

4

4
4
4

Low

work with FAS now on new Sewer Svc contract (existg expires 7/31)
Won't know till end of project.

Accept

Extensive community outreach to ensure maximal participation level, there will
be some who choose not to participate, they get cleanout at right of way

engage EMS early enough to allow time to complete without delaying project

Review existing records

Pay for overtime review if necessary
engage community early and often with info
Work with community to ID their concerns about construction activity

Review tv tapes carefully and meet with B&C if in doubt. Thought to apply
mostly to sags.
Risk of our contracting method with Sewer Svc Purch Service Contract, they
are paid T&M, Sanipor Tech Rep will insure proper process, but still some
risk.
Insure plugs are all in.
Sanipor to have Tech Rep on site, to measure falling head of surcharged
system to determine when leakage rates are acceptable, may require extra
application and may have to come back to affected segment
Review and x check tapes against GIS and maximo records to be sure all side
sewers id'd
Review and x check tapes against GIS and maximo records to be sure all side
sewers id'd

Response Plan

Risk Response

Accept

Accept

Accept

Accept

Accept
Mitigate
Accept

Mitigate

Medium Mitigate

6
4

Medium Accept

Medium Accept
Medium Mitigate

Medium Accept

Response
Strategy

6

6
6

6

Score Priority

2 Low

1 Very Low

2 Low

2 Low
2 Low
2 Low

1 Very Low

2 Low

3 Moderate
4 High

2 Low

3 Moderate
2 Low

3 Moderate

Probability
Rating

Risk Analysis

3 Moderate

2 Low
3 Moderate

2 Low

Impact Rating

34 The City approved vendor is not able to successfully install some clean outs (ie: installed
in city right of way on their side sewer and affects the effectiveness of the project)
2 Low
Clarity in existing purchasing services contract (Ie: CCTV) resulting in unclear decisions,
35 not having a decision in a timely manner, contracting mechanism delays 2011
construction schedule
2 Low
The quality of the Flow monitor data is poor (QAPP) results show that the pilot
36
technology was not successful

33

32

30
31

29

28

26 The sewers are so leaky that it requires mulitiple applications of SaniPor resulting in
increasing the volume of chemicals used and duration to apply. Increased costs
Data gathered during preliminary investigation does not accurately depict the pipe
27
network (ie: unanticipated side sewer)

24 a MH MH reach takes longer than the expected 8 hours to complete & results in cost
increase for contractor (depending on bid item structure)
25 The clean water test results in flooding on private property on 1 2 houses.

23

#

Decription

Risk Register: Broadview Infiltration Pilot
Risk Identification

$
$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

64,025.00

Martha

Jeff

Jim

Jim

Martha

Jeff
Martha
Jim

Jeff

Jeff

Dennis

Dennis
Dennis

Jim

open

open

open

open

closed

open
open
open

open

open

open

open
open

open

Contingent Response (if applicable)
Monitor & Control
Probability of
Contingency
Risk
Assigned to Status
Reserve
Occurrence

Response
Plan Cost
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
1.

What is this project and why is SPU proposing it?
Seattle Public Utilities (SPU) has initiated a capital program to improve the sewer and
associated drainage system in the Broadview neighborhood. As part of that program, SPU is
planning a pilot project to evaluate a method to reduce the amount of groundwater leaking
into the sewer system. This leakage is called infiltration and comes from gaps or cracks in the
main sewer pipes and side sewer pipes from peoples’ homes. The technology will use two
non-toxic chemicals to seal the joints (where there may be gaps) and cracks in the sanitary
sewer mainline and side (private lateral) sewer lines where water may enter the system when
the ground is saturated.

2. How will this project affect me, my property and my side sewer?
Before the grouting is done, all the sewers in the project area, including side sewers, must be
inspected by a special camera that travels through the sewers. This determines areas in both
the mainline system and side sewers that require cleaning, root removal, or structural damage
repair. These problems will be repaired first. Then, section by section, the system will be
treated with the chemical grout.
a. Am I in the pilot project area?
The pilot is planned for the area between NW 130th and NW 132nd Street, and 8th and
12th Ave NW. The accompanying map shows the location and the parcels included in the
pilot.
b. Will it benefit my property?
Repairs of side sewers can be expensive if left until they cease to function. The first step
is installation of a cleanout (or access point) outside of the house if one doesn’t currently
exist. As part of this pilot, participating homeowners will have their side sewer inspected,
cleaned and repaired as needed.
c. Will it cost me anything?
Because this project will enhance the condition and functioning of the City’s sewer
infrastructure, and improve service, reducing the possibility of backups occurring, this
service is provided at no cost to the homeowner.
3. Are there any risks from participating in the project?
This is a pilot project as this technology has not been applied in the northwest, although it has
been used elsewhere in the country. With this pilot, SPU is evaluating whether this
technology significantly reduces infiltration and the costs as compared to other technologies.
The risk of problems occurring during this pilot project is low, since it is a relatively non
invasive procedure. SPU will correct any problems created as a direct result of the grouting
process.
4. Will I be able to use my plumbing while it is going on?
Your access to plumbing fixtures (sinks, shower or baths, toilets and laundry facilities), will
be restricted for short periods of time while any repairs are performed on your side sewer, or
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when a cleanout is installed. During the grouting process itself, you may be restricted for a
period of up to eight hours. You will receive timely notification of any necessary restrictions.
5. What is a cleanout? Will installation damage my garden/lawn? Will SPU restore it?
A cleanout is an access point to the side sewer (sometimes also called a service lateral) much
like a manhole in the street. For homes of the average Broadview vintage, these are
frequently located in the basement, crawl space or garage floor. These are all areas that are
less convenient and in some cases can create unsanitary conditions during sewer servicing. If
there is no outside cleanout, SPU will install one. In most cases only a small hole will be
needed for the installation. The cleanout must be located on the side sewer (service lateral)
line, but SPU can coordinate the cleanout location with you. SPU will restore the property as
close as possible to its previous condition after installation. SPU will use the cleanout to
inspect, and service your side sewer and to perform the chemical grouting.
6.

Why do I need to sign a Permission-to-Enter (right of entry) form? What if I choose
not to participate?
For the City to enter your private property to conduct the work, a right of entry is required. If
you do not wish to participate, a cleanout will be installed in the right-of-way (ROW) to
prevent the grouting from extending beyond the ROW. However, you will still not be able to
use your home’s plumbing while the grouting is being done for the main line in front of your
house.

7. If you are inspecting and cleaning my side sewer, will I get a report on the results?
Yes, we will provide you a report of the TV inspection if you wish.
8. How will this project impact the Broadview community?
a. Will it solve the problems we have with sewers in Broadview?
The purpose of this pilot project is to evaluate whether this grouting technology might be
used in other parts of Broadview or elsewhere throughout the City. If it works in reducing
infiltration and the costs are comparable with other technologies, it will be applied in
more areas to help reduce the excess flows in the sewer lines, and reduce the chance of
backups. However the pilot project is not expected to have a significant impact on the
existing problem of wet weather sewer capacity in Broadview.
b. Will it solve the drainage problems we have in Broadview?
No, this project is not designed to improve surface drainage.
9. Will the seal created by this pilot keep out roots?
Yes, it should. The reacted grout mildly increases the local PH to a point that roots do not
like, plus the grout blocks the roots’ source of water – the sewers.
10. How long will the seal last?
This was done in salty seawater conditions in Sarasota, Florida, and 20 years later the pipes
are still in excellent condition.
11. What if my side sewer line is higher in the ground than the main sewer line?
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The highest the process will go is the highest point of the main line connecting to your side
sewer. A temporary extension might be attached during this process to try to raise the
elevation, however there may be circumstances where we might not be able to reach the
entire side sewer pipe due to excessive elevation differences.
12. Are the chemicals toxic? What is the name of the chemicals?
No, the chemicals are proprietary, so the names of them are not available. However,
according to the MSDS the chemicals are silica (a naturally occurring substance) based. They
are inert once the reaction is complete. However during handling of the raw unreacted,
concentrated chemicals, safety procedures must be followed as the chemicals if ingested,
splashed into the eyes or onto the skin can cause irritation. The contractor will follow all
recommended handling procedures and take steps to insure that the public does not come into
contact with the chemicals (one of the reasons your side sewer will be plugged during the
grouting process)
13. Can this work in any type of soil?
Yes, it works in virtually any soil and is especially suited to our granular type soils.
14. What if there are a lot of repairs that take a long time to fix?
At present in the absence of actual inspection of the lines, we have estimated the number
based on those found in a similar project in nearby Shoreline. If there is a lot of damage
however, the physical repair work will take longer; this could delay the grouting process.
15. How many trucks will be in the neighborhood during the project?
Listed in likely order of process:
i. For CTTV, one large box van
ii. For cleanout installation, one vactor truck and a support vehicle or two
iii. For cleaning, one large vactor truck
iv. For sewer repairs, a tracked excavator or a rubber-tired tractor backhoe loader, dump
trucks, and a support vehicle or two
v. For the grouting, 2 large vactor trucks and 1 jetting truck, and some smaller support
vehicles, vans or pickups
16. How much will property be disturbed?
The disturbance will be minor but it will depend on whether a cleanout or repair if needed.
Property will be restored to its pre-project state.
17. Will flooding be exacerbated by this project, due to more groundwater not entering
sewer pipes?
Because of the limited area for the pilot project, SPU does not believe the pilot will raise the
groundwater table. The larger capital project will focus on additional issues not addressed in
this pilot. For the larger project, we are presently evaluating groundwater information that we
already have, to identify gaps where more information is needed. We may install some
monitoring wells in some locations to gather more information and to confirm whether or not
larger scale projects (infiltration reduction to sewer main lines) or infiltration of stormwater
(natural drainage systems) will negatively influence groundwater levels.
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18. Will you have to do more than one application of the chemicals in some cases?
The contractor will evaluate the leakage rate after the application of the chemicals. If the
leakage rate is too high, another application may be necessary. In those cases, the lines would
take longer.
19. How much will this pilot project cost?
We estimate $1.4 million.
20. On how many parcels further down 12th would you need to replicate this pilot project, if
the pilot is successful?
All of the sewers and side sewers further down 12th could be flood grouted. However, we
likely won’t have to do this. Once we know the infiltration removal rate, we will be able to
re-model the system to determine the additional length of pipe we will have to rehabilitate to
protect the area from wet weather overflows. We would likely only seal sufficient properties
in order to reduce/eliminate backups, which is not to say that we would eliminate all
infiltration to the system.
21. How will you determine if the pilot project is successful?
Two-pronged: 1) measure the degree that infiltration was reduced, 2) assess the cost/benefit
of this technology compared to other technologies in similar pilots
22. Why not get a bigger bang for your buck and do the worst area?
To truly test the technology, we need an area free of flow through from other areas. In
addition, we do not know where the “worst” area is infiltration-wise. We know where sewers
backup, but that does not mean the infiltration there is causing the excessive flows; it could
come from far away.
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City of Seattle

Michael McGinn, Mayor
Seattle Public Utilities
Ray Hoffman, Director

Project Notice

BROADVIEW SEWER INFILTRATION REDUCTION PILOT PROJECT
What the Project Is
Seattle Public Utilities (SPU) has initiated a capital program to improve the sewer and drainage
system in the Broadview neighborhood. As part of that program, SPU is planning a pilot project
to evaluate a method to reduce the amount of groundwater leaking into the sewer system. This
leakage is called infiltration and comes both from gaps or cracks in the main sewer and in the
side sewers from peoples’ homes. The pilot is planned for the area between NW 130th and NW
132nd Street, and 8th and 12th Ave NW.
How It Works
The project will use two non-toxic chemicals to seal the joints (where there may be gaps) and
cracks in the sanitary sewer mainline and side (private lateral) sewer lines where water may be
entering the system when the ground is saturated.
Before the grouting is done, all the sewers within the project area, including side sewers, must
first be inspected by a special camera that travels through the sewer. SPU will use this camera to
determine areas in both the mainline system and side sewers that require cleaning, root removal,
or structural damage repair. These problems will be repaired first. Then, section by section, the
system will be treated with the chemical grout.
What This Means for Homeowners
As part of this pilot, participating homeowners will have their side sewer inspected,
cleaned, and if needed repaired. A cleanout will be installed if one doesn’t currently exist.
Because this project will enhance the condition and functioning of the City’s sewer
infrastructure, and improve service, reducing the possibility of backups occurring, this service is
provided at no cost to the homeowner.
After this preliminary work, the grout is applied on a section by section basis. A section is
generally from one maintenance hole to the next, including all side sewers from homes or
structures connected to that section. During the application process the homeowner will not be
able to utilize their sewers. A plug will be installed at each home’s sewer connection to prevent
the anything from entering the home or entering the pipe system. Residents will not be able to do
laundry, flush toilets, or bathe during that time, generally no more than 8 hours. When the
sealing is complete, the remainder of the grout is pumped out, the plugs are removed and the
system is placed back into operation.

Seattle Municipal Tower, 700 5th Ave, Suite 4500, PO Box 34018, Seattle, WA 98124-4018
Tel: (206) 684-5950, TTY/TDD: (206) 233-7241, Fax: (206) 233-1532, Internet Address: http://www.seattle.gov/util/
An equal employment opportunity, affirmative action employer. Accommodations for people with disabilities provided upon request.
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Your participation is key!
SPU will soon be sending out a Permission To Enter Private Property form (PTEPP). This form
gives the City your permission to use the sewer camera to inspect your side sewer lateral service
and document its condition.
If there are defects found during inspection the PTEPP also give SPU permission to correct these
defects. If you do not have an exterior cleanout or inspection point outside of your home, SPU
will install one. This exterior inspection point will be where the plug is installed in order to
complete the grouting process. If further work is needed after the inspection, that work (defect
repair, cleanout installation and the grouting itself) will be coordinated with you in advance.
The PTEPP form requires that the City restore your property to an equal condition that existed
before the work was performed. This process will improve your lateral service connection
function and service life and will help SPU evaluate whether or not this technology will be a
useful tool to solving the flooding and sewer backups in Broadview.
How much will it cost / how is it funded?
The budget to complete this project is $1.4 million and is funded through drainage and sewer
rates, as well as through a federal grant.
Construction schedule / what’s next?
SPU would like to begin TV inspection in June, develop a list of physical work needed for
construction in late summer, followed by the grouting process. SPU would like to complete the
project before the next storm season.
For further information: Jim Johnson, at (206) 684-5829 or jim.johnson@seattle.gov or
Martha Burke, at (206) 684-7686 or
martha.burke@seattle.gov .

Seattle Municipal Tower, 700 5th Avenue, Suite 4500, PO Box 34018, Seattle, WA 98124-4018
Tel: (206) 684-5950, TTY/TDD: (206) 233-7241, Fax: (206) 233-1532, Internet Address: http//www.seattle.gov/.util/
An equal employment opportunity, affirmative action employer. Accommodations for people with disabilities provided upon request.
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City of Seattle
Seattle Public Utilities

May 6, 2011
Dear Resident or Property Owner:
Seattle Public Utilities (SPU) is initiating a pilot project in Broadview to evaluate a technique
for reducing sewer backups that can occur in the area during wet weather. We believe we can
do this by sealing leaks and cracks that contribute substantially to “infiltration,” the leaking
of groundwater, into the sewer system.
On April 27th, we held a meeting for the residents of the project area to explain the project in
detail. If you attended, thank you. If we have already received your Permission to Enter form,
a really big thank you! This letter provides more information to those unable to attend and
includes materials to answer some of the questions that might arise and a permission form for
your participation.
The project area is the upper portion of the 12th Avenue Northwest sewer line and we want to
complete the pilot project this year. It will begin with inspecting the sewers in the area, using
a camera that travels through the sewers. This video inspection includes the main sewer line
as well as the side sewers leading from your house.
Our inspection first will identify areas requiring cleaning and repair. Because the project
involves both the main line and side sewers, it may be necessary to install a cleanout for the
side sewer near your house, if one does not already exist, and to do any required repairs or
cleaning. Once this is done, a technique called “flood grouting” will be used to seal the pipes
throughout the sewer lines.
Any work on the side sewers associated with this pilot project will be done at no cost to
the resident. However, to do this, SPU needs to have access to your property to inspect the
side sewer, install the cleanouts and make the necessary repairs. For this reason, homeowners
need to sign an agreement allowing that access.
Attached is a detailed map of the project area plus answers to questions you might have about
the project. We have also included the Permission Form that we need you to sign to
participate in the project.
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Please feel free to contact me at 206-684-5829 or jim.johnson@seattle.gov or Martha Burke
at 206-684-7686 or martha.burke@seattle.gov for more information.
The success of this pilot depends on the participation of you and your neighbors in the
community. Please sign the access permission form and return it in the enclosed return
envelope no later than May 20th.
Thank you!

Jim Johnson
Project Manager
Seattle Public Utilities
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PERMISSION TO ENTER PRIVATE PROPERTY
PROJECT:

Broadview Sewer Infiltration Reduction Pilot Project
RECITALS

A. Seattle Public Utilities (SPU) is performing a pilot project that will evaluate the effectiveness of
sealing sewer mains and private side sewers to reduce infiltration in a limited area of study in the
Broadview neighborhood.
B. As part of this study, SPU will grout sewer main lines and side sewers within the area of study to seal
them from infiltration. In order for this study to be successfully evaluated, private side sewers being
grouted must be in a state of decent repair, and new cleanouts may need to be installed on the side
sewer.
C. By signing this Permission to Enter Agreement, the Owner of the property requests that SPU and/or a
contractor working on SPU’s behalf perform the following work on the owners property:
a. Camera inspection of the property side sewer
b. Side sewer cleaning, as necessary
c. Side sewer root cutting, as necessary
d. Installation of a new clean out on the existing side sewer at a location on the homeowner’s
property as necessary
e. Side sewer repairs as necessary
D. The individual completing this form (“Owner”) is willing to have the above work done in accordance
with the terms and conditions of this agreement.
E. The Owner owns a residence (“Property”) in Seattle, King County, WA, described as follows
STREET ADDRESS:

(House No.)
______

______

(Street)

(City)

(State)

(Zip)

Parcel No: ___________________________
Is the house occupied by tenants or someone other than the Owner? YES or NO (Please circle one)
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
1. Ownership of Property: The Owner warrants that he/she is the lawful owner of the Property and
has good right and authority to authorize entry onto the property for the performance of the work
described above.
2. No Guarantee Of Work: The Owner’s signature on this Permission to Enter Private Property
form is not a guarantee that the work described herein will be completed. Whether the work shall
actually be performed is within the discretion of the City.
3. Conditions of Work: SPU or its designee shall perform the work described in this form without
seeking financial contribution from the Owner. The type, method of work, and location of any
cleanout shall be determined by the City. The City will attempt to consult with the property
owner regarding the location of the cleanout before installation. The work will be performed in a
workmanlike manner in accordance with applicable City code.
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PERMISSION TO ENTER PRIVATE PROPERTY

4. Notice of Work: SPU or its designee will notify the property owner of the work to be performed
at least 4 days in advance of each phase of work by leaving written notice at the front door of the
residence.
5. Consent to work: The Owner authorizes and grants a license to SPU and its agents to enter upon
the property from 7:00 A.M. to 7 P.M. (Pacific Standard Time) to perform the above described
work.
6. Temporary interruption to service: SPU and/or its agents will be required to temporarily
disable the property’s side sewer for a limited periods during the work. The Owner will be
notified of this interruption at least 12 hours in advance by written notice. The Owner agrees not
to run water or flush toilets in the house during the designated period. The Owner further agrees
to be responsible for any damage caused by the Owner’s operation of plumbing equipment during
the interruption to service period. The Owner is responsible for ensuring compliance with these
interruption-to-service requirements, including compliance by tenants.
7. Work does not affect Real Property Rights: SPU and its agents’ work does not diminish or
increase property rights for the Owner. After completion of the work, Owner will continue to be
responsible for the maintenance and repair of the side sewer between the sewered building on the
property and the sewer main.
8. Restoration and Operation: Upon completion of the work described above, to the extent it is
undertaken, SPU or its agents shall use reasonable efforts to restore the property as near as
possible to its condition prior to the work.
9. Term of Agreement: This agreement shall remain in full force commencing on the date of
signature herein until completion of work described herein or, at the latest, September 1, 2012.
Owner(s)

_________________________
(Owner Printed Name)

(Owner Signature)

(Joint Owner Signature)

______

_________________________
(Joint Owner Printed Name)

Date

Home Phone

______

Work Phone

Flood Grouting for Infiltration Reduction on Private Side Sewers
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City of Seattle
Seattle Public Utilities

Advance Notice of Utility Service Interruption
ATTENTION: Sewer Service Interruption expected on _______________________, 2011.
Dear Property Owner or Resident:
Recently you received communications in the mail detailing the Sewer Infiltration Reduction
Pilot Project. This project is intended to improve the performance of the sewer system in your
neighborhood.
SPU understands that any interruption of your sewer service can be very inconvenient, and we
are committed to giving you as much advanced notice as possible. SPU and our contractor,
Bravo, appreciate your understanding and cooperation.
This letter serves as your legal notice that a sewer service interruption to your property
is imminent, in not less than 4 days from now.
The estimated day of the interruption is noted above under the heading “ATTENTION:”
This is the expected day that the chemical process is applied to the mainline sewer system in
your vicinity. This work will be conducted on a weekday during business hours as outlined
below:







SPU has installed a cleanout on your side sewer (service lateral).
On the day of chemical treatment, a plug will be installed at the cleanout to prevent
sewage from your property from entering and contaminating the process and to prevent
the chemicals from entering your property or home.
Use of plumbing fixtures (tubs, sinks, toilets, showers, laundry facilities, etc.) is
not possible during this time period.
Use of plumbing fixtures during this time may result in flooding and damage to
your house and property. SPU assumes no liability for damages due to your failure to
comply with the service interruption.
The service interruption will be approximately 8 hours.
SPU will provide additional notice to you the night before the service interruption by a
door hanger notice, and again by knocking on your door on the day of the service
interruption. Orange stickers will be provided with the morning of notice for you to place
on your plumbing fixtures and water using appliances to remind you.

Ray Hoffman, Director
Seattle Public Utilities
700 5th Avenue, Suite 4900
PO Box 34018
Seattle, WA 98124-4018

Tel (206) 684-5851
Fax (206) 684-4631
TDD (206) 233-7241
ray.hoffman@seattle.gov

http://www.seattle.gov/util
An equal employment opportunity, affirmative action employer. Accommodations for people with disabilities provided on request.
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This process is weather dependent. If significant rain is forecast after this notice or
occurs on the day of grouting, we may delay, by one day, so watch for subsequent
notices.
You will be notified in the afternoon when sewer service is restored, but in no case will
this be later than 6 p.m.
If your service is interrupted for the treatment and unexpectedly it was not successful,
we will need to come back to treat again. If this happens we will again give you not less
than 4 days notice. We will not return the very next day.
Bravo will be providing a portable SaniCan facility that will be on the street section that is
being grouted for your use.

If you have questions or need more information, please call 684-5829 or
jim.johnson@seattle.gov or Martha Burke at 684-7686 or martha.burke@seattle.gov .
Sincerely,

Jim Johnson
Project Manager
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City of Seattle
Seattle Public Utilities

Notice of Utility Service Interruption
ATTENTION: Sewer Service Interruption expected TOMORROW ________________, 2011
Dear Property Owner or Resident:
Recently you received an “Advanced Notice of Utility Service Interruption” for the Sewer
Infiltration Reduction Pilot Project in your neighborhood.
SPU understands that any interruption of your sewer service can be very inconvenient, and we
are committed to give you as much advanced notice as possible. SPU and our contractor,
Bravo, appreciate your understanding and cooperation.
This letter serves as your legal notice that a sewer service interruption to your property
is imminent, in not less than 12 hours from now.
The estimated day of the interruption is noted above under the heading “ATTENTION:”
This is the expected day that the chemical process is applied to the mainline sewer system in
your vicinity. This work will be conducted tomorrow during business hours as outlined below:









SPU has installed a cleanout on your side sewer (service lateral).
Tomorrow morning, a plug will be installed at the cleanout to prevent sewage from your
property from entering and contaminating the process and to prevent the chemicals from
entering your property or home.
Use of plumbing fixtures (tubs, sinks, toilets, showers, laundry facilities, etc.) is
not possible tomorrow.
The service interruption will be approximately 8 hours.
Use of plumbing fixtures may result in flooding and damage to your house
and property. SPU assumes no liability for damages due to your failure to comply with
the service interruption.
SPU will provide additional notice to you tomorrow morning by knocking on your door.
Orange stickers will be provided to you to place on your plumbing fixtures and waterusing appliances to remind you.
This process is weather dependent. If significant rain occurs tomorrow we may delay,
by one day, so watch for further notices.
You will be notified in the afternoon when sewer service is restored, but in no case will
this be later than 6 p.m.

Ray Hoffman, Director
Seattle Public Utilities
700 5th Avenue, Suite 4900
PO Box 34018
Seattle, WA 98124-4018

Tel (206) 684-5851
Fax (206) 684-4631
TDD (206) 233-7241
ray.hoffman@seattle.gov

http://www.seattle.gov/util
An equal employment opportunity, affirmative action employer. Accommodations for people with disabilities provided on request.
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If your service is interrupted for the treatment and unexpectedly it was not successful,
we will need to come back to treat again. If this happens we will again give you not less
than 4 days notice. We will not return the very next day.
Bravo will be providing a portable SaniCan facility that will be on the street section that is
being grouted for your use.

If you have questions or need more information, please call 684-5829 or
jim.johnson@seattle.gov or Martha Burke at 684-7686 or martha.burke@seattle.gov .
Sincerely,
Jim Johnson
Project Manager
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APPENDIX E

SEALING PROTOCOLS
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Sanipor Sealing protocol

manhole

Diagram of sewer section
MH 218 (100
cast chamber brick shaft

cleanout

MH 218(225
brick

address

1016

flow direction

1004

Flooded parts:
Time
minutes
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
0

5

13011 1014
13017
13025

MH 100
10:52
sinking (inch)
1. cycle S1
0
10
0
8
0
8
14
0
8

10

15

1018 1104

MH 100
11:40
sinking (inch)
1. cycle S2
0
5.75
0
3.75
1.5
3.75
0
2.75
4.25
6

20

Elevation
difference
between MH
rim to rim:
12 feet

25

MH 100
13:00
sinking (inch)
2. cycle S1
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5

30

35

stopper
flooded parts

MH 100
MH+main+lat MH, lat.+main
13:45
10:00
12:15
sinking (inch) sinking (inch) sinking (inch)
1. cycle S1
1. cycle S2
2. cycle S2
0
0
2
2
0
2
3
0
2
3.5
0
2
4
0
2
4.5
0
2
5
0
2
5.5
0
6
6.5

40

45

50

55

60

65

70

0

min.

2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20

Sinking table of S1/S2 measured in MH 100 and the standpipe 1104.
Initial leakage rate of S1 in MH : 95 gallons per 5 minutes
Final leakage rate of S2 : 0 gallons per 5 minutes

main pipe and
laterals
Ø inch
8
6
Location:
Date:

E2

manholes:
length(feet)
301
300

volume gallons
786
441

Seattle, NW 130 th St.
1 and 6 September 2011

Ø inch
48
48
Supervisor:
Contractor:

218 100 to 218 225
dept (feet)
13
9.3

volume gallons
1,222
874

Csilla Pall, Ferenc Pall
Bravo Envrionmental Inc.

Sanipor Sealing protocol

manhole

Diagram of sewer section

cleanout
MH 225

MH 098

address

1016

flowing direction

v

stopper

1118

13004

Notes:
Drop of S1/S2 was measured in MH 98 (20") and standpipe # 13004 (4")
Elevation difference between MH rim to rim: 15 ft
Flooded parts.
Time
minutes
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
0

5

MH 98
9:54
sinking (inch)
1. cycle S1
0
7
11
1
5.75
9
0
3

10

15

flooded parts

MH 98
10:50
sinking (inch)
1. cycle S2
0
3
3.5
1.2
1.5
1.5
1.5

MH+Main+lat MH+Main+lat
12:23
13:35
sinking
sinking
2. cycle S1
2. cycle S2
0
0.5
0.5
1
1
1.5
1.5
2
2
2.5
2
2

20

30

25

35

40

45

50

sinking (inch)
3. cycle S1

55

sinking (inch)
3. cycle S2

60

65

70

0

min.
2
4
6

Initial leakage rate of S1 : 10 gallons per 5 minutes
Final leakage rate of S2: 0 gallons per 5 minutes

8
10
12
14

main pipe and
laterals
Ø inch
8
6
Location:
Date:

manholes:
limited
length(feet)
200
45

volume gallons
522
66

Seattle, 130 th St NW
12 September 2011
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Ø inch
48
48
Supervisor:
Contractor:

218 225 to 218 098
dept (feet)
9.3
8.1

volume gallons
874
761

Csilla Pall, Ferenc Pall
Bravo Environmental Inc.
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Sanipor Sealing protocol

manhole

Diagram of sewer section
13050 13040 13034

MH 218(210

cleanout
MH 218(102
address

1016

flowing direction
stopper

13054
Notes: first MH 210, MH with main laterals
Elevation difference MH rim to rim: 9 feet
Flooded parts:
Time
minutes
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
0

5

MH 210
11:50
sinking (inch)
1. cycle S1
0
14
0
11
0
10
14
0
9

10

15

flooded parts

MH 210
MH and main MH and mains
12:50
8:23
9:20
sinking (inch) sinking (inch) sinking (inch) sinking (inch)
3. cycle S1
1. cycle S2
2. cycle S1
2. cycle S2
0
0
1
25
3
1
0
4.5
0
10
5
0
15
6
0
7.5
0
8
0
8
0
8

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

sinking (inch)
3. cycle S2

60

65

70

0

min.
5
10
15
20
25

Sinking table of S1/S2 measured in MH 210 and 4" standpipe #13034.
Initial leakage rate of S1: 80 gallons per 5 minutes
Final leakage rate of S2: 0 gallons per 5 minutes

30

main pipe and
laterals
Ø inch
8
6
Location:
Date:

E4

manholes:
length(feet)
287
56

volume gallons
749
82

Seattle, 10 th Ave NW
23 August and 13 September 2011

Ø inch
48
48
Supervisor:
Contractor:

218 210 to 218 102
dept (feet)
9.1
10.9

volume gallons
855
1,025

Ferenc Pall
Bravo Envrionmental Inc.

Sanipor Sealing protocol

manhole

Diagram of sewer section
MH 218(112
brick

13057

13053 13043 13039

cleanout

MH 218(111

address

1016

flowing direction
Notes: MH 112 , MH with main and laterals
Drop measured in 24" MH shaft #112
Elevation difference MH rim to rim: 4 feet.

Flooded Parts
Time
minutes
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
0

5

MH
10:16
sinking (inch)
1. cycle S1
0
6
12
0
5
10
14
17

10

15

stopper
flooded parts

MH
MH +main+lat MH +main+lat
12:18
13:45
14:45
sinking (inch) sinking (inch) sinking (inch) sinking (inch)
3. cycle S1
1. cycle S2
2. cycle S1
2. cycle S2
0
0
6.5
1
1
0
0
1
4.75
0.35
1
5.5
0.35
1
7
0.35
1
0
0.35
1
3
5.5

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

sinking (inch)
3. cycle S2

60

65

70

0

min.

2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20

Initial leakage rate of S1: 15 gallons per 5 minutes
Final leakage rate of S2: 0 gallons per 5 minutes

main pipe and
laterals
Ø inch
8
6
Location:
Date:

manholes:
length(feet)
253
198

volume gallons
661
291

Seattle, Lane between 8th and 9th Ave NW
17 August 2011

Flood Grouting for Infiltration Reduction on Private Side Sewers

Ø inch
48
48
Supervisor:
Contractor:

218 112 to 218 111
dept (feet)
5.5
5.1

volume gallons
517
479

Csilla Pall, Ferenc Pall
Bravo Envrionmental Inc.

E5

Sanipor Sealing protocol

manhole

Diagram of sewer section
13031

13025

cleanout

MH 218(110
brick

MH 218(111

address

1016

flow direction
stopper
Notes: MH 111 , then MH and mainline + laterals together
Elevation difference between MH rim to rim: 10 feet

Flooded parts:
Time
minutes

0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
0

5

MH 111
11:00
sinking (inch)
1. cycle S1
2.5
16.5
21.5
25.5

10

15

flooded parts

MH 111
MH+main+lat MH+main+lat
MH111
MH+main+lat
11:29
13:40
15:08
Hydrotest 19th September
sinking (inch) sinking (inch) sinking (inch) sinking (inch) sinking (inch)
1. cycle S2
2. cycle S1
2. cycle S2
3. cycle S1
3. cycle S2
2.5
2.5
0
0
3
9.5
3.4
0
0
3.1
17
4.45
0
0
3.1
2.5
2
0
0
3.1
5
3
0
0
3.1
5.8
5
0
0
3.1
6.4
6
0
0
7
7
2
3
4
5

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

60

65

70

0

min.
5
10

Sinking tables of S1/S2 measured in the manhole 111
Initial leakage rate of S1: 170 gallons per 5 minutes
Final leakage rate of S2: 0 gallons per 5 minutes (hydrotest 19
September 2011)

15
20
25
30

main pipe and
laterals
Ø inch
8
6
Location:
Date:

E6

manholes:
length(feet)
150
37

volume gallons
392
54

Seattle, Lane between 8th and 9th Ave NW
12 August 2011

Ø inch
48
48
Supervisor:
Contractor:

218 111 (to 218 110)
dept (feet)
7.2
6.9

volume gallons
677
649

Csilla Pall, Ferenc Pall
Bravo Environmental

Sanipor Sealing protocol

manhole

Diagram of sewer section
13015

13009+ 13005

cleanout
MH 218(109

MH 218(110

address

1016

flow direction
Notes: 3 capped lateral taps.
MH 110 alone then MH with main
Elevation difference from MH rim to rim: 0 ft

stopper
flooded parts

Flooded parts:
Time
minutes
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
0

5

MH110

MH 110

MH+main+lat

MH+main+lat

MH+main+lat

10:05

11:00

13:50

15:06

12:43

13:47

sinking (inch)
1. cycle S1
2
13
2
11
16
1.5
9
1.5
8.5
13

sinking (inch)
1. cycle S2
1.5
2.5
3.5
1
2.5
3
1
1.5
2.5

sinking (inch)
2. cycle S1
3
15
24.5
11
30

sinking (inch)
2. cycle S2

sinking (inch)
3. cycle S1
17
19
20
20.25
13.5
14
11.5
12

sinking (inch)
3. cycle S2
13.5
14
14.5
14.5
14.5
14.5
14.5

10

15

20

25

30

35

23
28
2
19
27
4
18
25
30
33
2
15.6
22.5

40

45

50

55

MH+main+lat

60

65

70

0

min.
5
10
15
20
25

Sinking tables of S1/S2 measured in the manhole 110
30

Initial leakage rate of S1: 180 gallons per 5 minutes
Final Leakage rate of S2: 0 gallons per 5 minutes

35

main pipe and
laterals
Ø inch
8
6
Location:
Date:

manholes:
length(feet)
222
30

volume gallons
580
44

Seattle, Lane between 8th and 9th Ave NW
15 August and 3 October 2011

Flood Grouting for Infiltration Reduction on Private Side Sewers

Ø inch
48
48
Supervisor:
Contractor:

218 110 to 218 109
dept (feet)
7.3
15.6

volume gallons
686
1,466

Csilla Pall, Ferenc Pall
Bravo Envrionmental Inc.

E7

Sanipor Sealing protocol

manhole

Diagram of sewer section
MH 218(109
brick

cleanout

MH 218(106
brick

address
818

13004

flow direction
stopper

Notes: exfiltration to surface
MH 109 alone then MH with main could not be
meaured due to exit of materials

flooded parts:
Time
minutes
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
0

5

MH109
9:00
sinking (inch)
1. cycle S1
0
22
0
18.5
27
0
17

10

15

MH 109
9:50
sinking (inch)
1. cycle S2
0
6.5
0
4.75
5.5
7
0
3
4

20

25

1016

MH and main
11:32
sinking (inch)
2. cycle S1

30

35

flooded parts

MH and main no measure possible.
12:40
sinking (inch) sinking (inch) sinking (inch)
3. cycle S1
3. cycle S2
2. cycle S2

40

45

50

55

60

65

70

0

min.
5
10

Sinking table of S1/S2 measured in the 22" MH 109. Initial
leakage rate of S1 : 50 gallons per 5 minutes
Final leakage rate of S2 in MH : 1 gallons per 5 minutes
Steep slope. Elevation difference MH rim to rim: 18 feet.
Grout exfiltration to surface at NW 130 th/ 9th Ave corner.

15
20
25
30

main pipe and
laterals
Ø inch
8
6
Location:
Date:

E8

manholes:
length(feet)
188
60

volume gallons
491
88

Seattle, NW 130th St.
19 August 2011

Ø inch
48
48
Supervisor:
Contractor:

218 109 to 218 106
dept (feet)
15.6
10.3

volume gallons
1,466
968

Csilla Pall, Ferenc Pall
Bravo Envrionmental Inc.

Sanipor Sealing protocol

manhole

Diagram of sewer section
MH 108

13046

13038 13028 13022

cleanout

MH 107

address

1016

flow direction
Notes: MH 107 new cast with main and laterals
Drop measured in standpipe # 13022 (4")
Elevation difference MH rim to rim: 14 feet.

stopper
flooded parts

Flooded Parts MH +main+lat MH +main+lat
Time
12:08
13:22
minutes
sinking (inch) sinking (inch) sinking (inch)
1. cycle S1
1. cycle S2
2. cycle S1
0
0
0
5
24
4.5
10
0
7
15
18
9
20
0
10.5
25
15
11.5
30
0
13
35
13.5
14.5
40
20
45
50
55
60
65
70
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

sinking (inch)
2. cycle S2

40

45

sinking (inch)
3. cycle S1

50

55

sinking (inch)
3. cycle S2

60

65

70

0

min.
5
10
15
20

Sinking table of S1/S2 measured in the 4" standpipe.
Initial leakage rate of S1: 1.5 gallons per 5 minutes
Final leakage rate of S2: 0.1 gallons per 5 minues

25
30

main pipe and
laterals
Ø inch
8
6
Location:
Date:

manholes:
length(feet)
302
87

volume gallons
789
128

Seattle, 9th Ave NW
15 September 2011

Flood Grouting for Infiltration Reduction on Private Side Sewers

Ø inch
48
48
Supervisor:
Contractor:

218 108 to 218 107
dept (feet)
7.1
5.8

volume gallons
667
545

Csilla Pall
Bravo Envrionmental Inc.

E9

Sanipor Sealing protocol

manhole

Diagram of sewer section

cleanout

MH 218(106

13016

MH 218( 107

address

1016

flow direction
stopper
flooded parts

Notes: MH then MH with main and lateral, slow successive filling
Elevation difference MH rim to rim 9 feet.
Flooded parts:
Time
minutes
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
0

5

MH 107
11:45
sinking (inch)
1. cycle S1
0
8.5
0
8
0
7.5
12
0
6

10

15

MH 107
MH+Main + lat MH+Main+lat MH+Main + lat MH+Main+lat
12:25
8:29
9:50
11:30
1:30
sinking (inch)
sinking
sinking
sinking (inch) sinking (inch)
1. cycle S2
2. cycle S1
2. cycle S2
3. cycle S1
3. cycle S2
0
61
45.5
45.5
1.5
45
16
46
45.5
3
47
18
46.25
11
1.5
28
11.5
46.5
11.25
2.5
31.5
14
46.75
11.75
3
12
16
11
12
3
21
11
12.5
12.25
3
12
14
13.25
12.5
3
19
11
13.75
22.5
13.5
14.25
10.5
12

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

60

65

70

0

min.
10
20
30
40

Drop of S1/S2 measured in MH 107 and main
Initial leakage rate of S1: 160 gallons per 5 minutes
Final leakage rate of S2 in MH: 0.3 gallons per 5 minutes

50
60

main pipe and
laterals
Ø inch
8
6
Location:
Date:

E 10

manholes:
length(feet)
91
28

volume gallons
238
41

Seattle, 9th Ave. NW
13 and 15 September and 3 October 2011

Ø inch
48
48
Supervisor:
Contractor:

218 107 to 218 106
dept (feet)
5.8
10.3

volume gallons
545
968

Ferenc Pall, Csilla Pall
Bravo Environmental Inc.

Sanipor Sealing protocol

manhole

Diagram of sewer section
MH 218(106

cleanout

MH 218(103

address

1016

flow direction
stopper
13001
Notes: MH 106 then MH and mainline + lateral
Elevation difference MH rim to rim: 24 feet
Flooded parts:
Time
minutes
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
0

5

MH 106
11:13
sinking (inch)
1. cycle S1
0
2.5
4
0
3
4.5
5.5
0
2.5

10

15

flooded parts

MH 106
MH+main+lat MH+main+lat
12:05
13:22
14:35
sinking (inch)
sinking cm
sinking cm
1. cycle S2
2. cycle S1
2. cycle S2
2.5
0
6.5
5
2
7
10
2.5
7.4
16
3.5
7.4
26
4
7.4
37
5.9
7.4
0
0.5
1
1.5

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

sinking (inch)
3. cycle S1

55

sinking (inch)
3. cycle S2

60

65

70

0

min.

5
10
15
20

Sinking tables of S1/S2 measured in the manhole 106 and
CO 13001( standpipe.
Initial leakage rate of S1: 15 gallons per 5 minutes
Final leakage rate of S2: 1 gallons per 5 minutes
MH 106 : 0 gallons per 5 minutes

25
30
35
40

main pipe and
laterals
Ø inch
8
6
Location:
Date:

manholes:
length(feet)
187
5

volume gallons
488
7

Seattle, NW 130 th St.
29 August 2011

Flood Grouting for Infiltration Reduction on Private Side Sewers

Ø inch
48
48
Supervisor:
Contractor:

218 106 (to 103)
dept (feet)
10.3
8.3

volume gallons
968
780

Csilla Pall, Ferenc Pall
Bravo Environmental Inc.

E 11

Sanipor Sealing protocol

manhole

Diagram of sewer section

cleanout

13051 13037 13025

MH 218( 105

MH 218(104
address

1016

flow direction
stopper
Notes: New precast MH 105, MH with main laterals
Elevation difference MH rim to rim: 5 feet
Flooded parts:
Time
minutes
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
0

5

MH 150
8:40
sinking (inch)
1. cycle S1
0
0.5
1
1.5
0
0.5
0.5

10

15

flooded parts

MH 105
MH and main MH and mains
9:28
12:10
13:45
sinking (inch) sinking (inch) sinking (inch) sinking (inch)
3. cycle S1
1. cycle S2
2. cycle S1
2. cycle S2
0
17
0.5
18
17
0.5
8.5
17.5
0.5
10
17.75
0.5
11.5
18
0.5
13
18
0.5
14.5
18

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

sinking (inch)
3. cycle S2

60

65

70

0

min.

2

Sinking table of S1/S2 measured in MH 105 .
Initial leakage rate of S1: 15 gallons per 5 minutes
Final leakage rate of S2: 0 gallons per 5 minutes

4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20

main pipe and
laterals
Ø inch
8
6
Location:
Date:

E 12

manholes:
length(feet)
49
75

volume gallons
128
110

Seattle, Lane between 9th and 10 th Ave NW
21 September 2011

Ø inch
48
48
Supervisor:
Contractor:

218 150 to 218 104
dept (feet)
9.1
10.9

volume gallons
855
1,025

Csilla Pall
Bravo Envrionmental Inc.

Sanipor Sealing protocol

manhole

Diagram of sewer section
13015

13014

MH 218(103

cleanout

MH 218(104
address

1016

flow direction
Notes:MH 104 alone then MH with main+lat.
Elevation difference MH rim to rim: 6 feet

stopper
flooded parts

Flooded parts:
Time
minutes
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
0

5

MH 104
8:20
sinking (inch)
1. cycle S1
0
2.5
3.5
4
4.5
5

10

15

MH 104
MH and main MH and main
9:07
10:25
11:40
sinking (inch) sinking (inch) sinking (inch)
1. cycle S2
2. cycle S1
2. cycle S2
0.5
0
1
1
0
1.5
2
0
1.5
2.5
0
1.5
2.5
0
1.5
2.5
0
1,5,
2.5
0
1.5

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

sinking (inch)
3. cycle S1

55

sinking (inch)
3. cycle S2

60

65

70

0

min.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Sinking tables of S1/S2 measured in the manhole shaft (20") and chamber (48")
Initial leakage rate of S1: 5 gallons per 5 minutes
Final leakage rate of S2. 0 gallons per 5 minutes

10

main pipe and
laterals
Ø inch
8
6
Location:
Date:

manholes:
length(feet)
244
60

volume gallons
637
88

Seattle,Lane between 9 and 10 th Ave NW
16 September 2011

Flood Grouting for Infiltration Reduction on Private Side Sewers

Ø inch
48
48
Supervisor:
Contractor:

218 104 to 218 103
dept (feet)
8.8
9.3

volume gallons
827
874

Csilla Pall
Bravo Envrionmental Inc.

E 13

Sanipor Sealing protocol

manhole

Diagram of sewer section
MH 218(103

cleanout

MH 218(101

address

1016

flow direction
flowing direction

920

stopper

13002

MH 103 (brick) and additionally main +2 laterals flooded in 2 cycles, no
correct measurement possible, due to exfiltration on street surface
Elevation difference MH rim to rim: 24 feet

Flooded Parts:
MH 103
Time
9:35
minutes
sinking (inch)
1. cycle S1
0
0
5
3.25
10
4.5
15
6.75
20
0
25
1.5
30
2.5
35
3
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
0

5

10

15

flooded parts

Main + laterals Main + laterals Main + laterals Main + laterals
MH 103
11:30
12:35
14:10
15:10
10:27
sinking (inch) sinking (inch) sinking (inch) sinking (inch) sinking (inch)
1. cycle S2
1. cycle S1
1. cycle S2
2. cycle S1
2. cycle S2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

60

65

70

0

min.

1
2
3
4
5
6

Sinking tables of S1/S2 measured in MH 103,
Initial leakage rate of S1 in MH 103: 5 gallons per 5 minutes
Final leakage rate of S2 in MH 103: 0 gallons per 5 minutes
Mainline could not be measured, material exit to surface .

7
8
9
10

main pipe and
laterals
Ø inch
8
6
Location:
Date:

E 14

manholes:
length(feet)
185
33

volume gallons
483
48

Seattle, NW 130 th St Ave.
31 August 2011

Ø inch
48
48
Supervisor:
Contractor:

218 103 (to 101)
dept (feet)
9.3
15.8

volume gallons
874
1,485

Csilla Pall, Ferenc Pall
Bravo Environmental Inc.

Sanipor Sealing protocol

First cycles

manhole

Diagram of sewer section
MH 218( 102
brick
13022

cleanout

MH 218(101
brick

13020 13010

address

1016

flow direction
stopper

Notes: first MH 102 alone, then MH with main and
laterals. Infiltration.
Elevation difference between MH rim to rim: 7 feet

Date:
Time
minutes

MH 102
8:23
sinking (inch)
1. cycle S1
0
6.75
12
0
4
5.5
0
2
3.5

0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
0

5

10

15

flooded parts

MH 102
MH+main+lat MH+main+lat
MH 101
MH 102
9:20
11:20
13:00
Hydrotest 19 th September
sinking (inch) sinking (inch) sinking (inch) sinking (inch) sinking (inch)
1. cycle S2
2. cycle S1
2. cycle S2
water
water
0
3
0.5
0.5
17
3.5
0.5
1
0
3.75
0.5
1.5
3.5
4
0.5
1.5
15.5
4.25
0.5
1.5
0
4.5
0.5
1.5
5
4.75
1.5
17.5

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

60

65

70

0

min.

2
4
6
8
10
12
14

Sinking table of S1/S2 measured in the standpipe 13022:
Initial leakage rate of S1: not measurable, Extreme leakage.
Leakage rate of S2 after first S2 cycle was 25 gallons per 5 minutes

16
18
20

main pipe and
laterals
Ø inch
8
6
Location:
Date:

manholes:
length(feet)
300
70

volume gallons
783
103

Seattle, 10 th Ave NW
7 September 2011

Flood Grouting for Infiltration Reduction on Private Side Sewers

Ø inch
48
48
Supervisor:
Contractor:

218 102 to 218 101
dept (feet)
10.9
15.8

volume gallons
1,025
1,485

Csilla Pall, Ferenc Pall
Bravo Envrionmental Inc.

E 15

Sanipor Sealing protocol

resealing

manhole

Diagram of sewer section
MH 218( 102
brick
13022

cleanout

MH 218(101
brick

13020 13010

address

1016

flow direction
stopper

Notes: first MH 102 alone, then MH with main and
laterals. Infiltration visible.
Elevation difference between MH rim to rim: 7 feet

Date:
Time
minutes

MH 101 +main MH 101 +main
13:15
9:20
sinking (inch) sinking (inch) sinking (inch)
1. cycle S1
1. cycle S2
2. cycle S1
13.5
39
15.25
40
16.75
40
17.5
40
18
40
18.5
40
19
40

0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
0

flooded parts

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

sinking (inch)
2. cycle S2

40

45

50

sinking (inch)
water

55

sinking (inch)
water

60

65

70

0

min.

5
10
15
20
25

Sinking table of S1/S2 measured in the MH 101 24" shaft :
Initial leakage rate of S1: 5 gallons per 5 minutes in 48" chamber
Final leakage rate of S2: 0 gallons per 5 minutes

30
35
40
45

main pipe and
laterals
Ø inch
8
6
Location:
Date:

E 16

manholes:
length(feet)
300
70

volume gallons
783
103

Seattle, 10 th Ave NW
6 October 2011

Ø inch
48
48
Supervisor:
Contractor:

218 102 to 218 101
dept (feet)
10.9
15.8

volume gallons
1,025
1,485

Csilla Pall
Bravo Envrionmental Inc.

Sanipor Sealing protocol

manhole

Diagram of sewer section

cleanout
MH 218(100

MH 218(101

address

1016

flow direction
stopper

Notes: MH 101 (brick shaft and pre cast chamber) with main.
Plug in DS MH was untight.
Elevation difference MH rim to rim: 7 feet
Flooded parts:
Time
minutes
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
0

5

MH +main
8:00
sinking (inch)
1. cycle S1
0
12
0
10
0
8
0
8
13

10

15

MH+main
9:35
sinking (inch)
1. cycle S2
0
10
0
7
0
6
9
10
11
12

20

25

sinking (inch)
2. cycle S1

30

35

flooded parts

sinking (inch)
2. cycle S2

40

45

50

sinking (inch)
3. cycle S1

55

sinking (inch)
3. cycle S2

60

65

70

0

min.
2

Drop of S1/S2 measured in MH101.
Initial leakage rate of S1: 15 gallons per 5 minutes
Final leakage rate of S2: 1 gallons per 5 minutes

4
6
8
10
12
14

main pipe and
laterals
Ø inch
8

Location:
Date:

manholes:
length(feet)
72

volume gallons
188

Seattle, NW 130th .St.
26 August 2011

Flood Grouting for Infiltration Reduction on Private Side Sewers

Ø inch
48
48
Supervisor:
Contractor:

218 101 (to 100)
dept (feet)
15.8
13

volume gallons
1,485
1,222

Csilla Pall, Ferenc Pall
Bravo Environmental Inc.

E 17

Sanipor Sealing protocol

manhole

Diagram of sewer section
12759

cleanout

12753 12747 12..

MH 218(100
address

1016

218(220
flow direction
Notes: MH 100 with main and laterals
Drop measured in MH 100, no US MH # 220 exists.
Elevation difference MH rim to ground level: 12 feet.

stopper
flooded parts

Flooded Parts MH +main+lat MH +main+lat MH +main+lat MH +main+lat
Time
11:08
13:12
9:45
11:10
minutes
sinking (inch) sinking (inch) sinking (inch) sinking (inch) sinking (inch)
3. cycle S1
1. cycle S1
1. cycle S2
2. cycle S1
2. cycle S2
0
32
32
43.25
5
44.5
42
44.25
41.5
10
48
45
46
42.5
15
51
46.5
46.25
43
20
52.5
48
46.5
43.5
25
36
46.75
43.75
30
40
44.25
35
42
44.5
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

sinking (inch)
3. cycle S2

60

65

70

0

min.

Sinking table of S1/S2 measured in DS MH 100

10

Initial leakage rate of S1: 100 gallons per 5 minutes
Final leakage rate of S2: 2 gallons per 5 minues

20
30
40
50

main pipe and
laterals
Ø inch
8
6
Location:
Date:

E 18

manholes:
length(feet)
300
60

volume gallons
783
88

Seattle, Lane between 10 and 11th Ave NW
22 September and 6 October 2011

Ø inch
0
48
Supervisor:
Contractor:

218 100 to 218 220
dept (feet)
0
13

volume gallons
0
1,222

Tim Lagunas, Csilla Pall
Bravo Envrionmental Inc.

Sanipor Sealing protocol

manhole

Diagram of sewer section

cleanout

MH 218(097

MH 218(098
address

1016

flow direction
stopper
13003
Notes: Both MHs filled.
Rim elevation of DS MH 4 feet higher than US MH 97´s rim.
Flooded parts
Time
minutes
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
0

5

MHs main,lat MHs main,lat
14:45
15:50
sinking (inch) sinking (inch)
1. cycle S1
1. cycle S2
0
0
4
0
0
0
2.5
0
4
0
5
0
0
0
1
2.5

10

15

20

25

flooded parts

sinking
2. cycle S1

30

35

sinking
2. cycle S2

40

45

sinking (inch)
3. cycle S1

50

55

sinking (inch)
3. cycle S2

60

65

70

0

min.

1
2
3
4
5
6

Drop of S1/S2 measured in MH 218(097
Initial leakage rate of S1: 60 gallons per 5 minutes
Final leakage rate of S2: 0 gallons per 5 minutes

7
8
9
10

main pipe and
laterals
Ø inch
8
6
Location:
Date:

manholes:
length(feet)
29
30

volume gallons
76
44

Seattle, 12 th Ave.NW
6 September 2011

Flood Grouting for Infiltration Reduction on Private Side Sewers

Ø inch
48
48
Supervisor:
Contractor:

218 097 to 218 098
dept (feet)
4.9
8.1

volume gallons
461
761

Csilla Pall, Ferenc Pall
Bravo Environmental Inc.

E 19

Sanipor Sealing protocol

manhole

Diagram of sewer section

cleanout
MH 218(097

MH 218( 096

address

1016

flow direction
13021

13015

stopper
Notes: MH 218( 096 (brick) alone and with 2 laterals
Elevation difference MH rim to rim: 7 feet
Flooded parts:
Time
minutes
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
0

5

flooded parts

MH 96

MH96

main +laterals

main+laterals

9:35
sinking (inch)
1. cycle S1
0
6.5
9.5
0
4
6
7.5
0
3

10:37
sinking (inch)
1. cycle S2
1
1
1
1
1

11:40
sinking (inch)
1. cycle S1
0
1
2
2.5
2.5
2.5

12:45
sinking (inch)
1. cycle S2

10

15

20

25

30

35

sinking (inch)
1. cycle S1

sinking (inch)
3. cycle S2

2.5
3
3
3
3

40

45

50

55

60

65

70

0
1

min.

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Sinking tables of S1/S2 measured in the MH 96, and both standpipes
Initial leakage rate of S1: 20 gallons per 5 minutes
Final leakage rate of S2: 0 gallons per 5 minutes

9
10

main pipe and
laterals
Ø inch
8
6
Location:
Date:

E 20

manholes:
length(feet)
171
44

volume gallons
447
65

Seattle, 12th Ave NW .
2 September 2011

Ø inch
48
48
Supervisor:
Contractor:

218 072 (to 070)
dept (feet)
11.2
4.9

volume gallons
1,053
461

Csilla Pall, Ferenc Pall
Bravo Environmental Inc.

Sanipor Sealing protocol

manhole

Diagram of sewer section
MH 218(078
cast

13230

13220 13214

13204

cleanout

MH 218(077
cast

address
13211

13208

1016

flow direction
stopper

Notes: Plug failed at 13208,
MH 78 alone and MH with main
Elevation difference between MH rim to rim: 15 feet
Flooded parts:
Time
minutes
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
0

5

MH 78
9:43
sinking (inch)
1. cycle S1
0
5
10

10

15

MH78
11:04
sinking (inch)
1. cycle S2
0
2.5
3.5
4
4
4
4

20

25

flooded parts

MH 78+main
12:50
sinking (inch)
2. cycle S1
0
2
4
6
8
10

30

35

MH 78+main
13:40
sinking (inch)
2. cycle S2

sinking (inch)
3. cycle S1

sinking (inch)
3. cycle S2

1
2
2
2
2
2

40

45

50

55

60

65

70

0

min.

1
2
3
4
5

Sinking table of S1/S2 measured in the MH 078.
Interruptions due to untight plug.
Initial leakage rate of S1: 10 gallons per 5 minutes
Final leakage rate of S2: 0 gallons per 5 minutes

6
7
8
9
10

main pipe and
laterals
Ø inch
8
6
Location:
Date:

manholes:
length(feet)
290
100

volume gallons
757
147

Seattle, Frazier Pl, NW
16 and 25 August 2011

Flood Grouting for Infiltration Reduction on Private Side Sewers

Ø inch
48
48
Supervisor:
Contractor:

218 078 to 218 077
dept (feet)
7.2
12

volume gallons
677
1,128

Csilla Pall, Ferenc Pall
Bravo Envrionmental Inc.

E 21

Sanipor Sealing protocol

manhole

Diagram of sewer section
MH 218(077
brick

cleanout

MH 218(075
brick

address

1016

flow direction
stopper

13200

flooded parts

Notes: MH 77 alone then MH with main and lateral.
Elevation difference between MH rim to rim: 35 feet
Flooded parts:
Time
minutes
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
0

5

MH 77
8:25
sinking (inch)
1. cycle S1
0
2.5
4
0
2
3
4
5
6

10

15

MH 77
MH +main+lat MH +main+lat
9:26
10:43
12:10
sinking (inch) sinking (inch) sinking (inch) sinking (inch)
3. cycle S1
1. cycle S2
2. cycle S1
2. cycle S2
0.5
1.5
0
1.5
0
1.5
0
1.5
0
1.5
0
1.5
0

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

sinking (inch)
3. cycle S2

60

65

70

0

min.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Sinking table of S1/S2 measured in the manhole 077 and 075 standpipe (flow through plug).
Initial leakage rate of S1: 5 gallons per 5 minutes
Final leakage rate of S2: 0 gallons per 5 minutes
Steep slope. Elevation difference MH rim to rim: 35 feet.

main pipe and
laterals
Ø inch
8
6
Location:
Date:

E 22

manholes:
length(feet)
252
50

volume gallons
658
73

Seattle, NW 132nd ST
18 August 2011

Ø inch
48
48
Supervisor:
Contractor:

218 077 to 218 075
dept (feet)
12.3
8.3

volume gallons
1,156
780

Csilla Pall, Ferenc Pall
Bravo Envrionmental Inc.

Sanipor Sealing protocol

manhole

Diagram of sewer section

13229

cleanout

MH 218(076

MH 218(075

address

1016

flow direction
stopper
Notes: MH 76 (pre cast) and one lateral sealed in 2 cycles
Elevation difference between MH rim to rim: 17 feet
Exfiltration of materials to surface, measurement not possible in lower
Flooded parts
Time
minutes
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
0

5

MH 076 + lat
12:00
sinking (inch)
1. cycle S1
3.5
8
12
3.5
7.5
11
3.5
7
10

10

15

MH 076 + lat
13:36
sinking (inch)
1. cycle S2
2.5
4.5
6.5
2.5
4.5
6
7.2
2.5
4.5
6
6.9
3.2
4.5

20

25

MH 076 + lat
15:00
sinking (inch)
2. cycle S1
2.5
2.7
3.1

30

35

flooded parts

MH 076 + lat
15:55
sinking (inch)
2. cycle S2

sinking (inch)
3. cycle S1

sinking (inch)
3. cycle S2

2.8
2.9
1.8
1.8
1.8

40

45

50

55

60

65

70

0

min.
2
4
6
8
10

Sinking tables of S1/S2 measured in the manhole 218(076
Initial leakage rate of S1: 5 gallons per 5 minutes
Final leakage rate of S2: 0 gallons per 5 minutes

12
14

main pipe and
laterals
Ø inch
8
6
Location:
Date:

manholes:
length(feet)
8
10

volume gallons
21
15

Seattle, 9th Ave. NW
10 August 2011

Flood Grouting for Infiltration Reduction on Private Side Sewers

Ø inch
48
48
Supervisor:
Contractor:

218 076 (to 075)
dept (feet)
6.9
8.3

volume gallons
649
780

Csilla Pall, Ferenc Pall
Bravo Environmental Inc.

E 23

Sanipor Sealing protocol

manhole

Diagram of sewer section
MH 218(075
cast

cleanout

MH 218(074
cast, with holes

address

1016

flow direction
stopper

Notes: MH 75 , Main then MH 74 were flooded separately.
Mainline was watertight. No drop visible/measurable.
Steep slope. Elevation difference MH rim to rim 24 feet.

Flooded Parts:
MH 75
Time
9:10
minutes
sinking (inch)
1. cycle S1
0
0
5
4
10
7
15
0
20
2.5
25
5
30
7
35
9.5
40
11
45
50
55
60
65
70
0

5

10

15

MH 75
10:02
sinking (inch)
1. cycle S2
0
2
3
3.5
0
1.5
2
2.5
3

20

25

Main pipe
11:22
sinking (inch)
2. cycle S1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

30

35

flooded parts

Main pipe
12:06
sinking (inch)
2. cycle S2

0
0
0
0
0
0

40

45

50

MH 74
13:13
sinking (inch)
3. cycle S1
0
6
0
4
7.5
11
14

55

MH 74
13:47
sinking (inch)
3. cycle S2
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

60

65

70

0

min.

2
4
6
8
10
12
14

Sinking table of S1/S2 measured in the 24" shaft of MHs 218(075/74
Initial leakage rates of S1 in MH 075: 25 gallons per 5 minutes
Final leakage rate of S2 in MH 074: 0 gallons per 5 minutes

16
18
20

main pipe and
laterals
Ø inch
8

Location:
Date:

E 24

manholes:
length(feet)
153

volume gallons
400

Seattle, NW 132 nd St.
22 August 2011

Ø inch
48
48
Supervisor:
Contractor:

218 075 to 218 074
dept (feet)
8.3
8.1

volume gallons
780
761

Csilla Pall, Ferenc Pall
Bravo Envrionmental Inc.

Sanipor Sealing protocol

manhole

Diagram of sewer section
MH 218(074
cast, with holes

cleanout

MH 218(073
cast,

address

1016

flow direction
stopper

Notes: MH 75 + main + MH 73
Elevation difference MH rim to rim 2"feet.

flooded parts

house #13205
Flooded Parts: MH +main+MH MH +main+MH
Time
9:30
10:02
minutes
sinking (inch) sinking (inch) sinking (inch)
1. cycle S1
1. cycle S2
2. cycle S1
0
0
0
5
1
1
10
1.5
1
15
1.5
1
20
1.5
1
25
1
30
1
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

sinking (inch)
2. cycle S2

40

45

50

sinking (inch)
3. cycle S1

55

sinking (inch)
3. cycle S2

60

65

70

0

min.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Sinking table of S1/S2 measured in the 24" shaft of MHs 218( 074
Initial leakage rates of S1: 2 gallons per 5 minutes
Final lakage rate of S2: 0 gallons per 5 minutes

8
9
10

main pipe and
laterals
Ø inch
8

Location:
Date:

manholes:
length(feet)
38

volume gallons
99

Seattle, NW 132 nd St.
23 August 2011

Flood Grouting for Infiltration Reduction on Private Side Sewers

Ø inch
48
48
Supervisor:
Contractor:

218 075 to 218 074
dept (feet)
8.3
11.5

volume gallons
780
1,081

Csilla Pall, Ferenc Pall
Bravo Envrionmental Inc.

E 25

Sanipor Sealing protocol

manhole

Diagram of sewer section
MH 218(073
Precast

cleanout

MH 218(072
Precast
1016

address

1016

flow direction

13217 1008

plug
Notes: MH holes in the bottom, infiltration
MH 73 alone ( ) , MH with main
Steep slope. Elevation difference MH rim to rim: 35 feet
Flooded Part:
Time
minutes
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
0

5

MH & Main
9:43
sinking (inch)
1. cycle S1
6
9
5
7
9
11.5

10

15

MH & Main
11:04
sinking (inch)
1. cycle S2
15
18
19.5
5
5.2
5.4
4
4
4

20

25

flooded parts

sinking (inch)
2. cycle S1

30

35

sinking (inch)
2. cycle S2

40

45

50

sinking (inch)
3. cycle S1

55

sinking (inch)
3. cycle S2

60

65

70

0

min.

2
4
6
8
10
12
14

Sinking table of S1/S2 measured in the standpipe at 1008.
Inital leakage rate of S1: 5 gallons per 5 minutes
Final leakage rate of S2: 0 gallons per 5 minutes

16
18
20

main pipe and
laterals
Ø inch
8
6
Location:
Date:

E 26

manholes:
length(feet)
350
135

volume (gal)
914
198

Seattle, NW 132 nd St.
24 August 2011

218 073 to 218 072

Ø inch
dept (feet)
volume (gal)
48
11.5
1,081
48
11.3
1,062
Total Flooded Volume
2,193
Supervisor:
Csilla Pall, Ferenc Pall
Contractor:
Bravo Envrionmental Inc.

Sanipor Sealing protocol

manhole

Diagram of sewer section

cleanout
MH 218(070

MH 218(072

address

1016

flow direction
stopper
Notes: MH 218 072 (cast) with mainline, MH(brick) 070
Elevation difference from MH rim to rim : 2 feet
Flooded Part:
Time
minutes
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
0

5

flooded parts

MH72 +main+lat

MH72 +main+lat

MH70

MH 70

9:15
sinking (inch)
1. cycle S1
0
2.5
4
5
5.5
0
0.5
1
1.5

11:07
sinking (inch)
1. cycle S2
0
2
3
3
0
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

13:25
sinking (inch)
1. cycle S1
0
7
16
21

14:00
sinking (inch)
1. cycle S2

10

15

20

25

30

35

sinking (inch)
1. cycle S1

sinking (inch)
3. cycle S2

2.5
3
3
3
3

40

45

50

55

60

65

70

0

min.
5

10

Sinking tables of S1/S2 measured in the MH 72 and MH 70
Initial leakage rate of S1: 20 gallons per 5 minutes
Final leakage rate of S2: 0 gallons per 5 minutes

15

20

main pipe and
laterals
Ø inch
8

Location:
Date:

manholes:
length(feet)
151

volume/gallon
394

Seattle, NW 132 ND .
30 August 2011

Flood Grouting for Infiltration Reduction on Private Side Sewers

Ø inch
48
48
Supervisor:
Contractor:

218 072 to 218 070
dept (feet)
11.3
15

volume gallons
1,062
1,410

Csilla Pall, Ferenc Pall
Bravo Environmental Inc.

E 27

Sanipor Sealing protocol

manhole

Diagram of sewer section

cleanout

MH 218(071

MH 218(072
address

1016

flow direction
stopper
13207
Notes: new cast MH 071,
Elevation difference between MH rim to rim: 8 feet
Flooded parts
Time
minutes
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
0

5

MH 071
8:30
sinking (inch)
1. cycle S1
0
1.5
2
2.5
0
0.5
1
1.5

10

15

flooded parts

MH 071
9:27
sinking (inch)
1. cycle S2
0
0.5
1
1
1
1
1

MH+Main+lat MH+Main+lat
11:15
12:10
sinking
sinking
2. cycle S1
2. cycle S2
8
8
10
8
10
8
10
8
10
8
10
8
10

20

30

25

35

40

45

50

sinking (inch)
3. cycle S1

55

sinking (inch)
3. cycle S2

60

65

70

0

min.
2
4
6
8
10
12
14

Drop of S1/S2 measured in MH 218(071
Initial leakage rate of S1: 2 gallons per 5 minutes
Final leakage rate of S2: 0 gallons per 5 minutes

main pipe and
laterals
Ø inch
8
6
Location:
Date:

E 28

manholes:
limited
length(feet)
108
24

volume gallons
282
35

Seattle, 11th PL NW
20 September 2011

Ø inch
48
48
Supervisor:
Contractor:

218 071 to 218 072
dept (feet)
9.3
11.3

volume gallons
874
1,062

Csilla Pall
Bravo Environmental Inc.

Sanipor Sealing protocol

manhole

Diagram of sewer section
13021

13031

cleanout

13035,13041

MH 218(096

half pipe

address

1016

flowing direction

13018, 13014

stopper

13030

Notes: DS MH 96 with half main and 5 laterals
Filled from DS MH up.
Elevation difference MH rim to rim: 14 feet.

flooded parts

Flooded Parts MH +main+lat MH +main+lat
Time
11:25
13:35
minutes
sinking (inch) sinking (inch) sinking (inch)
1. cycle S1
1. cycle S2
2. cycle S1
0
13
13
5
15.5
13.25
10
18
13.5
15
20
13.75
20
21
14
25
22.5
14.25
30
23
14.25
35
24
14.25
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

sinking (inch)
2. cycle S2

40

45

50

sinking (inch)
3. cycle S1

55

60

sinking (inch)
3. cycle S2

65

70

0

min.
5
10
15
20
25

Sinking table of S1/S2 measured in MH 96.
Initial leakage rate of S1: 10 gallons per 5 minutes
Final leakage rate of S2: 0 gallons per 5 minutes

30

main pipe and
laterals
Ø inch
8
6
Location:
Date:

manholes:
total
length(feet)
460
200

volume gallons
1,201
294

Seattle, 12 th Ave NW
28 September 2011

Flood Grouting for Infiltration Reduction on Private Side Sewers

Ø inch
48
48
Supervisor:
Contractor:

218 1 070 to 218 096
dept (feet)
11.2
15

volume gallons
1,053
1,410

Csilla Pall
Bravo Envrionmental Inc.

E 29

Sanipor Sealing protocol

manhole

Diagram of sewer section
13055
13065

13047

cleanout
MH 218(070
address

1016

flow direction

13044

13018,13014

1019,13058,13048
1005,13047

stopper
flooded parts

Notes: MH 70 brick with half main and 5 laterals
Elevation difference MH rim to rim: 14 feet.
Flooded Parts MH +main+lat MH +main+lat
Time
11:45
13:35
minutes
sinking (inch) sinking (inch) sinking (inch)
1. cycle S1
1. cycle S2
2. cycle S1
0
12
12
5
16
14
10
18
15
15
20
15.25
20
22
15.5
25
23.5
16
30
25
16.25
35
16.5
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

sinking (inch)
2. cycle S2

40

45

50

sinking (inch)
3. cycle S1

55

sinking (inch)
3. cycle S2

60

65

70

0

min.
5
10
15
20
25

Sinking table of S1/S2 measured in MH 218(070 (brick)
Initial leakage rate of S1: 30 gallons per 5 minutes
Final leakage rate of S2: 2 gallons per 5 minutes

30

main pipe and
laterals
Ø inch
8
6
Location:
Date:

E 30

manholes:
total
length(feet)
460
200

volume gallons
1,201
294

Seattle, 12th Ave NW
29 September 2011

Ø inch
48
48
Supervisor:
Contractor:

218 070 to 218 096
dept (feet)
15
11.2

volume gallons
1,410
1,053

Csilla Pall
Bravo Envrionmental Inc.
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R-1

R-2

WERF Subscribers
WASTEWATER UTILITY
Alabama
Montgomery Water Works
& Sanitary Sewer Board
Alaska
Anchorage Water &
Wastewater Utility
Arizona
Avondale, City of
Glendale, City of
Peoria, City of
Phoenix Water Services
Department
Pima County Wastewater
Reclamation Department
Tempe, City of
Arkansas
Little Rock Wastewater
California
Central Contra Costa
Sanitary District
Corona, City of
Crestline Sanitation District
Delta Diablo Sanitation
District
Dublin San Ramon Services
District
East Bay Dischargers
Authority
East Bay Municipal Utility
District
Fairfield-Suisun Sewer
District
Fresno Department of
Public Utilities
Inland Empire Utilities
Agency
Irvine Ranch Water District
Las Gallinas Valley
Sanitary District
Las Virgenes Municipal
Water District
Livermore, City of
Los Angeles, City of
Montecito Sanitation
District
Napa Sanitation District
Novato Sanitary District
Orange County Sanitation
District
Palo Alto, City of
Riverside, City of
Sacramento Regional
County Sanitation
District
San Diego, City of
San Francisco Public
Utilities, City and
County of
San Jose, City of
Sanitation Districts of Los
Angeles County
Santa Barbara, City of
Santa Cruz, City of
Santa Rosa, City of
South Bayside System
Authority
South Coast Water District
South Orange County
Wastewater Authority

Stege Sanitary District
Sunnyvale, City of
Union Sanitary District
West Valley Sanitation
District
Colorado
Aurora, City of
Boulder, City of
Greeley, City of
Littleton/Englewood
Wastewater Treatment
Plant
Metro Wastewater
Reclamation District
Platte Canyon Water &
Sanitation District
Connecticut
Greater New Haven
WPCA
District of Columbia
DC Water
Florida
Fort Lauderdale, City of
JEA
Loxahatchee River District
Miami-Dade County
Orange County Utilities
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